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INTRODUCTION .AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH. 

The present work is a condensed summation of a long series of researches 
conducted by the author in the Hunter-Manning-~Iyall region during the last 
fifteen years. Throughout the period 1920-1928 a detailed examination was 
made of the Carboniferous, and to some extent of the associated Permian rocks, 
in a belt about 12 miles wide, extending from Raymond Terrace to Scone along 
a length of about 60 miles. • 

The stratigraphy, physiography, petrography and, in particular, the 
structural evolution of that region were dealt with fairly exhaustively in • a 
series of papers (Osborne, 1920-1929). 

In the following decade extensions of these researches were made to ,the 
country north and north-east of that already described, and it was soon clear 
that rather special stress conditions had operated in the Hunter-Manning 
province during the deformation wrought upon the rocks throughout the late 
Palreozoic diastrophism. Some attention was drawn to this in a joint paper 
with S. W. Carey (1937), and further information about the structural problems 
of the Upper Palreozoic rocks was given in three papers (Osborne, 1938, 1940, 
1944). 

The special characteristics of the Hunter Overthrust (part of the 
Hunter-Mooki Thrust System) had been fully described (1926-1929) when 
dealing with the overthrust block, while adequate description of the Fault-Zone 
was provided by H. G. Raggatt from the standpoint of the Permian Province 
south-west of the Thrust Line in the Lower and :Middle Hunter Valley. 

These special features were investigated experimentally in the geological 
laboratories of Harvard University. A model was constructed and some 
experiments conducted with a tectonic revolving device fashioned by D. T. 
Griggs. Interesting results were obtained (see Osborne, 1944, p. 21). 

Since 1935, after reconnaissance work on the Hastings and Manning Valleys 
had been done, intensive mapping of much of the region shown on Plate I was 
carried out. Places of very rugged or difficultly accessible character were 
dealt with in reconnaissance fashiom. 

A vision of the importance of the whole area in elucidating the course of 
the late Palreozoic diastrophism in this part of the State and its relation to earth 
movements of similar age in other parts of eastern Australia prompted and 
stimulated the wiiter to examine systematically the area according to the 
following plan : 

(a) To map the boundaries of the main series or formations and thus 
delineate the broad areal geology and establish large structural features. 

(b) To make less detailed observations where either (i) the .terrain and 
tectonic conditions were fairly uniform, or (ii) the forest or sand cover 
prevented detailed examination. 

(c) To map in full detail (using structural indicators for the purpose) various 
critical areas or structural elements which, in one way or another, and 
with varying degrees of importance, give data of a determinative 
value, contributing to an understanding of the evolution of the whole 
region. 

(d) To interpret by detailed observation and analysis the changing tectonic 
environment from place to place. 
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Altogether about 7,000 square miles have now been examined and th 
maps (Plates I and III) show the extent of this work. It is necessa~ . to 

8
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: 

:at of the. area sho~vn, geological details of two small areas have be~n takJr; 
T~m papern respectr.ely by W. R. Bro\\'De (1926) and Beryl SC'ott (19 Vi) 

ese areas, however, have been studied fairly fully by me. • 

stud;~;h~f c~~s~~~;~~~1:r~} ~e tuthor hads had some assistant'e from senior 
t ful S f eo ogy, an to these gentlemen he is very £: :rr ·t· or_ne o t~ese associates have carried out specified field work under 

ec ion m certam sectors of the area now d · T · 
sometimes in the nature of field studi . . un e1: review. his work was 
such activities were in the Timor Distri~i I1qmred fo~ honours degrees. Thus 
the Gloucester District (P. B. Andrews) (th V8 •~opting _an~ F. W. Lancaster), 
the Bullahdelah District (B p W bb ' . e. troud District (i\1. R. Banks), 
(P. Macleod, .A. F. S. Nettleton. W eJ & and m the Scone-:i\.Iurrurundi Sector 
Webb, W. K. Sneddon and T' D. H ~odman, ~he late .A. A. Northey, J. C. 
the writer, as senior author ha~ co~tri~!t eJ)a. W~th_ some of these associates 
been considered in the pr~sent mono eh ~tcnptive papers, and these have 
treated from the genetic standpoint. grap , e areas f'Oncerned now being 

Over the long period of research I have , fi 
and unfailing sympathetic interest of Pr~IO t~d e·eatly by the enc:ouragement 
many ~elpful discussions "ith Dr. w R es?or • A. C?tton, :1nd have had 
the region (too numerous to mention b • Brnwne. Residents m all parts of 
a very great pleasure, and have in Ja~~:e) have m~~e the field researches 
accommodation arran"'emcnts To ll th s ways facilitated travelling and 
tendered. ,.. • a ese people my cordial thanks are 

The work has been made possible ver . 
grants from the Commonwealth Res ' h ; largely, by reason of substantial 
author is anxious to express his gratit~~rc f u~d ~ver several years, and the 

e or th1s vital financial assistanC'e. 

RELATION OF )IONOGR.APH TO OTHER 
UPPER PALLEOZOIC 

RESEARCHES 
The present work may be said to find ·t • 

several large-scale contributions to the str~t~ ~.lace_ as one unit in a scheme of 
of ~he Upper Palaeozoic rocks of New S th g;phwal and structural geolo"'V 
vanous authors since 1920 Th obu . ales that have been made by· 

• ese may e hsted thus . ' · 
(a) Research upon the Permian rocks of th • 

Valley by H. G. Raggatt (1922 to 1940).e Lower and Middle Hunter 

(b) Research upon the Lower and M'ddl 
by A. H. Voisey (1937 to 1945t e North Coast DistriC'ts of N.S.W. 

(c) Research upon the Werrie Basin by S W C 
(d) Research u on th T • • • arey (1934 to 1937). 

(1947 to 19~9). e North-west Coalfield of N.S.W. by F. N. Hanlon 

. The first of these projects (H G R ) 
with _t~e fi~st main in,estigatio~ by. tr!\~tlduct(ed m?re or less concurrently 
remam er a,e been carried out subse u. t or men~10ned above) and the 
rr;u~\dwata of correlative interest and conti-i;it- to tha~ mvestigation 'providing 
o • • • geology. mg considerably to our knowledo-e 

The plan in the present work is to d . ._., 
e~emen~s ~ th_e large area under treatmen escr1be concisely the many structural 
discussion mdicatmg the tectonic progresst i~n!;hepn tlo de~elo;p an evolutionary 

e a reozo1c time. 
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GENERAL GEOGRAPHY A.ND PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
The region embraces the following sectors which constitute parts of the 

Counties of Brisbane, Durham, Hawes and Gloucester: 
(a) The widely drained Upper Hunter Valley and the northern and 

north-eastern side of the lHiddle and Lower Hunter. Here great 
diversity of physiographic development is present. 

(b) The Barrington Tops or Barrington Tableland and associated l\It. 
Royal Range, a "leg and boot "-like projection from the Liverpool 
Ranges. 

(c) The Upper and l\Iiddle Manning River and its tributaries. 
(d) The Karuah and .Avon River Basins. 
(e) The Myall River System and north therefrom, the minor Wollamba 

and Wang Wauk Rivers. 
(f) The Myall Lakes and Wallis Lake areas, and the associated coastal 

lowlands. 
(g) The lowland between Raymond Terrace and the drowned valley system 

of Port Stephens. 
There are very marked contrasts in the topographic features and 

physiographic expression throughout the area. 
The north-western boundary of the area described consists of the eastern 

Liverpool Ranges, which rise with broken profiles to a maximum of 4,850 feet 
above sea-level in Wombramurra Peak. From the western end of this section 
of the Liverpool Range (where the Gap or Pass near Murrurundi is situated) 
the western and south-western boundaries of the area run approximately along 
the margin of the Carboniferous belt, more or less adjacent to the Great Northern 
Railway and the New England Highway. In the Lower Hunter region the 
Lochinvar Dome has been included because the author has undertaken a detailed 
study of this, the most important stmctural element in the Permian of the Lower 
Hunter Province and a unit indispensable in any evolutionary treatise dealing 
with the interrelations of the Carboniferous and Permian areas on opposite 
sides of the Hunter Thrust. 

The northern boundary is approximately the )fanning River except for 
its lower section, and then the bounding line runs south-eastward towards the 
coast at Forster. Thence south the eastern coast of N.S.W. marks the limit 
of the area traversed. 

It will be seen from the map (Plate I) that a remarkable radial drainage 
pattern characterizes the incidence and geographic distribution of the strea::-,.,,.., 
of the area. These radially disposed rivers and creeks were thus largely 
consequent in the initial stages of their evolution, but a complex superimposition 
of subsequent and other stream facies has taken place since the early part of 
the physiographic cycle. The coign or hub of high ground from which the 
streams radiate is called the Barrington Tops, and associated with it in this 
geomorphic design is the rather ill-defined Mt. Royal Range, of which the" Tops" 
form a kind of offshoot. The abrupt fall of the country immediately south of 
the Barrington Tableland, where a great southward-facing scarp is present, and 
the less abrupt but very rugged facets on the south-east and east of this tableland, 
contain the headwaters of many streams, large and small, which make their 
way ultimately to the Lower Hunter or to the Middle ::\fanning. 

Some of these streams (the Paterson, Allyn, Williams, Chichester and the 
Wangat) flow on the west side of a notable physiographic and structural complex 
known as the Stroud-Gloucester Trough, while others swing to the north of this 
great structure, by-passing it as it were, and make entry into the Manning 
system. 
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w·thi the Stroud-Gloucester Structure, proceeding north~ard, i:; Uw 
Avon s~s;m (a small river), while draining the Trough to the south 1:; the Karuah 
River which empties into Port Stephens. 

l f • ly noticeable division of the eastern part of th<' Province into three 
h s"o~hic regions is brought a.bout by the existence of the Stroud-Gloucester 

~u~h. These regions are the Dungog-Clarenc~town sector on the west, the 
Trough itself, and the Mya.11-Wallis Lake labyrmth on the ea~t . 

The first-named is largely influenced in its physio~raph1c dcwlopnwn~ 
by many powerful faults; the second is a spl~ndid <'~ampll' of a <:omplex 
eological structure providing pronounced phys1ograplnc cont rol ; a,~<l the 

{bird region is distinctive by reason of the abumlanct' of lakes, occu p;nnf the 
partly drowned and partly silted areas of a late Pleistoce,w arnl R ecl\nt dramagc 
system, totally unlike the present systems that remain in the you thful and 
mature stage in the country to the west. 

Over the whole area, as might be expected, there is a t·ompl~te ran~e of 
geomorphie features to be met with in a <"omplexly l'VolvPd sert<'S o~ r!vers 
which first being consequent, have been modified by subsequpnt ehara!'tPnsh<'s
rivers' developed in an uplifted block where t.he highef!t poin t, re:u·bcs 5,01!0 feet 
above sea-level and where within 70 miles of the coign or hub at the Barnngton 
Tops the base-level of the sea or intermittent tidal lake is to be found. 

A study of the valleys shows every t.ype from completely indi:wriminant
youtbful through modified-youthful to subsequent-mature, and Henile and 
antecedent types. Evidence of geological control of the moq1hological featur<'s 
by units of varying lithology and structure is prolific and there are many eontrasts 
in physiographical environment related to the varying- in!·iclenC'C' and amount 
of rainfall. 

The vegetational distribution presents many intert>sting prohlems of P!·ology, 
and vivid manifestations of control of vegetation by a combination of various 
geological, pcdological and climatic factors are presentC'd in many distri<'ts. 
There are such contrasts as the snow-gum and tussoC'k areas of tlw Barrington 
Tops, and the tea-tree, Casuarina and manJ.,'Tove Rwamps adja<'ent to the 
lake-lands, while a third facies is that of sparsely vegetated sandhill <·ountry 
yieldinp: a zerophytic flora. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 
Over the greater part of the region sedimentary and assoeiatcd volcanic 

rocks constitute the outcrops. These comprise representatives of thC' Devonian, 
Carboniferous and Permian systems, while various loosely <'emented Ter tiary, 
Pleistocene and Recent detrital deposits are present in many places. 

An extensive region of Tertiary basic lavas and assoeiated basic· sills oC'<'urs 
in the north-western part of the region, and a great development of the same 
rocks cl1arac~rizes the Mt. Royal and Barrington highlands. In many places 
small volcamc necks may be seen. Some of these are of normal dolerite · some 
are of quartz dolerite, while some have teschenitic affinities. ' 

Apart from the basic sills just mentioned, the only intrusive rocks to be 
recorded are certain_ granitic i~ers which occur near Gundy, east of Seone 
(pro~ably of late Middle Dev~man age) and larger granite areas of probably 
Karumbla (late Lower Carboniferous) age, which occur in the upper parts of 
Moonan Brook and Omadale Brook and between these localities and the head 
of Stewart's Brook. 

On the Barrington Tableland are outcrops of quartz monzonite and 
granodiorite. These rocks sometimes rise above the level of the basalt flows 
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which are so strongly developed in that region. It appears that the basic lava 
has flowed around many resid1;1-als which must have risen conspicuously out of 
the well-developed early Tertiary peneplain. This peneplain is indicated in 
many places by the na~ure of the pre-basaltic s~ace, which can be deciphered 
by a study of the phys10graphy. (On the geological map small basic necks and 
small granitic and monzonitic inliers are not shown, as it would be impracticable 
to do so.) 

It is not proposed in this monograph to discuss the intrusion tectonics or 
petrology of the many acid and basic intrusive rocks, nor to deal with the 
petrology of the basic lavas. In so far as it is necessary to refer to any of these 
rocks in discussing thP Pvolution of the tectonics of the region, some mention 
will be made. 

Thus we pass on to present a summarized account of the stratigraphy 
on which to build much of the structural interpretation, since the main tectonic 
pro:inces haYe been delineated by mapping structural indicators. Further, 
the mfluence of overlaps in the present distribution of sma,ller structural elements 
has been important. 

DEVONLA:S. 

The oldest rocks known in the region are of the Devonian System. 
Representatives of possibly Lower Devonian and of :'.\fiddle and Upper Devonian 
are present. 

ramworth Series (Lower to Middle Devonian). 

These rocks are developed strongly in the rugged country of the headwaters 
of the Hunter and :'.\fanning systems, and also in the main Upper Hunter and 
Middle and Lower Manning valleys. The slopes and foothills of the Barrington 
and Mt. Royal Ranges expose good sections of these strata. 

In the country between Gloucester and the Barrington region, and also 
to the east and north-east of Gloucester, these rocks form part of the structures 
which border the Stroud-Gloucester Trough. 

The most important structmal area within which t~e Tamwort_h Series 
has been examined is the Timor .Anticline, where a very important limestone 
group is found. 

The Tamworth Series comprises keratophyric and spilitic tuffs, coarse 
breccias, cherty claystones, conglomerates, rhythmically banded _chert-tuff 
units, with intraformational breccias and slump-bedded phases, and limestones 
with a rich and varied fauna. 

The approximate, and in some cases the accurately_ determined, thic~esses 
of the various units are stated in the sequel when vanous structural units are 
being considered. 

Altered Tamworth Series (partly the Eastern Series of W. N. Benson). 

In the neighbourhood of the serpentine intrusions ~hich occur on the 
northern fringe of the area, large areas of the Tamworth Senes have been_ altered 
by deformatory and metasomatic agencies. These rocks ar~ the_ eqmyalents 
of parts of Benson's Eastern Series (see Benson, 191!) but, m thi~ region, do 
not appear to include the most drastically altered f:3-mes. of that ~enes.. In t~e 
present research the writer has always been able to 1dentif:f sufficient diagnostic 
evidence to determine the rocks as altered Tamworth umts. 

The main changes wrought in the roc_k~ are sev~re fol~g, sha:ttering, 
shearing and jasperization. The probable ongm of the Jaspers will be discussed 
below. 
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Baldwin Series. 

The strata intervening between the Tamworth and Barraba Series in New 
England and elsewhere have been described as the Baldwin .Agglomerates by 
Benson (and others following him). The type of facies throughout this member 
of the Devonian sequence varies greatly, but certain characteristics distinguish 
the strata so that one is able to refer many elastic units confidently to this 
group. 

In the gorges radiating fro:'11 the north and north-east sides of the Barrington 
Plateau these rocks are promment. They are found also in the eountry west 
and north-west of Gloucester. The main types are keratophyrir and rhyolitic 
tuffs, coarse and fine breccias and occasional agglomeratic phases and cherts. 

Barraba Series. 

. T:'1-~se rocks are Upper Dev<?nian in age and appear to be mainly freshwater 
m origm although some horizons contain Radiolaria. Fossil plants are 
commonly developed throughout the series, being prominent in bands near the 
top of the group. The remains are practically entirely of the Lepidodendron 
flora, the chief species being L. australe. 

':'7hen fresh, t~ey incl~de claystones, mudstones with tuff-bands, fine 
breccias and tuffs ~th occasional conglomerate bands. The colour and texture 
of the c?mmon uruts are characteristic. Thus the mudstones when fresh 
are blackish-grey, and present an almost coal-black appearance to the weathered 
crust of the ground where they outcrop. 
. The tuffs. throughout the mudstones are of a whitish colour and stand out 
~ contrast with them. _It_ is ~y the presence of these tuff-bands at frequent 
mte:v~s that one can d1stmgmsh the Barraba sediments from the succ edi 
Burmdi mudstones. e ng 

CARBO?-iU'BROUS. 

The four main _di'?-sions to be considered in this preliminary stratio-raphy 
~re_ the Lower Bunndi, Upper Burindi, Lower Kuttung and u' er KZ:tttun 
l::ienes. Of these, two (the Lower Kuttuna and Upper Burindi) a, _PP , • t lg 

• •• l t • t· b t . "' , re app10x1ma ,e "'J equn:a ~n • m une, _u • _represent contrasted faries developed in th l t L 
Carboniferous (for prmC'lples adopted here, see Carey and Browne, 1

93
aS). ower 

Lower Burindi Series. 

• A large portion of the area consists of these strata. 
The following units are present : 

(i) ~Iudstones of an olivine-green and brownish- re 
plant-bearing, with L. veltheimianum and L. osb~n!~ ;oellolurd frelquedntly 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Tuff f t • t • eve ope . s o grea • vane y m texture and composition s . , 
quartzose. These are frequently fossiliferous ~hi ~me a~e very 
a~un~ance of bra?hiopods, pelecypods, gastropod~ b , e y with an 
trilobites. and crmoidal remains. Some distinctive iyozoa and so~e 
almost microscopic crinoid stems are common in th Glfine tuffs _with 
Barney district. e oucester-Pigna-
Oolitic and organic limestones, often im ure b . 
~ure. These embrace crinoidal units in iarro~v ;;n occas10nally very 
limestones have fine micaceous and felspar debr's tht hds. Many of the 
upon the calcareous sediment. 1 a • as been showered 

Blue and blackish cher~s with Radiolaria and high siliceous content. 
Some of these show slip-bedding and a ser· f 
(probably organic) which mark 'out this m:~ts _o fucoid structures 
Bungwahl region. 1 lll the Bullahdelah-

(v) 

(vi) 
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Some altered andesitic and keratophyric lavas which suggest submarine 
extrusion. These are seen particularly well in some of the very rugged 
country to the north of Dungog and Stroud. 
Conglomerates with pebbles up to a maximum of one foot in diameter. 

Upper Burindi Series. 

The rocks most prominently developed in this series are as follows: 
(i) Tuffs, which weather to a ~·ust-brown colour. These are keratophyric 

or dacitic with much biotite. 
(ii) Calcareous mudstones and shaly-sandstones with a varied fauna, the 

fossils often being restricted to marked zones. 
(iii) Impure organic and also oolitic (chemical) limestones of no great 

thickness. 
(iv) Conglomerates and mechanically formed breccias. 
(v) Volcanic breccias of ,ery acid character. 

(vi) Soda rhyolite and keratophyre lavas. 
(vii) Cherty rocks with Radiolaria. 

The plant fossils (mostly of drift origin) are agaii: mainly of ~he Lepidodendron 
flora, and Cyclostigma is prominent on some ho1nons, particularly near the 
base of the series. 

Lower Kuttung Series. 

In the areas where Upper Bmindi rocks are absent it is usual to find Lower 
Kuttung Series well developed. These, except. for special phas~s referred ~o 
in this section below, constitute a great terrestnal group of elastic, pyroclastic 
.and lava units. 

The following are the chief types : 
(i) Coarse conglomerates with tuffaceous matrix. So~e ?ed~ po_ssess a 

fairly even size of pebble, but others show great vanat10n m size and 
evidence of rapid accumulation. }:!any boulders are an~ula_r and of 
such shape and polished appearance as to suggest denvat1':'n from 
glacial outwash gravels. Occasional striated boulders occur m these 
beds . 

(ii) Tuffs and breccias of great variety in texture and constitution. 11:'1'1;1,Y 
are intensely siliceous, others are dacitic, some strongly hrematitic, 
and yet others have stilbite as cement. 

(iii) A great variety of lavas including up to thirty flows in some sections. 
which are magnificently exposed in so many parts o_f th~ area. The 
great range of composition is indicated by the followmg list: 

Glassy and lithoidal mica-hornblende andesite_s, pyrox~nic 
andesites dacites keratophyres, toscanites, dellemtes, rhyohtes 
of sever;l kinds'. obsidians, trachy-andesites, trachytes and 
subordinate alkaline basalts. l\lany of these r?c~s s~ow such 
phenomena as albitization, autobrecciation, dentr1ficat10n, etc., 
somc> of whiC'h are deutcric in origin. 

(iv) Ignimbrites (cf. Marshall, 1935). These are c_omm?nly present_ in 
the Volcanic Stage of the Lower Kuttung and are mvanably of alkalme
rhyolitic composition. 

The whole of the Lower Kuttuna Series is marked by two facies in the tuffs 
and conglomerates ; one earlier group indicating 3:ccu_mulation_ when the climate 
was not conducive to the development of hrematlte m the soils and weathered 
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rock-mantle, and a Ia~er group characterized by hrematitic cements (not due 
to :present ka~amorphic agencies), which are indicative of humid conditions 
during format10n. 

F<?ssil pl_ants are present in the lowermost parts of this series, L. osbomei 
and Pitys berng_ most common, along with L. veltheimianum, Cyclostigma and 
Ulodendron. _Higher up, amongst the tuffs and lavas of the Volcanic Stage, 
the Rhacopt~ris flora ~akes its fast appearance, and the remarkable Zygopterid 
Clepsy~ropsis austrf.!,lts (Osbo1:ne, 1926 ; Sahni, 1928) is found in this part of 
the series also, haVlilg been discovered in a coarse conglomerate. 

Marine Phases of the Lower Kuttung. 

The recognition of m~rine facies in the upper part of the Lower Kuttuncr 
by Carey (1934)_ was ~n nnportant development in the mouldino- of 

O 
inio; 

about the stratigraphical evolution of the Carboniferous Syste~ in e~stern 
New South Wales (see _also Carey_ and Browne, 1938). 

~s. a result of the mterpretat10n of these marine phases es eciall wh n 
cin;:rmgg _well_ developed fossil a~semblages, it is clear that thi!oug1out £ortio~s 
o_ e a1boniferous areas marrne and freshwater sedimentation d d 
snnultaneously, and in some critical places a paralic or oscillatory pc:oc~et· e 
marked the sequence of deposition. n wn 

The areas within the region of present discussion wh r h · · 
conditions obtained, comprise a fairly large section of th/ J sul ~er1;11ediate 
of .Aberdeen, a small area immediate! ea t f D ouc e asrn, east 
in the South Teini Basin, east of .:\,lun~u;di~ ungog, and a very small area 

The most important of these is the Ro h 1 . . 
particularly ·well developed. These have been ~~s~ribU:1ab, wChe1ekfbryozoa are 

Y roe ord (1947). 
Upper Kuttung Series. 

_Rucceeding the Lower KuLtung with evidence of 
¥lacia~ and associated rocks of the' Upper Kut~n some break, _come the 
implyrng a great glaciation of Upper Carboni£ g.. These compnse strata 
alternating glacial and inter-glacial periods. erous times, marked by several 

In the lower part of this division of the Kuttuno- s .· . 
abundance of elastic rock, much of which is , }° _en~s there 1s a great 
remainder is due to the accumulation of sand a~roc astic m_ character. The 
mostly derived from the outwash of the Carboni£ r gra?I, which w~s probably 
from the south. This eventually spread over . \ ous ce Sheet as 1t advanced 
now being considered by the end of the Kuttu~io e ably t~e whole ?f the region 
are recor~ed from country north-west, north anf n!~~~~:~nce glacial sediments 
. . 'f'.he un~act of the Upper PalreozoiC' glaciation on th t t_herefrom. . 
~s md1cated rn th_e morainic deposits, partly redistribu e region ~ere co?s1dered 
m the many horizons of varved sediments which w ted by flu.vial act10n, and 
temporary and final retreats of the Ice Sh t ere accumulated during the 
glaciation much vulcanism continued and m ee • t~ntemporaneous with the 
lavas, mostly toscanitic, but also trachytic and ~tY lit· aceous roc~s, and several 
were poured over the refrigerated landscape . . y~h ic and occasionally basaltic, 
toscanites really -vast areas were covered ' m e case of the dellenites and 

.A richly varied and abundantly prese~ved fossil flor• . 
group, etc.) marks two or three shalv and/or cherty h . a (Rhacopteris-Calamites 
Upper Kuttung. • onzons near the top of the 

Marine Phases of the Upper Kuttung. 

Just as in the upper part of the Lower Kuttun • 
the l:!~per. Kutt1:'Ilg there was contemporaneit og, so ~ the upper part of 
deposition m var10us districts. Thus in the L. Y bf m~rne and freshwater 

ime urner s Creek and Booral 
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districts fossiliferous strata occur which were coeval with freshwater glacial 
silts and tillites. This marine horizon is definitely fixed because of the 
occurrence of bryozoa (Crockford, 1946). The rocks in question are broadly 
equivalent to marine strata described recently from the Stanhope-Lamb's 
Valley area (Scott, 1947) and to those dealt with in various papers by Voisey 
(1938-1941). 

PEmIIAN. 

The areas within the region which are occupied by Permian strata form a 
small proportion of the pronnce, but their structural environment of these 
areas is most important. 

They comprise the Lochinvar Dome, the central and northern parts of the 
Stroud-Gloucester Trough and the Paterson-Dunn's Creek outliers. .Areas of 
Perlnian in the Wingen-1\Iurrumndi district, and the great Perlnian Basin of 
the west and south-west sides of the Hunter Valley, with the exception of the 
Lochinvar Dome, are not dealt with here, as they are, or have been, the subject 
of research by other workers. Incidental mention of their structural relations 
is necessary in some of the following discussion. 

The exception is made in the case of the great Lochinvar structural province 
because the writer has studied the tectonics and stratigraphy in some detail. 
Further, the northern end of the dome is within the Carboniferous rocks of the 
overthrust block, and it is necessary to consider critically the evolution of this 
structure in relation to the whole question of Upper Palreozoic tectonics. 

STRUCTURAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE l\1.AIN SERIES 
The oldest sediments of the region being the Tamworth Series, it is necessary 

fast to test the relationships between these and the associated strata. In 
many places there appears to be a conformable passage into the Barraba Series, 
or into the Baldwin Series. .At least in these cases there is no angular 
unconforlnity. Specific localities where this may be studied are the following : 

(a) On the road to Rawdon Vale from Gloucester (via Cut Rock Road) 
splendid sections indicate no change in dip or strike between Tamworth 
and Barraba strata. 

(b) In the valley of Brush Hill Creek, near l\Ioonan and south of the divide 
between the Upper Hunter and the Mallilin~, near the southern boundary 
of Glenrock property, there is confornnty between black Barraba 
shales and rhythmically banded Tamworth tuffs. 

However, in the region of the Beltrees structure and along Stewart's Brook the 
divergence in strike between the Tamworth Series and the Barraba Series, or 
in some cases between Tamworth Beds and the Burindi Series, is sufficiently 
large and of geographic extent enough to establish a mild unconforlnity in the 
places cited. 

The most satisfactory data concerning this relationship are available from a 
stud~ of the strata in the rugged upper portions of the valley of Rouchel Brook 
and m the country forminO' the Divide between that stream and Stewart's 
Brook. In Rouchel Brook above" )Iyrtle Vale " the Burindi Series of muds tones 
and crinoidal limestones shows a dip of S. 60° W. at 20°, but close by the Devonian 
banded cherts are dipping N. 47° W. at 44°. Regional investigation shows that 
this divergence in strike and contrast in dip is not brought about by faulting. 

That in some places an angular unconforlnity is present and elsewhere the 
beds succeeding the Tamworth Series are conformable need not raise a difficulty 
or appear fallacious. .Actually the variable relationships are probably due to 
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warping which has allowed certain planes of contact between two series to be 
essentially parallel to the strata! surfaces, and in other places has brought about 
a geometrical situation which amounts to unconformity. The bulk evidence is 
that no great movement took place in most of the area, but that some movement 
and erosion proceeded between the completion of the Tamworth sedimentation 
and the beginning of Barraba time, or of Burindi time. 

Another important criterion in this matter of structural relationship is 
that of relative diagenesis of the two associated series at any locality. Along 
many parts of the valley of Stewart's Brook (both branches) the Tamworth 
Beds are in the condition of dense cherts possessing much jointing in patterns 
and in such development that do not characterize the Barraba or Burindi of 
the areas examined. It is feasible to conclude that such textural and structural 
features and lithological evolution as exhibited by the Tamworth Series are the 
result of some chemical and stress factors which have not affected the overlvin~ 
beds. • 

Further, we k_uow that granitic l'Ocks occ_ur in several places (as for example 
nea1: G_nndy), which are pre-Lower Carboniferous in age, since the overlying 
Burmdi mu~tones rest on a_n eroded surface. Such granitic rocks are to be 
?OIT~lat~d with th~ late Middle Devo~an intrusives of N.S.W., with the 
rmplic3:tio~ th3:t a rnof of Tamworth Senes was eroded away before deposition 
of Burmdi sediments. 

The possibility of such ~ranites being of late-Barraba age can be dismissed 
because everywhere there 1s per!ect conformity, and sometimes transition 
between the Barraba and Burmd1 groups. 

~inally, . the go!~ and other deposits of the Stewart's Brook area are 
as~oc1at_e~ W1th gramtes and granodiorites which have been responsible for 
rmnera_lizmg the Tamw?rth Beds, but not the later sediments. To a late Middle 
De,oman metallogenetic epoch these ores are referred. 

Relations of Barraba and Burindi Series. 

It has been stated above that no angular unconformity exists b t tl 
Ba •• ba a d B •• d" t . • s f h . e ween ie na n . wm 1 errnms. ome wt er details regarding this . it· h" are appropriate. Ie a 10ns 1p 

In the region between the road from Blandford to Timor· and th t 
t f T• E t J h • • e coun ry wes o 1mor s ate, a ong t e ridges Iymg east of Green Cr·eek 

i t nf • ·t b L . , one can see a per ec • co 01m1 y etween the ower Carboniferous and u D • 
b d T ·t • th t th • • pper evoman e s. rue 1 1s a eie are some basal conglomerates in th f • 
but this is the expression of a physical change that has uot pr·odue dormer ser~es, 
d• ·h • o b . d A d. ce geometncal 1s a1mony. s orne an n rews (1948) have recorded th . • t 
conglomerate near the base of the Burindi Series iu the Gel persits eu~e o_f a 
b t f d ·t • • • a·ffi I d · . ' ouces er d1str1ct u oun 1 • , en 1 <·u t to raw a lme demarkino- eitliei· for t· h ' 

It d • ,-, ma 1011 t ereby woul appea1· from the researches of Benson and fro th · • 
investigations that at the dose of the Upper Devonian f e _prese1;1t 
movements were operative in tl1e areas of northern N 8 vi.r°~{ epheITogemc 
covered by the Barraba sea. ·' • • at ad been 

Structural Relations within the Carboniferous System. 

The critical areas of Gloucester, Taree and Rouchel B 
relationship between Lower and Upper Burindi on the 0 . 1 ro~k, where the 
Lower Burindi and Lower Kuttung on the other can ben:t 1~1:1 d and between 
satisfac~ory data. So~e of the salient aspects ~f these uu s 1~ , reveal very 
dealt with by other wnters, but in the present investio-atio q e twns have been 
examined and the facts available are important. '"'' n new areas have been 

Thus a splendid section on the Scone-Gundv road abo t · . 
Scone, is exposed in the high c>liffs adjacent to the Pa(J"e R' 1-~ :1 nRme 1;l1Iles fro. m 

< '"' ' er· ere 1s revealed 
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a gradual passage from marine calcareous mudstones of Lower Burindi age 
through conglomeratic mudstone and sandy tuff into massive conglomerate 
which soon overshadows the minor bands of Burindi-like material, which 
constitute a kind of " echo " of the Burindi facies. Altogether there are about 
600 feet of typical quartzitic and aplitic conglomerate, dfrectly equivalent to 
the Basal Stage beds already described by the author for the Lower Hunter 
region. 

An equally decisive section is available on the road sections between Rouchel 
and Aberdeen, while the same type of passage is shown ou the road from Booral 
to Bullahdelah, about three miles west of Crawford River sawmill, and also on 
the Weistmantels-Duugog road. 

Iu the areas where the Lower Kuttung facies is replaced by the marine 
Upper Burindi facies, one finds it very difficult to rec?gnize any distinct break in 
the sedimentary sequence. It would appear that m these areas the gradual 
evolution of faunas from typically Tournaisian to typically Visean proceeded 
during a continuous sedimentary process. 

Coming now to the relations of Upper Kuttung to pre-existing strata, we 
note the clear-cut evidence, structural, climatic and lithologic, of a pronounced 
break. This has been described by various writers, but the whole matter was 
reviewed in 1938 by Carey and Browne. In the present communication the 
writer wishes to emphasize the point that although attention has been drawn 
to the basal bed of the Upper Kuttung and to the angular unconformity betw~eu 
Lower and Upper Kuttung, no reference has been made ~o the probable eros~ve 
action that must have followed the late Lower Carboniferous movement (1.e. 
the Kanimbla diastrophism). In the present researches some evidence of this 
has been diligently sought and some measure of succe~s has resulted. In the 
following areas the base of the Upper Kuttung (or Glacial Stage) rests unevenly 
upon the Lower Kuttung volcanic and associate~ sedimentary rocks! and_ there 
is evidence of erosion in the underlying format10n by a lack of uniforlillty of 
thickness as traced along the junction surface. 

(a) Tumbledown Creek west of Glen Oak, Martin's Creek district. 
(b) Along the high ridges on the west side of the Stroud-G101_1eester Trough, 

between Limeburner's Creek and the Seaham-Seven Mile Creek road. 
(c) In the Upper Bowman's Creek district near portions 267, 268, Parish 

of Foy, County Durham. 
(d) On the eastern face of The Brothers Ridge, north of Clarencetown 

and near Glen William East. 

Relationships between the Carboniferous and Permian. 

The detailed stratigraphical studies on the Lochinvar Dome (Osbor~e, 19~9) 
have produced much data concerning this relationship. Every C?ns1de1:a~10n 
points to a gradual passage as marking the conditions at this rather mausp1c10us 
completion of one system and the entry of another. The only departure !rom 
transitional conditions are those constituting overlap. Between the North 
Coast Road, eight or ten miles north of Raymond Terrace and the Gosforth 
district, an overlap more or less progressive in character, marks the boun_dary 
of the two systems.' Elsewhere, especially in the Kimbriki district of the )fiddle 
North Coast, described by Voisey (1938), a continuous passage from freslnrn_ter 
Upper Kuttuug through marine Upper Kuttung to marine lowermost Permian 
is exposed. 

It is interesting to observe that the evidence concerni~g !his p~·oblern 
now available from the Limeburner's Creek and East Booral distncts, g1Yes us 
more insight into the palreogeographical conditions towards the close of Kuttung 
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time for this particular locality. The discovery, in W4H, by Mr. \V'. IL JlcCoy 
and the author, of an important marine Upper Kuttuug phase (equivalent to 
some portion of the N eerkol Series of Queenslaud and of the Emu Creek Series 
of northern N.S.'W.) shows that the transgrc::;sion of the. e~ associated with the 
Lochinvar movement had effectively beg'Uu, in the dishict now bcinl-{ cited, 
distinctly earlier than in the di.st1'ic-ts that later were to be the site of t!H• 
Loe:hinvar Dome. 

The author has, for a considerable time, stressed the maJ"irw l'haracter of 
the Upper Kuttung tillites at Stoney Creek (one mile north of Linwbumer's 
Creek) and in the Ellenborough Palls and Bulga areas. 

P.AL1EOZOIC STRUCTURAL ELE:\lEN'r8 01" TIIB HU:N'l'EH
:\IANNING-~IYALL PROVJX<'E. 

!XTROD'CCTORY. 

The a<·counts Qf earlier rei;earches upon the fl•ctonic. of the ;\faitland-Sconc 
Cai:boniferous belt. (OsbornP, 1922-1929) have t•mbr.wed descriptions of the 
mam structur-a.l umts, and a scheme of tectonit- evolution whic·h may be said 
to haYe represented the writer':; opinions during the period 19:!U-1936. The 
extension of the late Palre?zoic researche:;, and a <'ritiC'al analysis of the genetic> 
as~e~ts of the str~ctun!l history, led to preliminary publication of some further 
opm10ns and mochfication of earlier views in souw c•ases (1938). 

It was _shown that the Hunter Thrust movement had been rp:;ponsible for 
the production of structural complexes, especially where the main X.X.\\'.-S.S.E. 
tre:1ds produl'~•d bf _th:~t movem~nt impinged upon the mon• mt•ridional trends 
which had the1~ ongm m the earlier phase of the lat<.• Palreozoie diastrophism. 
. A~ analysis of th~ st_ress and strain patterns (see Carey ancl Osborne, 1937, 
• md 9sborne, 1938) md1cated the probable importanee of the operation of 
rotational s!resses rather than simple compression ancl overthrusting. 

• There 1s n_o !1eed to r~peat here the information already descl'ihed and 
d1.s<·~ssed, but 1t_ 1s appr?pnate to say that the regional mapping of the large 
p1on!1c~ now bemg_ constd<'red has provided so much data of c·orrelative value 
~hat rt 1s now possible to extend the discu~sion begun for the }[aitland-:::kone 
sictors. A:- m~ch more complete stor;v is r~ow aYailablt> coneerning the relations 
o the :anous elc~ents that _l1ave b!'en mYolved in the Stl'U<·tural evolution. 
[n _partr_eular the role ?~ certain lar!-{e faults whieh had not bec•n finally settled 
ia.,t~1ov.f bheen more _cnt~cally exammed, and less ambiguity eh·1r·telel'izes some par s o t e tectomc historv. ' ' ' 

d·· .t0
\~he P_WJ>ose ~f gi\ing an all-round picture of the late Pal:i>ozoic 

. Ia:; 1 o~ 1c activity as 1t affected the J_Iunter-}Iyall Province both as re.,.ards 
i,mnll-sc ale features and those of larae dimensions it h . hd' d l !' bl 
to summarize in th t· • d'." , as een eeme a< visa e 
f d • 'th R e sec 100 imme iateJ~, following the tectonic· units whirh are 
"?J\nbe

1

~oun~ i:~~:
1
l~~;:;~;~\~;ia~y bc~\t~d.)(Full accounts of these featu~es 

SmWARY OF THE STRL'CTURAL ELE~fEXTs 1v TITE R 
C • - ·' ,\ YMOXD TERRACE 

Folds. ARBOXIFEROUS BELT. 

Be~rinning at the eastern margin of the recr1·O0 
and 

and rth t d h .., proceeding westward no -wes ~ar , one as the follo'\\ing struct.urlls : 
The Williams River Anticline. 
The Dunn's Creek Syncline. 
The :'.\foonabung Basin. 
The Cranky Corner Basin. 
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The }Iirannie Basin. 
The Westbrook Anticline. 
The Bridgman Basin. 
The Greylands .Anticline. 
The Owens-)Iount Wells Basin. 
The Grasstree Faulted Complex. 
The Bell's Mountain Structure. 
The Colonel )fount Strueture. 
The Segenho<• Ba:;in. 

All of these haw bc•en fully mapped and are reproduced from earlier 
pnblie:ations and :sho" n on tlH· !{eological map (Plate III). 

Faults. 

(a) Those "it.h X.:X.W.-X.W. strike. 
ft • J f tl t h ct 1· Hunte1· Th1·ust, ,velshman's (i) De mte y o 1rus • c ara e : 

Cr!'ek 'fhrust. 
(ii) Those apparently of gravity (normal) O!'igin : Brushy Hill 

Fault, Goorangoola Fault. 

(b) Those with N.:X.:E.-N.E. strike. (Character discussed in the S<'quel.) 
l'aterson Fault . 
Paterson RiYer Fault. 
Glenoak Fault. 
Butterwirk Fault. 
Charlton Fault. 

(c) Those with approximately E.-W. strike (some showing a disposition 
towards arcuate plan). 

·w ebber's Cre<>k Fault (Spl.'cial case) . 
Owen:; }fount Fault. 
Benvenue Fault. 
:i\Ianresa Fault. 

(d) Those with a strike whieh is either entirely or mostly in the meridional 
direction. (These are gi·a,ity faults.) 

Williams River Fault. 
Tarean Fault. 
Dry Creek Fault. 
Mii·annie Faults. 
"\Vei;tbrook Fault. 
}It. Olin• Fault . 

(1•) Radial groups of faults (related to torsion). 
Grasstr<>e Faults (five in number). 
Gosforth Faults (three). 
Greta }Iinor Faults. 

DE!';C'RIPTIYE STRUC'ITRAL GEOLOGY OF THE ELEMEXTS IX THE 
lIUX'l'Ell-}L\::-iXI.:XG-}lYALL PROH:'i'CE. 

The following c·ritieal areas have been surveyed in full OYer the last fifteen 
\·earn, and for each tectonic· unit some special problems li:n-e ~enerally been 
enc01intered. . 

After listing the strm·tnres, the~- will be treated in the order of namlllg. 
Where a structure eannot r1•adily he des<'ribl.'d by a well-k1~0":" structural term, 
sueh as dom<'. basin. anticline. ete .. th!' term .. structure' will be employed. 

ll 
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t:itructural Units and Sub- U 11its. 
Stroud-Gloucester Trough. 
)ledow:ie Basin (sub-unit). 
\Yard's River Structure (sub-unit). 
Rawdon Vale Anticline. 
Myall Syncline. 
Bullahdelah Horst. 
Girvan Anticline. 
Broughton Island Syncline. 
Gresford.-Wallarobba .Anticline. 
The "\Velshman's Creek Dome and Basin. 
Dunn's Creek Syncline. 
The }findaribba Basin. 
The Beaham-Kcnwary Stmcture (sub-unit). 
The Lochinvar Dome. 
The Greater :Mirrannie Basin. 
The Rouchel Basin. 
The Scone!Gundy Syncline. 
The South Temi Basin. 
The Tim01· Anticline. 
The Beltrees Structure. 
The Curricabakh-Rookhurst Structure. 

Fa1dts and Fault-Systems to be Discussed Below. 
(In a general east-to-west enumeration.) 

The Bungwahl-Boolambayt Faults. 
The Bullahdelah Faults. 
The Girvan-Waukivory Faults. 
The Stroud-Gloucester System of 1\Ieridional Fault 

(a) East Stratford Fault and similar fracture/· 
(b) The lianchester and Faulklands Faults. 
(c) The Stroud Road Fault. 
(d) Intra-Graben Meridional Faults. 

The liinor Faults of the Stroud-Gloucester Tr h 
The }fonkerai Faults. oug • 
The Dungog-Chichester Fault System 
The Le"'insbrook Fault. • • 
The Gresford Fault. 
The Webber's Creek Fault (reconsidered) 
The Goorangoola Fault (extendNl) • 
The 1Ioonan Fault. • 
The Piima Barney Fault. 
The Isis Fault. 
The Brushy Hill-:\farrurundi Fault. 
The Hunter Thrust System (further discussion). 
The Wingen Fault. 
The East Wingen Fault Complex. 

Serpentine and Associated Intrusions 
The Curric-abakh Complex. • 
The Pigna Barney Line. 
The Glenrock Line. 
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THE STROUD-GLOUCESTER TROUGH. 

This struc-ture, conveniently titled as above, is one of the most striking 
tectonic- features of the province. ~\. recent paper by Osborne and Andrews 
(1948), which is accompanied by a map, sets out the varied structural data 
which characterize the northern end of the trough. In that communication a 
concise and sufficient review is given of the main investigations that have been 
C'arried out in the past, and tlwre is no need to repeat those details here except 
perhaps to emphasize the remarkable geological insight shown by Odenheimer 
one hundred years ago, when lH' reported on the geology and mineral resourres 
of the .A . .A. Co.'s Estate. 

The Trough dominates the geology and physiography through most of its 
t·oluse, which is a,pproximately 60 miles from Gloucester to the Pacific coastline 
hPtween Newcastle and :\f orna Point. 

The Trough can be divided conveniently into four sections : 
(a) Northern Sector: Gloucester to Dewrang, about 20 miles in length. 
(b) North Central Sector: Dewi·ang to Booral, 12 miles. 
(c) South Central Sector: Booral to Limeburner's Creek, 12 miles. 
(d) Southern Sector : Limeburner's Creek to coastline. 

(This is best regarded as the l\1edowie Sub-unit.) 
The salient features of the geology and physiography may be summarized 

thus: 
(a) The main structure is a marked, narrow syndine which trends mostly 

meridionally, but possesses a swing in strike from S.S.W.-N.N.E. at the 
southern end through N.-S. to N. 15° W.-S. 15° E. from Stroud to 
Weistmantels and then more or less :N.-S. to Gloucester, except for a 
hPnd on the east side in the country north-east of Craven. 

(b) A subsidiary narrow basin or trough is faulted against the main structure 
to the east of Craven and crossing Ward's River. (See map.) 

(c) The floor of the Trough is warped strongly and pitches variously south 
or north. 

(d) The bounding units of the Trough are Carboniferous highlands, mostly 
of Lower and Upper Kuttung, but also partly of Burindi rocks, flanked 
by Devonian rocks on the north-west margin of the Trough near 
Gloucester. 

(e) The cPntral portions, which are maiuly of gentle relief and low-lying, 
ronsist of Permian Coal Measures which are developed in the major 
basin over a length of 20 miles, and in the minor basin approximately 
eight miles long. 

(f) While disconformable relationship between Permian and Carboniferous 
c'xists in the northern sector, further south steep boundary faults mark 
the separation of the C'oal measures from the resistant, Carboniferous 
lavas which form a sheath-like bounding struC'ture to the syncline. 
These marginal faults arc to be regarded as intra-graben structures, 
for the Trough in its central portion assumes some of the features of a, 
Graben. 

(g) Tn certain parts the narrowness of the Trough is remarkable, being 
only fivp miles wide between bounding faults near Stroud Road. 

(h) The pbysiographi<' expression is that of parallel ridges, one on each side 
of the structure, and one or two noticeable subsidiary ridges within 
the Trough, as for example east of Craven, and between Weistmantels 
and Stroud Road. 
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(i) Bounding faults separate this narrow Trough from broader fold units 
on either side. 

(j) The northern part of the structure is drained by the Avon and the 
Lower Gloucester Rivers, and the southern part by the Karuah River. 

(k) A great covering of Pleistocene and Recent sands and leached clayey 
soils obscures a great deal of the geolo~ of the southernmost part of 
the Trough. 

The Northern oector. 
Summarized Stratigraphy. . 

. The rocks ~ons_tituting t~e Trough in t~is _portion have been fully described 
ill several publications, but 1t was not until ill recent years that the relations 
of the faulted complex of the Gloucester district were satisfactorily determined. 

The formations present comprise : 
(a) Permian Coal Measures, thickness unknown. 
(b) Upper Kuttung Series, maximum thickness 2,400 feet. 
(c) Upper Burindi Series, maximum thickness 4,500 feet. 
(d) Lower Burindi Series, maximum thickness 7,000 feet. 
There are many seams ~ the Coal ::\Ieasures, and the assol'iated rocks are 

conglo1:Ilernt~s. sandst?nes, gnts and mudstones. Although some of the seams 
are qmte thic~ (m_axuuum 30 fe~t) the general consensus of opinion among 
Sydney geologists IS that t~ie Se~1es belong to some part of the Upper Coal 
Mea_s~es, alth~ugh correlati?n ",th the better known areas of the Main Coal 
Basill IS very difficult to achieve. The possibility of a Greta, age f th s .·. 
must. not be overlooked. or e • en<'s 

The Upper Kuttung Se1;ies consists of a thick volcanic· serieR (rhyolites and 
keratophyres) and much tuff and conglomerate remains of the uh t · fl 
h • b. f d • ·h l 1 . .' -'• acop eris ora avmg een oun m s a y ayers. The strikmg physiographi f , t f th 
Gloucester Buckets on the west and the Mograni Ran"e on th c ~l ures 0d ef 
the Upper Kuttung flows. "' e eas are ma e o 

The Upper Burindi Series (which gives wav to a terre t ·. I · ,. . 
one proceeds south, and there is described as the Low ¾_ 11

.i equn alent; as 
much mudstone and several quartz-keratoph:vre flows si~ rt~~) comprises 
being present at fairly constant positions in the se' ue e oss1 erous bands 
fairly rugged country on the west and south-west of {h· nce.t The tuffs mak<• 
and as the Upper Burindi facies declines in im ortance 18 sec or of the Trough, 
supplants it, toseanitic lavas make their appeai;nce and ~ni the Lower Ku~tun~ 
running southward. In the region around Weistmantels ~~~pronounced ridges 
Johnson's Creek there is much more variet . th an ~ ong Lower l\Iamm<• 
fluvioglacial conglomerates appear. y m e lava types, and some 

The Lower Burindi is well developed on the west . , , 
BlH·kets, and ou the eastern side of the Mograni R· ern fall ?f the Gloucester 
along the margin of the Trough. Goina southward ~tge continues unbrokenly 
f:ir-iPs of the northern Lower Rnrindi :~nd displa-v- th e r~c~s lose some of th<' 
Lower Burindi of the C'larencetown district. • e typical features of th<' 

Structural Features. 

The axi:- of the Trough lic·s to the west of th •, . 
1·egarded as the geographic· axis dividing the e met,m l_me that would lw 
approximately similar areas. The floor dips stee {n~rp ological features into 
of t~C' Troug~ (i-ee map) b~t this dip is influe~:eJ\the northernmost point 
Barrmgton Rtver Fault. };pyrrtheless there is r Y the presence of the 
.-:out hward pit<-h <•arrie~ on for a considerable dist .eabson to assume that a 

an< e ecause within the main 
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coal basin there is a thick series of measures, within which are some very thick 
seams (up to 32 feet), and these features bespeak the fairly deep burial of the 
base of the syndinal floor. 

The southernmost outcrop of the Pennian in this sector can be seen on the 
::Hamme Johnson back-road and also to the east thereof at a. point about two 
miles south of a lo<'ality C'alled Dewrang (marked by a railway siding and a group 
of farms). Here the base of the Coal Measures is pitching gently to the north1 
and lies on an eroded Carboniferous surface. 

Further north the same structural relations can be studied on the roadside 
about one and a half miles north of Weistmantels. A similar northward pitch is 
beautifully shown at a lower stratigraphir level about two-thirds of a mile 
south of Stroud Road Railway Station, where, in the paddocks to the west of 
the Pacific Highway, exposures of an ignimbrite lava of t.he Upper Kuttung 
display the scoop-like structure of the plunging unit. This structure gives the 
key to tht> rather eomplirated volcanic· succession hereabouts. 

The south end of the Coal Basin possesses strongly faulted junctions against 
the Carboniferous. Thus on the east side a magnificent fault-face outcrops in 
the eountry east of the )lamme Johnson's Road, near Dewrang. This revealed 
surfa{'e is of felsite and ignimbrite with good flow-structure, a,nd shows many 
slickensides. The attitude of the fault is almost vertical, the slight bade being 
to the west. This feature running northward for some distance has the following 
posit.ion on the one-inch military maps: 499-500/100.5-1006 Dungog Sheet to 
-198-499/1012-lOH Gloucester Sheet. 

On the west there is equal cvidencr of a faulted junction. Thus near the 
old tunnels and shafts in the neighbourhood of the historir site of discovery of 
coal in this area the measures are dipping streply to the east and a 30 feet seam 
exists close to the western boundary of the basin. Immediately to the west 
are Carboniferous confining units dipping :-it only moderate angles to the east. 
Near Relf's Creek in this locality it is possible to establish that the coal measures 
lose the steep dip away from the fault and soon flatten out to the east. 
Unfortunately the most, desired information about this southern extremity of 
the Coal Basin is not available because of the prevalence of alluvium and timber. 
Further north thrse intra-graben faults die out. 

Structures in the Coal Measures. 

\Vithin the Permian areas the outcrops are rather poor ex('ept for one or 
two outstanding exceptions. Artificial exravations, however, always reveal 
interesting information, and sometimes produce the most important criteria 
of the type of movement to which the beds have been subjected in their last 
tectonic experienr<'. Thus. as already described in another paper, there are 
excellent sertions in tlw railway cuttings south of Craven Station which show 
miniature " nappe " structures, small thrusts and drag folds associated with 
larger displacements. These in general indicate compressive stress from the 
north-east. In quarries in the same neighbourhood, and in the exposures to 
he fonnd around Ward's River village and south therefrom. excellent data are 
also available. 

The examination of dip in regions that do not appear to be much faulted 
indic·ates that the surface of accumulation of the basal Permian strata was 
irregular. Thus along a zone adjacent to the Carb?niferous lava~ _of the western 
side of the Trou"h wherever sections can be studied, one estabhshes that the 
dip varies eastw:ra. by becoming less and less steep, and also shows variable 
direction interpreted as due to irregularities of the floor. 

A splendid section showing the effects of overth.rusting produced by forces 
from the N.E. is that in a narrow quany (known as Timberline Cutting) just to 
the north of the Glen Road. two miles C'ast of Craven. Here (Figure 1) the coal 
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measmes are dipping N. 30° at 40-48° and are intersected by four overthrust:s 
which in general dip to the north-east, and are fairly low in inclination. At the 
eastern end of the quarry two of the thrusts have been curled upward so as to 
be partly underthrust by the excessive stress acting. The main joints of the 
locality dip W. 15° N., while less prominent fractures strike N. 75° E. Both 
sets of joints are almost vertical in attitude. 

On the almost vertical wall of a N. 70° E. joint two sets of complementary 
joints are present, dipping respectively easterly and westerly at about 25<. 
The large thrusts in the quarry have developed on one set of fractures set up by 
the more or less westerly directed compressive component of the shearing 
stresses that have operated. 

Related to the intra-graben faults of the south part of the Northern Sector 
are certain almost vertical joints of tensional origin which strike meridionally 
and give rise to striking outcrops of beds of varying erosive resistance. Such 
joints and associated steeply dipping strata are seen on the :\'Iamme Johnson'!! 
Road about two miles south of Ward's River village. 

Two Chains 
Fig. 1.-Curved thrusts in quarry two miles east of Craven. 

The North Central Sector. 
Between Dewrang and Booral the Trough is chai t · 

disappearance of the Coal l\Ieasures because of the upwarp· _'a~ ethnzed by the 
to pitch to the north. mg O e strata so as 

As already mentioned, a splendid section a little to th h 
Road shows tlie nature of the pitch in this section of the Tro~:iut of Stroud 

The rocks involved in this sector are as follows : • 
(a) Lower Kuttung Series. 
(b) Upper Kuttung Series. 
(c) Permian. 

(a) Lower Kuttung Series. 

On either side of this sec·tor the Lower Kuttun 
lavas make strong outcrops. There is a noticeable g conglomerates, tuffs and 
the western ~ide of the Trough shows a strong develo a~mretry, ho~~ver, since 
some subordmate rhyolite flows, while on the east th J 1 en . of rhyo~tic tuff and 
by thick units of toscanite. Fmther the tuffs e O came Stage 1s dominated 
completely pyroclastic and may pass m'to lavas sho 0~ 

the east a~e sometimes 
wmg autobrerc1ation. 
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The striking ridge on the east side of the Trough on which stand the heights 
of Stroud Trig., Stroud )fountain East and Renwick's Sugarloaf, is composed 
of the 1ft. Gilmore type of toscanite. 

(b) Upper Kuttung Series. 
The rocks of this group comprise cherty tuffs and glacial sediments with 

several small impure coal seams and marked horizons of plant-fossils. Altogether 
about 700 feet of strata are present and the outcrops are good. One belt runs 
west of the main Pacific Highway and of the Karuah River between Booral and 
Stroud Road, while the other is found in the foothills which lie to the east of 
Rtrorni and trend southerly to Booral. On both sides of the Trough in this 
sector the rocks of this division are on end due to faults. Several cross faults 
are prominent near Stroud Road, and these appear to offset the larger meridional 
fractures. 

One puzzling aspect of the stratigraphy of this sector is the occurrence 
of much shattered basalt which, from the field relationship, may be interpreted 
as within the Kuttung succession, or alternatively as sills acting as feeders to 
the Permian basalt flows which are definitely present in three outliers near 
Stroud. No section has yet yielded satisfactory evidence of intrusive relations 
between the basalt and associated Kuttung strata, but from the general way 
in which the basalt units follow the structural lines of the associated volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks, one is inclined to place the basic rock as contemporaneous. 
There is great variety among the volcanic rocks, and this is really the chief place 
in the Karuah province for studying fully the vulcanicity of the Upper Kuttung 
epoch. 

The lavas and tu:ffs are well exposed in the hills cut by the road from Stroud 
Road up Mill Creek. This eastern side of the Trough contrasts with the western 
side, where many of the lavas have cut out and where the dominant flow (excellent 
for structural mapping) is the well-banded Halls Hill rhyolite. 

The plant-bearing cherts are characterized by an abundance of members 
of the Rhacopteris flora and less abundant Lepidodendron veltheimianum. The 
most prominent genera are Rhacopteris, Adiantites and Sphenopteridium. These 
strata were first brought to light by early investigations of the Australian 
Agricultmal Company. The repeated references in early literature to the 
fossil locality of Smith's Creek, near Stroud, refer to the area a few miles north
north-east of Stroud, where good material is no longer available. 

In the plant-bearing strata several thin seams of poor grade coal occm. 
These can best be studied in the cuttings at the overbridge on the railway line 
three-quarters of a mile west of Stroud Road. This development of 
Carboniferous coal may bl' correl~ted with similar occurrences at Tanilba, 
Port Stephens, Paterson East and Broughton Island. 

(c) Permian Rocks. 
Although soml' of the rarlier reports dealing with the coal measm·es of the 

Stroud-Gloucester region suggested the occurrence of Upper }farine strata of 
the Permian System, no sperifi<- instance of this has been established by the 
writer. The only rocks whirh are of post-Kuttung age at Stroud and north and 
south therefrom are flows and necks of basic type. The flows are of a shattered 
calcitic basalt, comparable ,,ith some of the Permian basalts in the Comerfords 
district near Maitland. The intrusions are of small size and seem to be less 
alkaline than the flows, but linked mineralogically with them. 

There is a marked unconformity between the basalt and the underlying 
Kuttung Series, and this has some important implications dealt with below. 
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The main str1;1ctural interest of this section of the 'l'roug-h is the c•vidence 
of a northward pitch, and t~e presence of several faults which trend almost 
due north and S?~th (ma~etic). The faults are steep and are related in origin 
t? the great v_Villiams. R~ver Fault which bounds t,he Trnugh on the ,,·pstern 
side. More will be said m the sequel about the fault-svstems. 

.A~jacent to the settled and mature countrr of tl;is south-<'Plll ral sector 
there lies, o_n t~e eastern side, a wide belt of vrry rugged and lwavilv forested 
country whic_h 1s part of the wes~rn sid~ of the Girvan anticline. Tlie \\'!'Stern 
country contiguous to the sector 1s a region easily aecessible and fairly frep from 
muchkbubs

1
hlan:ffd throughont about 40% of its ext<>nt. Hern Oll<l <'..all ,_111,h. the 

remar a e e ects of the Williams River Fault. • • 

to t;:~f~~or str1;1.tturef ff_Jhe Upper Kuttung t:leries at t:,trowl Road are due 
minor thrusif~1~: ~~~ s~aiis. _These feahues compr~se l~lllch slickensirling, 

l·ointing The study of these fedtiag floldds, togrther mth mtense small-scale 
. • a ures ea s to the view th· t ,. • . 1 J • • t gravity faults were affected by lat . h . a • oug-111,1 c <',ll -cu . · e1 s earmg mo,·enwnts. 

South Central Sector. 

This division is characterized by the following featurc•s : 
(a) Presence of considerable glacial material in th C· ·l lif . 
(b) Occurrence of . U . c ,ll >01 crow; suc·c·ess1on. 

. a marine pper Kuttung SU(•c·ession. 
(c) Evidence of progressive ove ·I b t 

Permian units and of con~ ap ~ ween the ~uttung l':ll'ries and the 
fl . ' empoianeous ero:,ion of ·1 (~ 1 'f oor pnor to outpouring of Permian basalt~. • ' ,ar >Olll t•rous 

The stratigraphic units in this zone are : 
(a) Lower Kuttung Series (freshwater). 
(b) Upper Kuttung Series (part! fr h 
(c) Permian (Lower :\I ,· y. es water, partly marilw). 

• aune, possibly Greh C 1 'I 1Iarine Series). • ' oa •' ensures and Upper 

The Lower Kuttung has a much more . 
on the eastern side of the Trouo-h hprnnouneecl physiographic- CXIH'<'Hi>ion 
ne'ghb h d f O , w ere trendin • l • • • 1 our _oo o the Booral-Bullahd 1. h ' R sout iward from thr 
Stephens, is a ~eries of high hills of e ~. Road t_owards Karuah on Port 
the same , I • h · co,nse tosr·nnte () . 'o came . onzons are present in th 1 . ·.• . • n the westt>rn side 
the west of the Pacific Highway but h' h e nils which st.and a few miles to 
belt. • ' w ic are less rontinuous than the eastern 

Conglomerates of the Basal Stao-
in the r·ountry both east and west of~h?~o~;tOsborne, 1922) are prevalent 

Upper Kuttung Series. 

. This dinsion of thf' Carboni£ . 
rnterest but in th· k erous auccession is f ' . 1~ wor the only need is t f . 0 great stratigraphical 
are helpfu~ m elucidating the structural 11·0/e e1 to the strata in so far as they 
that the disco.ery by )Ir. w. H M O is ory of the Trouo-h Tl . 
Kuttung-. rocks in the quarry ab~ut \.:! !~d the Writer in 1946 ·of m~~n:; no~~ 
these shata southward establishe f ~es east of Booral and th t .. pp f 
~eerkol !acies_ of the :Middle Carbo!ua a1rl! im_Portant d~velop' e :-a<'~n;i 
mterest m this <'onnection are th erous m this Statr. Th m~n o e 
J~an Beattie as identical with spec~ B;:ozoa, which were dete:· f~ss1s if i~ost 
Wlth the Bryozoa in these fine h es om the Neerkol of Q mine Y .I! rs. 
Strophalo.~ia, Orthotete.<J and u;pe;;ycshables _are representative~~1nslanhd. Along 

ar Olliferous produ<'tids. sue genera as 
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Other rocks of the Upper Kuttung Series comprise glacial units of some 
variety, embraciug tillites, fluvioglacial conglomerates and sandstones and 
rocks akin to varved shales. 

Some of the tillites are marine because of the presenC'e of odd miero-fossil 
debris. The rocks in question are seen very well in the bed of Stoney Creek, a 
mile or so north of Limeburner's Creek. Similar tillites (greenish in colour 
when fresh) form a very distinctive type in the marine Upper Kuttung- of the 
Ellenborough and Comboyne areas. 

Permian. 
The Permian rocks first make their appearance, after having failed to 

outcrop in the Trough south of Stroud South, in the country between the Highway 
and the Karuah RiYer at Allworth (Old Booral). It appears that the ocrurrence 
here is due to a short steep fault. The rocks have affinities with the Lower 
:Marine Series of the Hunter Yalley. A few miles further south the Upper 
:Marine Series outcrops in the bed of Deep Creek, near its confluence with the 
Lower Karuah RiYer. The belt of UppPr )Iarine then swells out southward, 
while other Permian units (Lower }IarinP and possibly Greta Coal }Ieasures) 
an• very subordinate. 

Structural Features. 

The Trough has now taken on a somewhat different strike in contrast with 
the more northern sectors. Here the strike is changing from north-south to 
north-north-east and almost north-east. This swing is associated with the 
adjacent curving margin of the Lower Williams anticline, described many years 
ago by the writer. 

The Trough also shows in this sector the beginning of the southward plunge 
which becomes predominant in the South Sector, next to be described. 

The main interest of this sector centres around two items of structural 
significan<'e in the later 11:eological history of the Upper Permian strata. These 
are (a) eYidence of overlap, and (b) presence of the strong Tarean Fault. 

The first of these is established by the finding some years ago of the Upper 
l\farine fossiliferous sandstones of Stoney Creek resting with erosional break 
upon the Lepido<lendron-bearing beds of the Upper Kuttung. The stratigraphical 
brPak here is of tlw order of 10,000 fept judged by the standard sections ~ome 
miles to the west. 

The Tarean Fault is a vital piece of evidence in the investigation of the 
relations between major groups of faults in the provin(•r. Some discussion of 
the role of this fault was given in an earlier paper (Osborne. 1938). It is clear 
from the structural and stratigraphic data to hand that the Tarean Fault is a 
post-Upper Coal Measure fault, thus contrasting with those which were produced 
during the latl.' Upper ::\Iarine cliastrophic· episod<'. 

The Southern Sector (J,[edoll'ir Suh-Tlnit). 
This, the southernmost of the four sectors, is characterized by the following 

distinctive features, geological and otherwise : 
(a) .A considerable proportion of the country is_ marked bf low-lying swall1:PY 

conditions and one portion is covered with sand ndges and sandh1lls 
of the StoC'kton-Raymond Terra<'c-Williamtown region. 

(b) Heavily forested reserves embrace a good deal of the ~orthern area, 
while on the north-east of this sector the muddy estuaries of Karuah 
River and Telligerry Creek (where they enter Port, Stephens) are covered 
with mangrove growth. 
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(c) On the lower west side of the sector hard rock outcrnps of the Lower 
and upper Kuttung are prevalent in the East :-:;(•aham-Haymon<l 
Terrace-Irra wang district. 

(d) In all areas not given to strong outcrops there b genemlly a c•ovPr of 
strongly leached soil now largely composed of argillacPous material. 

(e) The bounding major fracture of the Williams Hivcr Fault c·omcs into 
this region, and its character and stratigrnphital etfrt'I" arc ;-;een to 
perfection in a quarry about five miles north of Ha;vmorul 'I't>lTtH·c·. 

The rocks present here are : 
(a) Permian sediments and basalt flows and thin coal seam. 
(b) Upper Kuttung Series (mostly glacial). 
(c) Lower Kuttung (mostly volcanic). 

Lower Kuttung Series. 

'.!'he la:·a gTOU_PS prominently dc•veloped in the .:,outh CPntl'al :;(•<'tor are 
<·ontm_ued mto this sub-~rovin~e, but an interesting variation of type and 
quantity of the Javas on either side of the Trough brings about a, contrast with 
the So:uth Central Sector. Thus in this sec·tor we have abundanee of lavas in 
the neighbourhood ?f Irrawang and south-east of Seaham whi(•h heloiw to the 
Lower Kuttung- senes. ' ,.. 

Upper Kuttung Series. 

Stretchinrr along the west side (anfl less p, • tl . • · f. L. ,.. ,• , . rommen ~ on tla• Pastt>rn margm) 
10111_ 1meburne1 s Creek locahty for about twelve miles are the Upper Kuttun(T 

Glacial Beds. These are freshwater in origin in th" soutli d · ( .~ 1 ,..) 
f •th • •tl t 't • " an manne <'J. a )ovc m ei_ 1101 1 a ~ oney Creek. The passage from on . I . , • . · . 
aJ)preciated about six mi"les so th f L' b , ( Jl 1,1se to tlu othc I us u O 1me urner s Creek . 

These rocks have been studied by the writer ·md :\I . :.\ , 
tlw latter havino- made• "ome detailed· ' • l. .I. H. Banks, B.S('., "" ' ,, measurements of ti , t t· 1 • 9 ' A !!reat variety of lava-type i·s p. t d ie s ra 1grap 1y m 1. !6 • , • 1esen an many c·ompJ.t 1 1 • k 
mv a feature of the area. These rocks sh •. , . t e Y PYI'?C ashc roe s 
l'('presenting the westeru side of the Trourrh . ot,h~. ,L snnplP (•urvmg i.truC'I nrP 

• ,.. 111 11; scc·tor. 
Permian. 

The )Iedowie Basin (which is an equival t t . . 
?f the Tr~mgh) has always giwn geolo ·sf? . eun for this sout~w,rn sed~H' 
rnt~rpr~tati~n. on account of the laC'k of :Ute~ '1, ,iroocl rleal of diflwnlt:v 1!1 

which 1s a kind of Pommon denominator for thIOp~hand ~he _prevalence of a sorl 
h('Pn the leaching by g-round waters. The he e ~" .~le d_1stnct, so thorough has 
:.\Jarine Series and_U~per Coal )1easures. d iocks of the <listi'if-t are Upper 

Professor Dand (m 1907) discussed the rob· . . 
r!'!a_tion:; of thes~ rocks beneath the cover o{ soil ,tble distnbution and structural 
c·nhcaUy the e,:idenee of se\·eral deep bores that a~d sand, and <·onsidered very 
part of the reg10n now under discussion. A : were put down in the eastc•rn 
pro~lem revoh·es arouud the stratioraphical . f°td deal of the solution of the 
the rmpure coal seams which have been str' {~ a ions of the zeolitir· basalts and 
places in the area outcrop more or less in~~; ill the bores, and whic-h in various 

)lore recent work bv the writ , I er~ntly. 
hydrological investigation for the Ruu~i,. J~rt~cularly in connection ·with a 
recognition of ~ertain facts about the ro~~s ::·ict Water Board, has led to the 
tlie str.ucture m the area. It is suffi.' . t' d to a confident intei1>ret·ition of 
( 0 b 193") • cien to explam· th ' see s orne. ~ is clearly proven bv the · , at the Tarean Fault 
transects both 'Gpper ".\!arine and Up ·, (' data now available and that it 

pei oal Measures. ' 
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The sweeping belt of Upper ~larine mudstones and tillite shales which is seen 
at intervals throughout the alluvium of the country between Limeburner·s 
Creek and Raymond TerruC'e is a continuation in structure of the similar curved 
area of the Upper Kuttung· further to the north-west. No cross faults are 
present in the Upper )Iarine outcrops, but it is clear from a study of the few 
exposm·es in quarries that concealed faults have caused small displacements of 
the Permia.n rocks, quite apart from the matter of the large Tarean Fault. On 
the eastern side the search for outcrops becomes more difficult, but. in many 
wells and in other artificial exposures it is possible to establish the existence of a 
mostly concealed, but wide, area of basalt overlain by typical brown mudstones 
of the Upper l\Iarine. 

The Trough thus has gradually widened out at its southern end into this 
)ledowie structUl'e, and the plunge to the south-south-west is quite marked 
by the inferred-plan of potential outcrop. 

Some of the later excavations (made by the Defence Department in 
connection with World War II) show the presence of pressure striations and 
small slip-faults in the rocks of the Tomago Stage of the Upper Coal .)leasures. 

Ward'.~ River Structure (Sub- Unit). 
.A.bout two to two and a half miles to the east of Craven thPre occ·m·s it 

subsidiary block-faulted basin of Coal )Ieasures, running north and south, 
never exceeding half a mile in width of outcrop. The longitudinal extent is 
about seven miles. This structure is that which has always troublc>d the 
investigator because of the ubiquitous soil and vegetation-co,·er that oceurs as 
soon as one moves any distance into the region of the margins of the main 
Trough. It is clear from a study of the small-scale structures that faults through 
this small bloC'k plaee Coal )Ieasures against 'Upper Kuttung on the west and 
Burindi rocks on the east. 

~ ot much has been done regarding the nature of the structural condition 
of the rocks in this small senkungsfeld, but it is clear that Rtrong jointing is 
uuiversally developed. Some of these joints in the fault-blo<-k are romplicated 
b~- later small thrusti:; with eurving dip. 

THE RAWDO~ VALE A:\'TICLDF.. 
General. 

Directly adjac·ent to the marginal western faults of tht> northern seC'tor 
of the> Gloucester Trongh lies the Rawdon Yale antiC'line, a :;outlnrnrd plunging 
fold that shows an intermediate teC'tonie position, in that some of its stru<'tural 
ft>atm·es represent response' to the forces operating- at th(• time of thc deformation 
of the ~troud-GlouC'eRtn belt. while others belong to the north-north-we!lt 
trend which was implanted on mn<'h of the c·onntry in a lat('r episode. 

The sti·uctUl'e cannot be studied fully because of the heaY)' brush <"over 
and extremely rugged country between Copeland and Berri<'o and elsPwhere 
in the region of the anti<'linal development. 

The general relations of the fold can be appreciated by noting the Barraba 
Series which outcrops betwt>en Banington village and Copeland, and in the 
country to the north-east of Rawdon Yale and also on the Bet'l'iC'o-Rawdon 
Vale Road. Ruch data can be compounded with the evidenc(' of th<' Tamworth 
Beds in ,ariorn, phH·es in the Berrico-C'oharkh area. 

General Stratigraphy. 
The following ar<' tlw units 

Lower Burindi 
Barraba Series 
Baldwin Series 
Tamworth Bed~ 

present in this stnH'tm·e : 
1,;'500 feet. 
4,500 feet. 

300 feet. 
)faximum unknown, 

least 2,000 feet. 
but at 
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The Lowe~· Bmindi are of the typi<·al nnulst onf' f:wiPS a111l :u·c <'<'II in the 
faulte~ blo?ks Just west of Faulklands. 'l'he Bannba ::-Pries c•outaius in a1lrlition 
to ra.d1olarian che:t and_ carbo?aceous _mudstone~, a .,PJies of flue <·ouglomerate.~ 
and also some thin wlntc tufls. Lep11lode11dru11 1111.~trnh is quit~i <·ornmon ·t,s 
for example, at Copeland. ' ' 1 

. ithe Baldwi~ Series is 1~1ostly tuff with 0(•ea. ionnl atglomernti(' phases. an<l 
inf ad e~ses _there is a P1.·oport10n of bandPd d1erty rock in the fragment:; :sno-.,e:;;tiYe 
o envat10n from the T • •th " • • • · .,,.. • T h S . amv.01 ... wries. (Tins 1s very siirnifie·mt ) The 
t~~~1~:~ bae~~:d e1:1b~ces -~1 wid~/ariet;\· of typPs. 'l'ht•re a1~ alw~ys· nried 
slump-beddiu I 0 ~Jt·Wl 1 evi en(•<· _of ~ara-depositional brecciation and 

·th I b g.ld n a ion there are racl10lanan tuffs <'h<'rt.s ·md c·on,,lorne1"1tes 
WI arge ou ers the matri f ·I • h • • ' • ,... ' • 
Som L ·ad d ' . x o w nc "eathPrs to a <lePp browu colour e epi o en ron au.ytrale 1s sparsely present . • 

Structure. 

The cor~ of the fold is given over to Tamworth Bt•cl:;. 
The mam outcrops are south f ti B • 

Copeland. They are also seen in t; .. ie_ . 1?'.1111-:ton Hinr .Fal'Jlt. ~n towards 
on the Berrico-Rawdon Vale Road eu mai~n.il clcvdopment at varwus places 
Tamworth Beds into contact with B .:~1s on that road_ se,·(•ral faults hring 

.After the i·oad I . th aiu a and/or Baldwm tnffs. 
eaHs e eourse of th GI • 

succession from Barraba into Lower B ~ . oucestPr H1YC'r orw soon finds a 
inclined to the west and mueh m· . f· u~mcl_1. The ror-ks arP fairly i;tpeply 
bedding planes with no stratigr~;~ic-i;\u~~~~~~ present, some of which i:=; along 

Then from the " Stockyards ,. so ti f 
a fine section of Lower Burin di 11 J t u 1 0 . Rawdon Va]p settlement there is 
identir·::il with rocks of the lU s ones, crmoidal limeRtones and tuds ·t!most 
C sa1ne a"e as . • • • larencetown, and at Hilldale Th '"' . ' exp?sed at Glen " 7 illiam. near 

t ·d f • ese strata stnk ,. 9 ( o , , wes ern s1 e o the Rawdon Yale st· ' e ~,. - I \ ., and thus the 
the main trend of the Provinc-e. _nwture has taken up tcctoni<· affinities with 

T? the 1:1-orth. past the Homeste·1<l ·md 
splendid sections of the 1·1·ch],· fos il'f' ' on towards f'obarkh t hpre arc C, ·' s I erous B .• r r • • .. ,-,enera, so common at Hilldale 'lnd 1 h uunc 1. r1w various 'l'ourna1sian 
rock, which is found in th1·s loca'1·t E>_sew ere, are to he• <'0IIN·ted h<>r<' One 

·t· h • 1 v, 1s verv d· •k • pyn le s ale with many Ortlzotetes resent ' .'~]. ' stron~ly c·arbonaCPOU"' and 
0

~ the_hom~stead_ and will prove }i_1seful·fo~w~~s exposed about a mile north 
v..ork m this reg10n. <1tum for any pahrontologiral 

. The greatest struc·tural complexit . th . . 
axial zone. This is best studied on ~bl~ h~ a~t_1clme i;; found on the plunging 
the~ -~m1;ard _to the country south of Rawdons ,nound Berriro Homestead and 
quanie:, anrl lil the Gloucester River show t Vale._ A number of exposures in 
has marked th<' adaptation of the ant· r that cons1derahlc te<•tonic c•omplexity 
Glouf'ester_ environment and the o:is~~;d-~he two ron_tra<;te1l Plemc,nts or' the 

Thus m one quarry Barrab . T allarobha influen<'e. 
dip S 90 E - o a o1 amworth t fl' (d' . 
T ' • - . • at oO and on the dip faee ther . ~1 s. istrnc•tion here is diffi<•.ult) 

wo c?nJugate sets P<>rpendicular to e ,ne displayed a fine set of ·oints. 
respectively of 300 and 1200 ,. h'I the strata! face show ·I k . J ·t h t f ,, b k . . , ,v 1 e a weaker tl • ·d . c oc wise p1 c 
se o ac -Jomts " is present, parallel in stri1~ Rer1es has a, pitch of 400_ A 

These fractures are strains of b b to that of the rocks. 
zone by earth movements pro a ly two periods set up w·th. tl t l 

• 1 1n w eres a 
Away ~om !he zone of contusion and 

fold, tecto_ru~ uniformity is reaehed bv th severe fraeturing on tht> nose of the 
of about oO to the w 300 c-, • e rocks showina a fa· 1 t a· • ,..... ,-, 1r y ronstan 1p 

• 
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Perhaps the most spectacular part of the Ra,,don Yale Structure is that to 
be found along the Barrington River, where it flows through the country between 
Rawdon Vale Homestead and the Cobarkh-Copeland back road. 

.Along this road, as it passes through the down-like meadows of this 
beautiful property, one can see much that can be linked with the magnificent 
section displayed on the right bank of the Barrington River. From the Copeland 
region the rocks are seen to dip westward and Tamworth Beds give way to 
Barraba. Then the Barraba can be seen in splendid westward-dipping exposures 
which steepen as one goes westerly upstream along the Barrington River. Soon 
a great fault zone is reached. drnwing down the rocks to a vertical attitude. 
This is a true normal fault and has no evidence of anv lateral shift. It is 
absolutely vertical, and away to the north there is a series of vertical fault-face 
outcrops, the like of which the author has rarely seen in the case of revealed 
fault surfaces. 

Immediately west of the fault the Burindi rocks dip back to the east, and 
then eventually the axis of a small anticline is crossed and the Lower Burindi 
resume the south-westward dip of the main western limb of the Rawdon Vale 
structure. It is (']ear that the small anticline has been determined by the 
dragging effect of the large fault reversing the dip in the neighbourhood of 
maximum displacement . 

THE )fL\LL SY::-iCLIXE. 
General. 

This feature is marked by considerable structural complexity in the central 
portion. It stretches from the Pacific eoastline north of Port Stephens to the 
rocky headlands of Seal Rocks, Treachery Head, Charlotte Head and Cape 
Hawke, and embraces all the country west to the valley of the Myall and Crawford 
Rivers. ln this direction the syncline passes into the Girvan anticline. The 
total area in question is about 450 square miles. and includes the district of 
Bullahdelah, where a remarkable ridge known as the .Alum :.\fountain dominates 
the Lower :Myall country. This ridge is the physiograpbic expression of the 
Bullahdelah Horst. 

Stratigraphy. 

The following rocks are present : 
Permian : Lower Coal )IeasUl'es, Upper :.\Carine Series. 
Carboniferous : LowC'l' Blll'indi, Upper Blll'indi, Lower Kuttung. 
The Lower Burindi makes wide areas of outcrop, some partly obscured by 

alluvium, sand or vegetation. The rocks are uniformly developed, consisting 
mostly of cherts and quartzose tuft's. There are some crinoidal limestones and 
fossiliferous tu:ffs. 

The Upper Burindi consists of rock,; similar to part of the Gloucester 
Sequence. Thus the Productus barringtonensis bed occurs on the east of the 
basin, especially in the neighbourhood of Johnson's Hill and Violet Hill at 
:.\Iyall Lake. In places the rocks are dense cherts. 

The Lower Kuttung consist;; of conglomerate and andesite lava. while the 
Upper Kuttung consists of coar;;c c·ongfomerate, rhyolites and tuffs. 

On the western side of the syncline the Kuttung series has the greater 
development. and this asynunetry is brought out beautifully on the map. The 
section on the ,vest emhnwes a series of dominant to,;eanites and andesites. 
while the Upper Kntt.ung is well developed, inclndinir a vrry /n'eat thickness 
of aeid tuff. 
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. . The Per~ian rocks are chietlj Uppt'l' :\larine sa11dsto1w:-., shales and 
no1;1stone~, whlie the Greta Coal Series consists of \'<'IT t·onr:-;P <·oiwlomcrates 
white tufis and poor grade coal. • " ' 

Structure. 

Bull~Jati stable block with constant regional dip is that of till' :-;Pal Hoeks
location: ~f ttec~o~.l Hhere thfe only departur<•s from th<> rc•g-ional dip are the 

The a e a~ y eavy aults, such as Fl' P:!, F,'3 and Ji'f). 

Fault whi8Jim:::etr1c fold sufl_ers an abrupt tru1watio11 h,\ the :\lyall-\\'aukivon
its n~rthen1 en~~s expresses mfluence of the Parlit•r funned :-:;1 rond Trnugh. ,tt 

Alunitised 
Rhyol i te 

Lower Kuttung 

Upper Burind1 

// 
/ ' 

,, / ', 
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/ ~-
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11111,,11 
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Marine 
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I 4 

Coal Measures 
in trough 

__, 

Miles 
Fig. 2.-Block diagram of the Bullahdelah H 

orst. 
The central part of the fold . . 

sandstones etc hil • is given over to U . 
intermitte~tl ., ;; e ~ thin development of the G ~peC'r )fann~ fo~siliferous 

. y. . ie axis of the syncline tr d rP a oal Series 1s present 
and is mostl! hidden in alluvium. en s down the line of Myall River 

Underlvmg the Permian on th 
K tt S' .• · • e west. of th t, 

;:il u~ 1'~mes, m the lower part of which o e s ~uctmp is tlie well developed 
w ~rtf. e:~ng tosc~nite also acts in this wayn~ ·ntdhs various indicator beds, 
. . ~ nn e syncline a little to the 01 I.' Upper Kuttun 
mt1;1gmng: st~ctures of the whole prov~~!t of t~e. axis lies one of &e most 
Hornt which is the esse~tia_l structure of the· Al This is the _narrow Bullahdelah 

Full account of this is ,,.;ven 1 h um ::\-Iountam (F·• M t • h 1. >-• esew ere w "'on map). 
oun am r yo ite and associated strata of th. U e note herp that the .Alum 

e pper Kuttung are bounded on 
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each side by an almost vertical normal fault. In the case of the western side 
the adjacent rocks are talus-covered Upper Marine sandstones, while to the 
east the adjacent rocks are certain Upper Kuttung units. The rhyolite is almost 
vertical in dip, to t.he west-south-west. The presence of coarse spherulitic 
structure, arranged in lines parallel to the dip, assisted in determining the 
tectonics of the Horst. 

The evolution of the Horst is interpreted as follows : 
In the earlier phases of the Upper Palreozoic orogeny there was produced 

along the zone of the present Myall syncline an asymmetrical fold consisting of 
a very steeply dipping eastern side and a less steep western side. .After the 
causal stresses responsible for the eompression • were removed, no doubt 
temporarily, pronounced fracturing took place across the fold with the production 
of three steep surfaces dipping westerly. .Along these strong subsidence took 
place, thus placing the various formations in the geometrical relations shown bv 
the narrow ridge of rhyolite bounded by lowlands of Upper l\Iarine sandstone 
and Upper Kuttung. .Also, the narrow trough of Coal ::\Ieasures to the south 
was preserved because of the development of two opposed steeply dipping 
faults. 

Followed south-westward the bounding faults of the Horst open out 
somewhat, but the eastern fault becomes the bounding wall, on the west side, 
of a narrow stJ:ip of Coal Measures (see Figure 2). North from Bullahdelah the 
whole structure is cross-faulted. 

The Myall syncline was formed at the time of the Hunter Thrust System 
stress episode. In this eastern area the Thrust System is not present, but 
contemporaneous structures exist. 

THE GIRV.\N .A .... ".TICLINE. 

The Girvan .Anticline is a simple structure except for the northern end of 
tihe fold, where considerable complexity exists. This complexity is difficult 
to unravel because of the prevalence of forest growth and inaccessibility, but 
from Forestry Commission tracks and other limited access it has been possible 
to assess various data and interpret as shown on map. 

The anticline is clearly exhibited by the exposurns in the region about 
Girvan village and in the cleared but uninhabited country between the Booral
Bullahdelah and the Karuah-Tea Gardens roads. 

There is not much variety in the stratigraphy of the Lower Burindi Series 
which makes up the bulk of the fold. These comprise mudstones and tuiis, with 
fossil zones pronounced in several plates. Thus at Girvan Brachiopoda and 
Bryozoa are abundant in olive-green mudstones. Then again, in Bundabah 
Crnek, in the south of the area, beautiful examples of Spirifer sp. nov. are 
common in a tuiI exposed where the road crosses the creek. 

The axis of the anticline can be fairly satisfactorily placed because of the 
abundant outcrops on either side of the Booral Road. For example, rocks are 
horizontal, right on the crest, at a point about 30 chains east of the Nugra Road 
iunction with the Booral Road. 

There is a good deal of minor faulting, seen on the Branch Road. Little 
major faulting has been detected except for the special sector near the head of 
the Crawford River. The place of the anticline in the struetural history of 
the Stroud 'rrough is C'onsidered below. 

SYXCLIX,\L STRl:CTURE O:C- BROUGHTOX ISLAND. 

Broughton Island, lying to the north-east of Port. Stephens, gives an 
intriguing section of the Upper Kuttung Series which is cut off by a fault against 
some Lower Bm·indi rocks. 
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The Kuttung de,·elopmeut is of iut.en•st hecause of the exi ten<·e of the 
following features : 

(a) A series of rhyolites with good How strnetm·e whi<'h are equivalent to 
the Bullahdelah-Alum }fountain Hows. 

(b) .An impure coal seam in association \\ith richly fo silifc1·011 • <'linty 
shales crowded with the Rhacopterii, flora. 

(c) ~or sections displaying deltaie control of somt• Gpper Kuttuug 
sedimentation. 

_The chief struc~ural feature is the Syncline which trt>ncls .. "'. !!:.!0 "'. acu·o:,:; 
~he island. The axis c~m lre locate~ and th_e axial plane appears to be itH•lined 

• steeply _to the_ so~th-~est. The dips on t>tther side am about 10°. 
but this syncline 18 the <'entral P0!tion of the eontinu:tt ion oft lw ~\lyall ~ync•linc. 

he pre~enc~ of a lower tertomc horizon her{' as compared with the mninlanll 
(see map) 1D1plies one of two things; either 

(a) 
1
th

1
eredhas been upwarping of tlw snu-linal floor north of Brot,..,.hton 

s an , or • -
(b) the structure on the Island h· b f I ,1s een au !Pel away from the main syncline. 

General. THE GRESFORD-\VALLAROBB,\ A:S.TWLIXJ<:. 

'.J'his is b:, far the hu·gest single 1 .. 1 . . , .. . . . . 
consideration, being approximate! 9g~oa( 1>tuu t~i,1l_ent1ty 111 tlw regrnn unclt•r 
portion of the central zone of th Y }quare miles m arf'a. It ,•oYerR a large 
Stroud-Gloucester Trough and the pro,mee ai!d spans tlw rt•g-iou bPt\\ een the 
Paterson to the neiahbourhood 0/;in~ of basms whieh Ji(, along the hPlt from 
in its most south-e:sterly sector· b er ecn. The a11tidine is st rn11rrlv modified 
b • • v a ,erv com r • l - ~ t e earlier structures (such as th· Rt, • P ira .. t•c zo1w of <'onflict !)('tween 

find l'Xprc•ssion in the anticline. e' 10nd Trough) and tlw Inter trrndR whirh 
. The main direction of the axial zo . . , 

~ fau!y c-onstan~ development of this t~!n1
~ noi th-wt-st_-s_ont h-Pnst. and then• is 

mto (a) the liam Fold (b) th'e w I h d.. The ant1<'1me may lw suhdivirled 
Paterson A.nticline. {d) 'the nrilli cs n:ian s Creek Domp and H•101·11 (r) tlw 
:=; 1· n ams Rn·er \ 1· 1· ',, • • :-n<· me. 1. n IC lllP and the Dunu ·s Cn•ek 
. Of these the last three have b d . 

little to add t • een esc·nbed • 1· . . . . .· excep m the case of the D , 1? ear ier J)a1w1·s, and fhpn• 1s 
tcfennee \Hll ~e made below. The tl ~nn 8 Cieek syndme. to whi<·h some 
;.1rm tural detail 0 1e1 sectors will l>t' t"k J • e • .. ·en 1ere m som 
Stratigraphy. 

(a) The Main Fold Thi . 
at the head of the p t • s section outc-rops in tl h . 
t·ountJ·v stretchina a erson, Allyn and Williams R· ~t• l'av1ly fon•Rte,l 1·01mtry 
clbtJiPt. The rod:cross north from i\Iirrannie tot~('~, as well as in th(' lower 

TY . • present comprise the foll .· e ungog-Gr<•sfonl-riilld,tle 
v pper I\. 11 ttun1r • O\\ mg : 
Lowe1: Kut_tu~g : : . . • Piaxinrnm) :3, 100 f, •t 
Lo,\ e1 Bunnd1 . . • • (:\Iaximum) ,, 

800 
( 1 

The Lowni• Bur· d' · • • · · ('Ta,-1•1n -,, frpt • 
. " lil 1 1nclud • • '_, Um) 10 000 f 

,bell? lime»tones <'an,in"' in e a vanety of tuffs con • ret. 
mud:;tones anrl tlw dac•itir t :any places a verv /n· f1°nwra tc•s, 1•ri11oi1lal and 
have nothin!! but monoto 11 s are the most co\1111: ic•c and prolifil' fauna. The 

nous Bur· di ,on roc•ks 1 • . There is no lIJper Burin . . 111 . mudstones. an( n•1·y w11iP ar<':tS 
well developed in sections wh· ~ in this sector bee 
of the ,·oleanic- suc-eP,:,io~ an~ s h~ve been studle1l ve~~~e th: Lower KuttmH!_ is 

ednnentarv osp1·11,1t. Y full~ fro Ill t )ip st a 1Hly1omt 
• < lOn,;, ' 
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The Lower Kuttung comprises conglomerates and a series of lavas and 
associated tu:ffs. The volcanic succession constitutes the Volcanic Sta"e of 
Osborne (1922). In this area there are many flows and all manner of tum,, 
breccias and agglomerates. 

The Upper Kuttung Series is well developed in the region between Gresford 
and East Tyraman, where the )Iain Clastic Zone is the ehief subdivision JH'Psent. 

Structure. 
A fairly simple anticlinal structure marks this unit, although it is goflered 

and buckled badly in the culminating zone in the south-east terminal portion 
of its axial zone. It is also complicated by the presence of a series of block-faulted 
masses in the Dungog-Chichester-Salisbury-Underbank areas. These blo('ks 
will be referred to under a separate heading. 

The pitch of the anticline is not marked in the north-west sector, where the 
Carboniferous rocks emerge from the wide cover of the Tertiary basalt flows of 
the Barrington Tableland and its prolongations, but south-eastward the pitch 
begins to increase and the structure takes on a broader arching, only soon to be 
merged into the complex basin and dome association which occur near Wallarobba 
and \Yelshman's Creek. 

Facies changes in the Lower Burindi throughout this large anticlinal sector 
have brought together various Burindi types in intimate association with 
,arying Kuttung units. Thus mudstones of the forme!' are sometimes overlain 
by Lower Kuttung conglomerates, while at other times heavy conglomerates, 
keratophyric flows and sandy tuffaceous rocks are the Burindi types to be found 
beneath the Yolcanic sequence. 

The Eastern Side. 
On the eastern margin the anticline is marked by a strong series of gravity 

faults which have been responsible for placing all rocks for about two miles in a 
nearlv vertical position. This rather remarkable structural condition can be 
seen in the country east of Dungog and lying therefrom to the western margin 
of the Stroud-Gloucester Trough. In the railway cuttings and in countless 
exposures the rocks are always found to be on end, and to be cut by many small 
faults which arc genetically related to the master faults of the area, such as the 
Williams River Fault. 

From the Dungog-Stroud or Dungog-Weistmantels Road to the south there 
is a region of much timber where the Lower and Upper Kuttung Series are 
found. These rocks are separated from Lower Burindi (rich in fossils) by th·e 
Williams River Fault, which has dominated every other structure here. 

The Lower Kuttung is exposed in the country between Glen \Villiam and 
the \Vashpool nt-ru· Stroud. A series of thick lava flows, chiefly toscanite, as 
well as the )Iartin's Creek andesite, form rugged hills to the north-east of Glen 
\Yilliam. These lavas show erratic variations in thickness. They are cross
faultf'd in the neighbourhood of The Brothers, and from this locality can be 
traced through Clarencetown to the country southward. 

In the anticline now being considered there appears to be a gradual passage 
from the Lower Burincli to the Lower Kuttung, especially in the low hills north 
of Clarencetown. 

Fractures through the rocks everywhere testify to the fairly simple tectoni(' 
environment of these rocks during their folding, and thus make a, strong contrast 
,vith Wallarobba structures which give evidence of a very involved tectonic 
evolution and the operation of rotational stress. 

An important fault modifying this structur~ is the Gresford Fault. This 
trends north-north-west-south-south-east, and 1s of very strong character. 

C 
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It can be appreciated by the study of the ,lips In tlrP uorlh alHl nol'th-,1·1,st of 
Gresford.

0 
From a g~ntle ~p (12-18°) in the -villag(• of Ea:-t OrPsford din•eted 

to E. 15 N., there 1s a fa_u-ly sudden rewrsal to soutlr-"e t a l :rn- to . [n 
between the two opposed dips the erestal ZOil<' of tlw anti,•Ii,w ha hePII hrok<•n 
by the G~·esford Fault. This ~a ult is of earlier formation t hnn a .~nw ll I ranswi·M• 
fault which may be seen ~elrneated b:v <·<'rtain str•Pph· dippinl! hPds tn•ndincr 
about north-east a few miles south of nn•sford. ,.. 

(b) The W allarobba-Welshrnan 's Crcrk C11111plfJ:. 'l'lw s trn<·t un•,-, <f psc·rilwd 
~any {ears ~go b:,: the writer whe~ the Patc•r~on-<'lan•11<·t•lo\\ 11 a rt',J \\ :\~ hPing 
tveSti,,,ated c?mprised tlu-ee ~ect_om<' <•ntitil's ,1 hie-It w1•rP 1111ifiPd into a do1111·- Iikl' 
eatlu-e, centrrng about a pomt m th<• neighhoul') 11111d of ,. (}Jpn ('nirn ... 

d 
~t ~reat

1 
deal more information has been oht ait1Pd hv 111111,1, 1 Pt'Pn t fipJ, l ,1 ork 

an 1 1s c ear that the eomplex·t , ·· • b • I l • · •. 
t. d I. db • 1 J V.,ls 1011!! ti a 111111 h, till' 111ter-1Pt wn of 
ren • mes an y the influ • f th JI • • • . . . ence o e unh-1' 'I'lrrnst 11111, <'llll'Ht . 

The basrn m this sector is sm·11l but f • • • • parts show a marked ,·. t· ' ' 0 :sOllll' 111 t1•rt>,;t lit that 1ls <·0111po11Pnl 
pitchstones regarding ;a~~l ,10~ among the_ hornhh•111ll' n11d1•:; it<•:- a nd a n1!Psili<· 

. . o or erofextrus1011 and thi1·kit1•:-,-, . 
. The Basrn 1s shallow and mav b 1 . 1 1 . . 

Wll'agul]a and Sandy Cr 'k W 11 ., e no« l~ th!' :-ont!r-,,1•:;f ,lip h<·twe<•n 
theWallarobba tunnel toe:h ( a _arobba) ,tll(j h:v tlw 1wrth-P:tSI dip Sl'l'II frolll 

road. Here the andesite-m!i:!~~ng of .the X oi-t '! C :oast Hail\, ay hy t IH• I >ungog 
closed, and its position on th b. el veiy flat. 1111s shallm~ hnsin is <·om pletPlr 
el~n_gate~ dimple caused by eth~o~ nos~ of 1_11(' f!;tl"(•IJI a11t1<'1i1w ll!a r k:-; it as ,~ll 
or1grn "'1th the small ,velshm ' C ~nte1 Tin 11s_t movP11H•11t. Tl i,; i•oµ-11at <• m 
the 1·oadway at Welshma , Can: ieek thrust-fault. ,, hif'lt i,; Jll"<•s1•11t just 1war 
Farm are thrust on to ~!ttree 

1
settlenwnt. 'llr1•n• B11rindi roc•ks o n llotrman's 

ung avas and tnffs 
The domal structure next to be . . • ." 

near Glen Cairn homestead s th • consirlen•,l 1s IIJ(•a I <'d a hon t a fo<"al point 
Wallaroo Creek. A ronside~ab~u ward and n_ot fa r from tlw hP:td\\ a tNs of 
rocks, and_ the strike· of both r~rtm~unt ~f mi~or shatt1•_ring- has affN·te<l tl_H' 
contrast with the N. 200 w. strik s _and f.lnl1 is_ app1·oxt111at1{\ , . :rn E. m 
The g~ologic-al map shows clearl;,~~JCh_ 111a_ra<'t(•1·1zc•s 1lw main anticlinal t1end. 
tectomc affinities are clearly w\J ~~ ie ations of this domal mass : t hus its 
Clareneetown-Paterson bloek ra;h:r the sou~her!r :--tru~·t 11n•,; of tlw :-,pa ha Ill· 

The_fault whic-h cuts right th, an " 1th th1• mam antic·linP. 
the _continuation of the Cha lt I~ugb the small c·orp-Jike Bnrindi out ,· rop is 
cons1dera ble distanee in the ~o otnh a ult_ (sec• map). whif'11 has lwPn I nt<"<'<l a 
east. u • Thrn hul1 1· • •t • • • I ' • s s <'<'P 111 <lip, hachng to I H' 

To the east of the d 1 encou t a • oma centre ti • . • ~ ere • Thrn fracture is b . ie rnstru<·tn·1• Butt<•rwic·k Fault 1s ~t ma1or ~haracter. The main ;ar-;1~11sly a eonwr_omi8(' h<'hwen two tl'PlldS 

of ~tt?:1rs of the western side of the s!he ~a nit rn Ill a clirPl'tion infht<'ll<'Pd h)· 
1 s r1 es parallel to the main trend rou Trough, whilp H imbsidiarY portion 

The east part of this d . ' namely ~. 100 "·· to X. '.!O "\Y ." 
Yerv steep] ·th . ome is marked bv a t . . . • Y WI a strike N. 20° E. • ' 8 iong- Im<· of shpar· thrusts tlipp1ng-

(c) The Dunn's Creek " z· 
made in ord · t • 10Ync ine. In 1943 , 
area than h=~ i place it _more satisfactorily . '~/lmw Rur_Yey of this frat ur<· wa~ 

. ee_n possible when the earl" l~ ie tc•C'tonJ<•K of (hp Bast Pat<'r~on 
The S?nchne is steeply ind t ie1 sun·<•:-,-R wc•n• clone• in I !)•>'i 

g-entlv folded Pat en ed on the bro• .a • -· • • erson and Williams n· ,1 .. surfa,·<• whi<·h m·1rk :; tl11· t\\O 
. . The syncline has a north iver anti<-li1ws. ' • 
m its main struc-t . . ·north-east trend . d • ,. 
UJJ in tlw north-ea~r- w~th the plunging bas(: ,u; tt o;,the nature of a,, :;(•OO]l 

near the head of Dunn'R (' ~. _ tc• ll<·oop " ::;harpl)· warpe~~ 
ICPk. Tltp front of th<'•' .~c•oop 
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is closed by a disconforrn..it-y or local unconformity caused by a coverino- of 
Permian (Upper )larine) sandstones which may be seen on the' )faitland Road 
just after it leaves the Dunn's Creek Road intersection. Here, in paddocks to 
t he south-east of the road, occw· Spirifer beds so characteristic of the Upper 
,carine here. Tracing these and associated strata over towards the Paterson 
River near the Duninald Estate, it bec·omes clear that the syncline is closed 
by the Permian. 

The syncline shows a marked asymmetry in its stratigraphy and also in 
the value of its dips. The effect of the structure is to isolate a mass of Upper 
::\farine rocks which rest with strong overlap upon Kuttung tillites. 

In the recent mapping advantage was taken of new exposures to survey a 
line of outc-rop of Spora-ngia-bearing tuffs which may be seen rrossing both the 
Dunn's Creek Road and the Seaham Road a few chains in each <'ase from their 
junction. 

To summarize, we note that the broad Gresford-vVallarobba anticline 
possesses a strong trend which allows it to dominate the country lying to the 
south of the Barrington Tops. The anticline is mainJ.y in Lower Burindi rocks, 
but when we reach the Kuttung structural levels of the fold we find a very 
involved arrangement of the various strat igraphiral units. These can be mapped 
with success, and bring out a marked conflict between early Hunter-Bowen 
trends and the structure lines of a later phase of this movement. The 
impersistence of some units and the variable nature of the volcanic rocks have 
brought about a good deal of asymmetry in the various structures. The presence 
of the Burindi Series at the domal focus indicates a kind of " culmination " 
where the anticlinal front has been piled up, to a mild extent, against the rigid, 
tightly folded Stroud-Gloucester Trough in its south-western sector. 

The relations of the various fault systems in the large province will be dealt 
with in a separate section below, but the mention of two important faults is 
desirable at this stage. These are the Lennoxton and Hilldale Faults. The 
former can be traced from the neighbourhood of Webber's Creek Falls right 
through to the Welshman's Creek area. This is a gravity fault separating two 
structurnl sub -provinces. The other fault is well indicated by the vertical 
dipping Burindi Mudstones in the railway cutting just behind the little 
weatherboard church at Hilldale. The study of the surrounding country has 
yielded evidence that this fault is not extensive, despite the steep dip and the 
mechanical alteration of t he roeks. 

THE ~IINDARIBBA BAS!:\. 
Reference to this has been made by Browne (1926) and both Dr. Browne 

and the author have surveyed the Basin and obtained data of the beautiful 
examples of progressiYe oYerlap that mark::; tlw relations of the Permian strata. 

The full discussion is reserved for another pla('e, but this Basin possesses 
evidence that assists the investigator who wishes to place the Permian ro<'ks. 
between Eelah, Sea ham and Rast )laitland in their eorrec-t tectonic relationships. 

The detailed mapping of the Basin was eompleted by surveying the two 
Sporangia tuff horizons which outerop right around the area. On the northern 
(or PatPrson) isi<le of the struc-ture a flat minor synclinal unit is developed by a 
warping- of the strata away from the main unit, and erosion by Webber's Creek 
and Quarry CrPek has helped to isolate the minor :structure. 

?'HE SE.\H,Dr-K \-:',"\Y.\RT STR"GCTL"ltE (Su~-r-:-1T). 

This ha8 bPen termed a sub-unit because it ma~· be regarded as int-inrn.t~ly 
related to th<' front of th1• plunging- smfaC'e of tlw GrPRford-,Yallarobha antidine 
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in its final development before th!' fol1ling die out and me1-gl' into ont• of the 
simply warped :mrfaees whi<'h dip soutlrnard towards tlw nurtl1Pru margin of 
the Cumberland Basin. 

In fact, the pres<>nt, sub-unit, I he I >unn's {'rrek ,·y11e1i11e a11d the .,lintlaribba 
Basin constitute three sei.:tor~ lying 011 th(' front of the la1-gl'r unticlimi that 
have been caught between the powprful Williams Hi\ N' Fault nnrl tlw und('rthru. t 
threshold of th(' eastern extr<>mity of t hi' Hunter Thmst Hystem. 

Reverting to some dPi,;l'ription of the ,,uh-unit. "<' not,e th.it st,('ep sb(':tr 
thru_.sts of the Paterson-.~l•ah~m n•gion arP found b1•1·<-. nil inte1 1•1·t ing the Uppt>r 
i\Iurme_roc-k_s but. not rhspla('JT\_!! the Coal i\leasures to the south. 'J'hi i a fnet 
of cardinal_1m11ortance. Th_P efl'ret of the faults on strata up to tht• top of the 
?pper l\lar1~e ha11_ been t? tip th<' r?c·~s up ~te11ply and to impo c· hw:il vC"rtical 
attitudes with 11e1ghbourmg i;teep JOlllt , t·lo. p)y 11:l!'k<'d. 

The. ~anw:!ry-8t•aham s~ctor possOJ; se. som(' int<'re. t inir t rut igra11l11!'al 
pr?blems mvolvmg the quei;hon of the l'Xtnnt of the Gt·l'ta ('oal 'i'il<wmre, in 
this ar~a.. The overlap that lias b('ell stat-0d for the '.\lindal'ibba Ba III is m 1tcberl 
by a srmilar progressive cJ.iange in tllP neigh hourhood of '' Brandon " 1>ro11erty, 
where many ye·11" ao-u ·01 b • d . . ' " . :-- s ne ormg was one for till' purpo C'>l of t'hreking the 
urnforground extens10n of the Gn•ta ;\h>asur('s. 
. Another stmtii,·aphiral item of intc•rest is tlw (1Xt(•nt and diun!!'ill!! 

htholo(J"{" of the :HurPe Beil" b('t,··, ti Th d..., • . . " • 1 en ie western and t•a ten1 zone. of the arl'a. 
~ ~t\ tr hand md_1cate a l'ertain dt>wlop111t•nt t hmughrm t t In• PoursP of I he 

ieo ~ca t11sf·tory wlnc-h compares rather int<'resti1wly ,nth the chtn obtained 
y aggat or are:111 man~· miles to the west w:ll'(f. • 

In immmarv we m·iy note ti . f • • • and · lk· 1· b • •1 ' • wa• 01·e, that tlun LowC'r \1arml' t>d11nl'l1t· 
a a me nsa ts are suc<·N•detl 1 t I cl without the. • 'Ul' 0 0v!'r ap by Branxton and :\luree Be s 

Lower Runt•~~P·l't~~l 1~~T<:-

11
<!f thc R)l_ulhring HPd~, l,pfore all i" lo t in nllivium of tlw 

, n I Iams lVl'l'S. 

. 'l'IIE LOCJII:'-i\' AR l>o~n:. 
The Lochmvar Dome well k • 

Valley and east(•ru \ustr·ll? nown 111 ~colo:?ii>al litC'111h11<• on the Hunter 
of its importalll'l' ~1 th' ia_, e,otmPs up for sturly in lh«' 111·Ps1•11t rc•sN1rt•h lw(•ause 

e e, u u 10na1-v s<·lwme 
The greate,;t inkrest centres . . • d • . 

great structure to the stmct . ·•~oun the question of the acluptation of tlu~ 
Hunter areas (see map) ~11

.~
8 nt~1

.
th of th~ Hunter 1'hrust Syi,t{.1111 in the IJow<>r 

various ,iews ahout the ·Lo .t~e~ .~ the wnter ha. hPc•n nhle to rntionaliz<' tht• 
that is in keepin" with th c 11~d,at Dom<• and adopt n t•on,·lusion 11ho11t. thl' area 

th " e en cn<•p of th<' t ti nor ern side of the valley. 011 rrops and thC'ir relation:; on tr 

Stratigraphy. 

The Dome c.an he c·onvenientlv <·01 • , .· . . . 
wrap around the anti<·linal pot· ._ lSHlt'lerl w1thm tlw girdle of out<·rnps th,tt 
outcrops comprise the follo,\\~~1'.~ o[ the stnwture .south of thl' llunti,r Thl'~e 

Upper :\Iarint• Seri(':;: ~Iulb1:inrr 
Greta Coal Series. " 'Beds, ~lur('(• Bt•dx, Hra11xto11 BPd,. 

Lower .Ma1ine Scrips (s1•e below). 
H. G. Raggatt has discus,;ed th' U 

the prci;ent_discui-sion it is of im ort1 JJjlt•r i\Jarin<• fully (l{a~gntt. IHIO). For 
~fwer ~Iarme because it is by ~1 stu~·~• only to d_iRe1!ss tilt' strati~raplly of_th~ 

th0 c~mponent stag('11 m thi~ I .. ) of_ the !hstr1butio11 and interrclatJ011~ 

perspe<"hY<' regarclin!!' the lat~~- ~~1~: e\ ..\~_arm~ Sel"i£•s that 'H' <'an J,!nin n proprr 
out above, the otlwr vit,1! r·on;;idt· .1\y1,tl 111:itor:v of tlw l>onw. .\s point<'_d 

ta ion for the prPst>nt e~i:ay of t (•(•tonics 1~ 
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that of the northem <·ontinuation of the Dome (beyond the Hunter River) 
particularly in relation to t,he Carboniferous rocks (whi~h ~onstitute core-rocks 
of the struc;ture) in the Lamb's Valley and Gosforth d1stncts. 

)Iaximum thicknesses of the Stagei; in the Lower :;\larine arc as follows : 
Farlev Stage 085 f.eet 
Rutherford Stage 1,170 ,, 
Allandale Stage 1,000 
Loc·hinvar ~tage '.!.7 40 

Total ;;,sor, ., 

(Sep OsbOl'll('. 1!140.) 
The dctail<>tl examination of the sequ<>nce.s in Yarious parts of the great 

Lo<:hinYar ProYince and th<> consideration of the pal:Pontologit-al clata, especially 
witli regard to faci~s de.·elopment. lead on<> to condud<' that within the grea.i 
southern zone of the Tasman Geos~·nrline in Lower Permian time there was a 
marked indindualism within the Lo!'hinvar region and its environs. Thus we 
1·an picturt' the parly deYelopment of a sagging zone which may have l_ain athwart 
the more or less nl('ridional trend of the south end of the geos;ynclme, or may 
have been orientated in a general north-north-west-south-south-east directio~. 
In C'ither pase this zone lav to tlte west of the area later submerged by the mam 
Permian S('aS. "natever the orientation of the earlr PPrmian Trough, it is 
clear that a, progrexsive periplwrnl. sinking n~in-½<>rl th<> conditions attending 
sedimentation from th<> Branxton-Smi;rlt•ton rhsti'H't on the wPst, to Raymond 
Terra<·l•-BullahrlPlah on the east. 

Strnctural Blnnent.'? of the Lorhinrar Dome south of the Hu11t<'r Thrust 
System. 

\\Tl• may recognizl' the• follo" ing part., of thc> LoC'hinYar Dome (south 
sertion) : 

(a) The main ,rnticlinal founclation. 
(b) Tlw subsidiary antfrline on the (•ast side of tht• asis. 

(c) 'I'lw Carboniferous c·ore at Gosforth. 
(d) The Carboniferous inliers 111.:':tr J>okolbin and at Blair Duguid. 

(e) Th<' Greta Fault (a sh<>ar thrust). 
(fl Tlw RadfordslPe Fault (also a thrust). 

The three associated faults radiatin!! to the south and ,outh-east from 
.. Hillsborough " Ioc-alit)·. 

(!]) 

(h) The minor faults breaking through tht> GrC"ta )Ieasnrl's between Pelaw 
)lain and Cedar Crc>ek (on the west). 

(i) Th<> minor radiating or " fingn-faults '' of the HavensfiPld area. 

The C'ontributions of the pioneer geologists to an understarnling_ of the 
structural development of the Dome wt're those of keen o!,>s<>rvei:s, but m more 
rerent years a wealth of information has a<·cumulat('(l aJltl m part~cular the work 
of Jones (1939) represents a very close knowledge of the Rtmcture 1~ tl10 southern 
part, of its development. Raggatt and othNS huYe marl<> son~e p~rtinent remarks 
about the problems. IIowever, l1itherto no one h~s :,tud1ed m the_ field ~he 
vital aspel'ts which ar<> traced hC"re, viz. the relnt10ns ~f the_ strat1graph1cal 
distribution to the positions of the faults and the teetomc ennronment m the 
northern rPgion beyond the Hunter Riwr. 
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The Greta Fault was discussed by Osborne :uul l{aggnt t in nu earlier 
eommunication (1931), and Raggatt (1940) dealt ,\ith some gencti<' aspeC"ts 
of the matter. 

It is clear that the Dome was affected very dmstil'allv by th(• Jluntl'I' Thrust 
~ov~ment, and tha~ t~e minor torsion faults of the Ra n:nsfit>ltl-Bishop ':,; Bridge 
distnct and_ the ant1clrne near Pelaw :;\lain were protluc·eci at that tinw. 

. The mmor faults of_ the southern sec·tor of tlw Gn•ta outc·rop, aud in the 
mmes, have been described almost entirely as normal faults. 'fill' st i-ike is 
:ostly north-west-south-east, and the direetion of downthrow varies from pla('(.' 
F" plladic~. T~e faults. appear t? be due to tensionally eon trolled movement. 

ma scuss10n of this matter lS given below. 
the Th~ t~ee faults (map~ed by Browne, 1926) which an• sePn passing through 
1i.k c~n ~a and eastern ~Ide of the fold between Jaeob's Hill and Behh ·tre 
th ewite mt:rpr~t~d a~ evidence of torsion developing i>rior to rnptun• One' of 
Sv~~e as t e dtStinctwn of being the last easterly pluuw of tlw Uunt;•r Thrust 

. em. 
The three or four small hults t •"k' • Measures are due to cross f.. ' .· s 11 mg east-west and 1ltsplacing the Greta 
The dom· t· .. rnctU1":1g and are really tear-fault~. 

ma ma posit10n and mflucnc•e of tl 'L h. • diastrophic e,oluti;n is cl .1, . . .. • ie oc mvar Donw m the Hunter 
is also qualitat· I c~i ) maH ,lted on the :\lap. Part of this dominance 
structural evol~:i~J tnpptl1

1
·c
1
.
8 

en~t~d !when one m<>dit at(•s upon th<' ·problems of 
. • en H·a arpa. 

Thus the importance of the st . ·t " 1 . . . 
the Upper Marine Series (at lc·,st ~ uc urn an~ stratigrnp}11(' relations between 
make it cleai- that the Loc-hi~va/1~m 1\-Iuree time onward) and later sediments 
1\-Iuree Stage. (This is well known ~m<' T h~d }>cgun t~ ris(• at ~ lw do:w ?f the 
present treatise must be made 1 . )o ;-s.,, · geologists, hut its phu•p m the 
Dome we gain e,idenee of the c 1a1. hus round the southc-rn ttanks of the 
of the Late Palreozoic diastro h ~ rnracter and magnitudp of the Pnrly phases 
of some interest. As discussed ~s~ ·b The role of the Carboniforous inliers is 
of these masses indicates the diyt· ~ orne (1949) and els('Wbcn', the presence 
.Allandale time. It is natU1·al s fi~~~ ph_;vsical change that. oc·c·mTPd in pre
whether these hard found t· ' . C~Oic, that we i,hould enquin• as to 
hete, ·t . a 10ns Witlnn th. d' rngene1 y which would lead to d. . . t_ se 1mei:tar.v mass irnparte(1 a 
stressed by the various fo1·ces th t _1fle1entrnl reaction bv the roc·ks when 
th' · • a were1mp· d • • 18 _enq111ry we find that the Blair D . ie~se_ upon th<' 1'<'1-{ion. In answer to 
but_ m the Pokolbin area it is clea. th uguid mher has had no notic•<>able effert. 
sedimentary mass of the Lower M~r· at the hard b':1scmenti, rising through the 
All~ndale Stage, have affected tl me, to the stratigraphi<· level of the base of 
mam Hunte· B ' ·le course of d f , • • ,, 1- owen orogeny Th th c 01mat1on rc>sultmcr from tue 
the P?kolbin inliers and the ~ar -:sl ere are subsidiary warps to the east of 
are_fairly powerful in character ~e: faults on the cast of the :\rt. Briu-ht inlier 
~~en~ ~be_ displacement du'e. to ~!e;e the i_nliers are mantled by'"'Permian 
that ~ht e mliers. This suggests a view al~lts IS muC'h less than tirnt shown 
pre-Ku:U:ul ts. ':ere originally developed '':1?h the author assunws tentatively, 

. g, earth-movement which di 
1 

a phase of prc-Pprmi·rn •tnd even 
apsaom:1ted intruded rocks wh1·ch p spaced the :\It. Brirrht "T't;l<)c'li~>ritP and 

ermian dia t , h · ' resumabl " " • place. s rop ism further movement af were of Devonian age•. In the 
Thus ·t • ong th<> faults must han' t,1ken 

histo1 I is seen that the inliers have la , . 
'Y- P yed an important, part in the struC'tnral 

Structu1·al Elements of J 
. Hunt/ ie Lochinvar Dorn,· Sortlt 

Practieally all investig t· I Thrust System. of the 
been concentrated a ions connected w·th upon the main southern 1: the Loc•hinvar nome have 

portwn of thp structure. Browne 
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(1926) discussed some aspects of the northward continuation of the fold and 
indicated the propriety of calling the feature a dome. He visualized the probable 
conditions throughout the area of the original Lochinvar Dome and summarized 
the inferred structural relations north of the Hunter River. Thus the northward 
pitch of the dome was shown to be that of the broad anticlinal feature which 
trends northward from the mouth of Lamb's Valley. It was never clear to 
students of Hunter River geology. however, just how the following associated 
features 

(a) the Cranky Corner Basin, 
(b) the Moonabung Basin, 
(c) the plunging anticline of Lamb's Valley, 

could be structurally reconciled with the non-appearance of Permian beds to 
the north of Lamb's Valley, assuming: a continuance of pitrh of the Kuttung
Series in that direction . 

Recent mapping of the area lying between Gresford, Lamb's Valley and 
}It. Tyraman has solved this problem. The author has found that the north 
end of Lamb's Valley is closed by the Lower Glacial Stage of the Kuttung Series 
as developed on the flanks of }[t. Tyraman and the northern end of Bell's Plateau. 
This closure is the result of a south-westward dip which is developed on a broad 
scale from the pass on the Gresford-Glendonbrook Road towards the area known 
as Summer Hill on the Paterson River (see Figure 3). 

In mid-Lamb's Valley, lying between the bastions of toscanite which 
surmount the Main Clastic Zone, and which are the margins respectively of the 
Cranky Corner and :;\Ioonabung Basins, there is a shallow basin which links up 
the west and east dips of the toscanite and associated strata, the northward 
plunge of the lower Lamb's Valley area, and the south-west dip of the Main 
Clastic Zone in the eastern foothills of ~rt. Tyraman. Thus the long-delayed 
unravelling of this problem may now be said to have been achieved. 

THE GREATER )lIRRAXNIE BASIX. 

The map will display the almost circular nature of the outcrop of the 
indicator laYas that have been mapped for the :Mirrannie Basin. The term 
"greater" has been applied because in earlier work the inner )Iirrannie Basin 
w,ts discussed (Osborne, 1926) and the central complex with the trough faults 
was full, considered. In the later work it has been possible to continue the 
mapping of beds right around the basin and to note some outstanding structural 
features ,vhich aive to the large unit certain tectonic individuality, even within 
the g:reat variety of struC'tural features now under review in this :Monograph. 

Stratigraphy. 
The )Jirrannie Basin is almost wholly in Kuttung rocks, and these embrace 

the following: : 
upper Kuttung 1,800 feet 
Lower Kuttung- •!,350 

Tlw Burindi Series to the north scarcely show the Basin closure~ and may be 
said to be tertonically without the zone of the basin influence. 

The Upper Kuttung are conglomerates, tillites, varve-rock and thick 
toseanitcs of the Paterson type. These rocks are best exposed in the centre of 
the Basin, and have been preserved partly because of that position but also 
beC"ause of a trough-fault system right in the heart of ~It. 1lirrannie. 

The Lower Kuttung includes the Volcanic Stage, but not the Basal Stage. 
The vulcanicity of the Lower Kuttung in this district was marked by a 
preponderance of andesites and ignimbrites. Hornblende andesites (which 
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haYP b<.-Pn folio" eel many miles in strnct:ural mapping) oc·cur both at the top 
and at the base of thE> Stage. The• andc•s1tes used as datum levels in this work 
were tlw higher j!roup. 

Structure. 
The• Basin has a ,;light elongation in thP mc•i·idional direction, and ii; hadh· 

broken on the western i-ide b~- a series of faults associated with the nose of the 
·we:--tbrook anticline (set> map). The :Martin's Creek type of hornblende anclesite 
is dc-veloped iu a series of flows, ancl these• can be traced as a group, or occasionally 
for long distances as single flows. Xo bett<>r te,•tonie datum than. the andesit~• 
<'Ould bE' had for the structural mapping. 

Rec-c-nt work has led to the recognition of a ;;mall antidine within the 
framE>work of the Basin along thE> 'GppE>r }lyall CrPek about eight to nine mill's 
from the GJpndonJ)l'ook Road. }T:rnll ('ret>k is along the wpak zone of this 
:mti<·Iine. 

Takinj!' now the main delineation of ;;trurture h~· the an,lesitPs, we note 
that andei-ite outc-rops stronirl~- on the western Ride of The Pass on the Gresfoi·d 
Road, and shows signs of the deformation wrought by the monment connel'te<l 
with the Webber's CrE>ck and l\Jamesa faultli. 1'hus steep joints parallel to the 
fault s make a confuspd shatter-zone in a quarry near the Pass. From here the 
andesitc• runr,; a little to tlw west of north and presents a stt•eply dipping surfac-p 
to the W<>st and south-we:--t, gr:ulually <"urvinf! round t-0 cro:--;, the C"reeks in the 
uppPr part of l\Iyall Creek, where a south-wPstward dip is regi:--terecl near ,Tupp 
Tri~. Station (Sl' P Camberwell Military Orw-inrh ::-;heet. PO·<mls. 14-J!'l X-:--. 
92-93, R-W). 

From here to Cpp<-r ::\[irranniP C'rei>k thP andesite flows increaso in numhe1· 
and thickness and a seriPs of soutlwrl~· sloping dip surfaees mark" the topo;..,•Taphr. 
'l'he Lower Kuttung Series has now Jost some of the dominant Yoleanic· character 
whieh it possPsscd clsewher<' in tlw .,outhem part of the Basin, and apart from 
the andesites onl? thin ignirnbritPS and rNldish frli-itPs are noti,•pd in among-st a 
largp quantity of tuff and almo~t pure sandstonP. 

In the northern part of the struC"ture thP dip is Yery gentle and eontrasts 
with the steep dips as~oriatPd with faults of tlw Basin. Ewntually th<' Basin 
is i-lmt off by thC' "-estbrook anticlinnl nose with its fractnre-romplex. 

The faults of th<' l\lirr:mnie Basin arc to SOlllP <'xtent the fault:; of the 
Crank;1· Corner Basin. Tlwy c-omprise two main fraetures "hich pos~e :-; the 
most baffling features, and seYPral minor frartm·ps, es1w<'ially in the Pl'ntral 
part of the unit. near }It . .:\Iimmnie. 

The two major faults are t lw \Yebber's <'reek Fault and the )Ianresa Fault. 
The former has a :--teep clip to the north and is apparently a shear thrust rclatPd 
to, and truneated by th<' Hunter Thrust ::,yAt<'m. The l\fanresa Fault is evidPntly 
of irregular i-hape and variable dip, turning through a zone of inversion at a 
loc-ality near l\lamesa property at Glendonbrook. According t? the geometTical 
details as determined bv the author after careful field work. 1t seems that the> 
fault is to some extent· an arcunte one. with a steep partially conical surface 
direc-tC'd to the north, but modified by an inversion leading to a nearly vertical 
alignment atross the pastern part of the :\Iirrannie Bai-in, in the foothill,; of 
Mt. Tvraman. 

The relation of the 1Iirrannie and Cranky Corner Bai-ins is a matter calling 
for some thought. It would appear that the former is a much lower tectonic· 
level than the Crankv Corner structure, and that the \Vebher'i- Creek Fault has 
isolated zones of a former unified structure, now modified by the thru. ting of 
the Webber's Creek fault so as to stePpen the dip of the Carboniferous rocks on 
the north side of the Fault and also along the zone of the }lamesa f.mcture. 
If one tries to link up the Stanhope Carboniferous units with those north of the 
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Vi'ebber's Creek I<'racture Zone, it is found that the only ma1111t>r in whic·h this 
can be done, assuming the fault to be a steep thrust, is by po:;tnlatini.r at hi<"kcning 
of the strata in the central part of the Basin and a trun<"ntion of tlw Kut,t ung 
lavas along a plane that will allow the present geometriC'al n•la tiuus, and will 
reconcile the great contrast of the thick Volcanic 1:-,tagc at :-,tanhopl' (set' :-lc·ott, 
1948) and the rehttively poor development of lavas in tht• :\Iirrannie ar(•as. 

Away to the north of the Basin in the valleys of Carrow Brook, Glrn<lon 
Brook and Gorrangoola Creek the Kuttung Series, still dipping- south, r<•st upon 
the Bmindi Series with a notable absence of the Basal Stag-P a1Hl Lower Vol<"anic 
Stage. The Burindi outcrops in the headwater tracts lca,lin{)" e,·,•nt,uallv to the 
heavily forested slopes of the Tertiary capped basal ti<· and clolNil i<· mo

0

untains, 
e.g. ~It. Royal, Ylt. Losy, Mt. Peerie, etc. 

General. 
THE RO-FCHEL B.\SJ-..;. 

. The Rouchel Basin is situated east of Aberdeen lvino· hetw<'en I he Brushy 
Hill _Fault and the high land of the south-west pa1'.t J the .\It. Roval and 
B~rrmgton_ Plat~aux. The main structure covers an area of about 180 square 
miles~ and 1~ dramed largely by Rouchel Brook and its tributari<•s, of whiC'h Bark 
Cree~h DtV1s_ C!eek and Stoney Creek are the m?st important. 

e asm 1s less complex than the smaller basms of the ~Iirr·tnnie Bi·id.,111·ln 
and Owens M t dist • t b t • h · • ' ' ,., ' ~ oun nc s, u it as a very rmportant pla<'e in the evolutionarv 
sch~me of the more westerly portion of the thrust-block of Carboniferous ro<·k~. 
which are bo~nded to the west by the Hunter Thrust Svstem. 

The relations of the Basm· to th B It s • · 
d . .· e e rees truc·tur<' ·u•n d1ffic·11 lt of "xaet etermmat10n as th t l • ' ' • ,-, 
is served witJ/ few ro!d~o~u_i ry ymg between t~e two is very heavily dissected, 

• I tracks and possesses m som<' pht<·l•s muc·h vell'Ptative cover. ,.. 

Stratigraphy. 

Full stratigraphic study of this B • · . · 
since it plays an important art in . asm .will ~Yentually be ac·c·omphs~ed, 
dewlopment of the country tow 

O 
any_ ~~erntanding of the gradual geolog1caJ 

Reg-ion. The most important disci~~re , Y ~he Kuttung Series of the Ilunte1 
of tlw work was that of the occurrenc/o ~ade 1~ l943 by !he author in this tield 
:-;pries. different from the phase at th t f a mannc phase m the Lower Kuttung 
disc·overed by S. w. Carey in 1934 e Toli of the Lower Kuttung which Imel heen 
in the gradual elucidation of the p~·oble e ~ou~helbr_ook fossil-horizon will help 
KuttunJ? areas of :S.S.W. }Irs. Joan Bem? t e facie~ changes throughout the 
Lower Kuttung horizons now being di atti~ has descnbed the Bryozoa from the 
oc·cur in a narrow belt of tuffaceou:c:se (see C'roc~ford, 19 .l-7 ). The fossils 
Baek Creek, in Portion 34 Parish of D udStones winch may be traced from 
Brid!!e over Rouchel Brook (Portions 1°

011d t1nough _the reg"ion of the Cameron 
rast\\ ard to Fishole Creek about a il an 4, Pansh of Rou<'hel) and south· 
Trig. ~tation (Woolooma ~lilitarv Shmt eCand a half to the cast of Kangaroo 
E.W. . ' • ee ' o-ords. 409-410 ~.S. and 1013-1014 

The stratigraphic position of this 
from s00-1.000 feet aboye the base ot~~: rn _b~ fairly closely plac·ed, being 

The summarv of the stratiO'l•aph . owei Kuttung Series • ,._. Y IS as follows . • • 
Lower Kuttung Series • 
Lower Burindi . . 1,000 feC't 

The Lower Kuttung romprises the ·t~. i B · · · · 7,000 ,, 
of the types areas in the Lower nu:i~a asal Stage and Volcanic Stage units 
coarse conglomerates and andesites b ;\h The ~asal Stage consists of very 
fe<>t. ' u e maximum thickness is only 700 
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The Volcanic Stage presents a great display of variety of type and indicates 
a period of tremendous explosive vulcani{'ity since more than half of the volcanic 
succession is py:roclastic, ther<> being no area elsewhere (except perhaps the 
Myall Syncline) where there is a more magnificent section of tuffs of many 
kinds. 

The 1Iartin's Creek Type of andesite is well represented in the area making 
a series of narrow dip-ridges which look particularly spectacular from the air. 
The andesites are the equivalents of those near the top of the Yolcanic Stage 
in the Goorangoola and neighbouring areas. In this Basin, however, there is 
still a considerable amount of material overlying the andesite. These indicators 
have been mapped through the central and south-eastern parts of the Basin and 
they have proved a wonderful guide to the structme. The other common 
lava types which also assist in unraYelling structure are some reddish felsites of 
dacitic composition which are often strongly hffimatitized. The thin flows of 
this type may be followed through the Stoney and Davis Creek areas and are 
associated intimately with the Back Creek-Rouchelbrook fossil zone. 

The conglomerates and tuffs of the westem part of the Basin are of a general 
pinkish or salmon colour and can be directly correlated with beds of the same 
character and climatic significance from :.Vlartin's Creek and Bowman's Creek. 

The result of the control of topography by strnctme has been very marked 
in the areas where these lava units are persistent. 

The Lower Burindi Series eomprises the important Brushy Hill erinoidal 
limestone which makes a very dominant marker through the area, many tuffs 
and shaly mudstones and a variety of felsitic and rhyolitic flows, some of which 
are marked by an abundance of red orthoclase crystals. This feature is very 
constant in some flows and can be traced for about twenty miles in the case of a 
very thin (probably ignimbritic) flow that eventually peters out in the Gundy 
area. 

The tuffs of the Burindi Series vary a great deal in different pm·ts of the 
Basin and. in the more easterlv portion beyond the axial zone of the structure 
there is a ·complete contrast iii stratigraphic suc~ession with t_hat of the areas 
nearer Aberdeen. Thus on the north-eastern side of the axis the rocks are 
sin1ilar to the Chichester type of crystal tufI, so prevalent in the Dungog district, 
but in the south-west part of the Basin limeston<>s and calcareous mudstones 
are pre;-alent. 

Structure. 

The passage from Burindi Series of Lower Kuttung may be seen very w~ll 
along the Rouchel Road leading eastward ~·om A~erdeen. The Brushy HiJl 
limestone outcrops on the roadside about ei_ght nnles from Aberdeen and 1s 
succeeded by Bmindi sediments and red fels1te, ~n~ then the Lower_ Kuttung 
conglomerates and lavas make their appearance, dippmg e~ste~·ly. This generl:l 
dip is maintained with an occasional reYersal and some rollmg 1~ the ~trata until 
the Fault, which divides the Basin into rather separate port10ns, 1s reaehed. 
This trends across the area so as to c-ut the course of Rouchel Brook about the 
township of Rouchelbrook. '!'his fault throws the rocks into a so_ut~-westward 
dipping attitude for a short distance but soon the north_-e~sterly_ dip is resumed. 
Certain complexities are seen near Upper Rouchel, and it is possible th~t a small 
wedge of Burindi Series may have been caught up along a_ steep fault smce_ some 
roc·ks almost certainh- of Burindi fa<'ies are found here with mu<'h shattermg. 

After the main Fault (which becomes the Goonmgoola Fault of t_he country 
more eastward) has been passed o;-er, the roeks eve1:1tually resume then· e_astward 
dip and about four miles from Upper Rouchel village the s~iall Davis Creek 
Fault is encountered, striking north-west-south-east and trendmg up the Creek. 
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Then there is a local rolling in the strata and soon a strOUJ.! vertic•al joint-system 
announces more gravity faulting which can be interpreted near Crofteu 
homestead. It is not until one has proceeded about anotlwr two miles. near 
"Brookdale", that the main synclinal axis is reached. 

From here to the east the rocks are of a faties Yen llitl'Pn•nt from tliat 
characterizing the Burindi on the south-west side of t!w 'axi1,. \Ve now have 
large rolling hills and broad valleys of monotonous gl:'ologi<"al C'haracter. This 
type of Burindi sediment is prevalent until one apprnarlws .. ?ITvrtle Yale" 
where the WE:ll-known Hilldale an_d S,1lisbury faC'iC's of impun• li111estone and 
mudstone with abundant brach10pods. bryozoa and occ·ai-ional trilobites 
reappears. 

The rock_s he1:e are dipping to the south-west and at the head of Houdiel 
Br~ok there 1s e~1dence of the unconformity between Burindi and Tamworth 
Series (already discussed on page 13 of this )Ionograph). 

_ The effect of the main fault, in association with the <'lll'Yatnre of the Basin 
pe~i~hery, and t~e. ~ounding region of the Brushy JI ill I<'ault all combine to 
brm,.,. ab:ut the divis1?n of the Basin into the foll°',ing <·omponc>nts: 

(a) naTI'ow basm on the north-east of thE' arE'a bouncle<l on the south-west 
by the Goorangoola Fault. 

(b) A truncated ba_sin in which the rocks an• almost wholly within the 
_ south-west portion of the centroclinal stru('tUrE'. • 

The urut (a) actually is the only part of th • · · · · st di d Th e iegion m wl1wh tlw ·1x1·1l zo1w <'an br 
b u ed • f ethcomponent (b) is marked by a peculiar swin!!i~g• aw•rv of the 

oun ary o e structure from the L B . . ,.. ' ' ., 
near Brushy Hill Yillage. owcr urmdi of tlw Hunter Hiver seC'tor 

The relations of this Rouchel Bas· t th . . 
is obscured by the Gooran oola Faul ill 

0
. . e country mm1Nhatcly to the cast 

occurs by the westward lip f th t,tbut it 1~ cle~r that !'losur(' of the structure 
valleys. 0 e s rata lymg m the l'pper Glennie's CrE'ek 

General. 

This is a fairly large composite fe t , . 
and making most of the country bet a m:h oc~upymg about ~50 square miles 
west and the course of the Lower Is-yee;,. e lme of the \\'ingen Fault on the 
southern boundaries are respectively t~e ~;e\on t?e east. The northern and 
and the Hunter River. Part of the a, . us Y Hill Fault near Waylands Gap, 

1ea lS very rugg d 1 . . A considerable range of geologi 1 f • e anc maecess1ble. 
an~ the whole region is of great int~: eat~es are associated in this syncline, 
which there is some difference of opi:ft b)e:ause ~he Brushy Hill Fault (about 
of the area. on rnns nght through the eentral part. 

Strati~raphy. 

The rocks included within the in· t . 
(a) Permia11 . . " ea • syuclmal feature are as follows : 

• • Thicknesses not determined 
{b) Upper Kuttung Series (see below) 
(c) Lower Kuttung Series 4,000 fe(lt 
(d) Lower Burindi s • 2,840 ,, 

enes . . 3 000 
The present author has made b • • . ' ,, 

m~pped certain horizons, but in the or:se::tations _in the Permian areas and has 
th1ckn~sses. especially as F. N. Binion h work it was not necessary to measure 
some time (see Hanlon, 1947). as been examining these strata for 
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The Kuttung Series reaches one of its greatest developments for any part 
of :N".S.W. It is exposed in a broad belt twelve miles wide, trending more or 
less north-south. l\Iuch of the country is hard to deal with because of its rugged 
c-haracter -and also because of it,; uninhabited nature and the absence of water 
in the summer. 

The Kuttung SuC'cession is as follows : 
Upper Kuttung-: Glacial beds (varves and tillites) in strong development, 

many thin laYas of acid composition. and chel'ty shales ~ith the 
Rhacopteris flora. 

Lower Kuttung-: A /!.Teat series of felsites, andesites, rhyolites, ignim.brites 
and many varieties of tu:ff. Very coarse conglomerates, interbedded 
with banded tuff, and some plant-bearing grits and sandstones. 

These rocks can be examined in a traverse running east-west when the whole 
sequence is obtainable. From the western boundary of the almost vertical 
Wingen Fault one finds the strata pulled down to the west by that fault, and 
then the sequence goes eastward with an easterly dip except where the East 
Wingen Fault intervenes and where heavy jointing and local faulting make the 
tra eing of the sequence difficult. 

On the east side of the area the Kuttung Series is underlain by a great 
thickness of Lower Blll'indi mudstones and tuffs and oolitic limestones. The 
Kuttuno- rocks surmount the lower masses of Burindi which are exposed in the 
valley ;f the Isis where excellent complete sections can be examined. One 
magnificent sequence through the K.uttung lavas and conglomerate~ and tuffs 
into the glacial beds with beautifull! developed varve-structure 1~ exposed 
on the striking mountain with peak-like top known as VI averley Pmnacle. 

Important stratigraphical and petrologic~l problems are presented by the 
data given by these Kuttung rocks, but_ th:1S ~onograph cannot en?~mpass 
them. The Burindi rocks are of Lower Bunndi facies and have many fossiliferous 
localities. There is no special interest about ~his un!t. The Barraba _Seri~s 
lying to the east is not very product~ve of. fossil r~mams. but some rad1olarm 
and Lepidodendron a/!J,Strale eharacterize this terram. 

Structure. 
It will be convenient, for the purpose of description, to divide the treatment 

of the syncline according to three sectors, as adopted below. 
(a) The North-West Sector. This e~braces the country north ~nd _east of 

Wingen and is composed partly of Peril1lan strata and partly of Cai boniferous. 
The e:reat fracture of the Wingen Fault marks the boundary between thE: two 
Syst~s from near Wingen to the south. The boundary n?rth-~ast from ~mgen 
Station is either a continuation of the fault or else a steep JUnct10n plane without 
displacement. The Carboniferous beds certainly dip steeply to t?,e west, and 
the dip of the Permian, while steep at first, soon flattens out considerably: 

The author takes the view, often expr~ssed by Dr_. Raggatt, that the Wmg~n 
Fault after reachino- the latitude of Wmgen Stati?n, passes aw:ay from its 
meridional strike anil. bears to the north-west, leanng t_he Pe!rman. rocks to 
trend, without faulted junction, alongside the Kuttung Senes \Y~1ch st_rike about 
north-north-east here. The Wingen Fault comes up for ~ons1de!a~10n below, 
but it must be pointed out here that in this sector the eVIdence LS m favour of 
it being a steep gravity fault with dip !o _the w~st, excep~ for o:n,e pl3:ce where a 
slight reversal to the east is seen. This 1s not mcompah~le with beu:~g a steep 
normal fault hading west. From the site of the Burmn_g _)Iountam t~ the 
north and north-east, the Permian rocks trace out a smal! ant1clme and associa~ 
syncline (see Hanlon, 1947) and this is adjacent to ~ .s1m?le steep westerly «;li.P 
in the Lower Marine basalts, and presumably Lowe1 l\Ia1me Coal Seams which 
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are found east of t;audy Creek and up against 11w Knttnnl,! ri<il,!l'li along the 
course of the Brushy Hill Fault, just a little south of \\'aylancl'i; Gap. The 
section here is most instruetin• and slt!rnlcl 1"<'1--0ln· all_\ doll l,j a bout 1 Jtp t_qw 
of fault that exists. Thus tlw PPrmu111 <'oal ~lt•asm·<•s (\\ ltid1 it 11111st lw 
remembered underlie the basalts, desnibed by Hanlon as Lo\\ t·r ~I al'iJH• in a"e) 
are seen_dip_ping at angles from 65° to 80° to thP wpst, a1Hl a1·<' pas1<•<l down t11e 
steeply mdmed faee of the Kuttung units of n!adal :-;tag<•. Tht• n•lations of 
outerop to contour will not permit of any arl'ang·p111pnt <'X<·<•p1 a ,, <'St,, a rel rlip 
of high nlue. 

The Kuttung roe ks of this sc,<-tor are nott><l for tlwir ,wiclitv a ncl n•ddish 
cu)u~- ill rnauy ylaees, due to the C'onditions of w<•athl'ring and ti1C' pre1--e1H·t• of 
on1nnal m~imetite. ?'here are some glarial brds in small den,Jopnl(>nt in the 
country lymg east of the Page Ri,er. 

The Kuttnn!/: lavas and tuft's show a sur·<·Pssion 11Ut r·hara<·tPristi<· of the 
Lower Hunter areas. 

The ,dip is locall)~ ~o !he wrst, as eX}Jlained, but this is <Inc to tht• inJ!m•nt·(' 
0 : the,~ mgen Fa~t m its. downward pull of the marginal roc·ks east of the 
fiactwe •. The regwnal dip 1s to the east at about 35°, aud this c·onstitutes the 
western s1cle ~f the sync·line. The axis of the svndinP is \'PIT muc-h a ffeC'tc:d bv 
the Brushy Rill Fault, and it is difficult to show· it upon a ma·p at this stage. • 

. (b) T~e Eastern Sector. Stretching from the )Iurrurun<li-'l'imor Ho·1d for ~:ity 1
~

1~~8. to the
1
~0 u th down the zalley of the Isis Rivpr WP ha Ye the E:1stern 

' .
11 

or O ?s sync me, as exposed between Gundy on the· south ·mcl 1'imor 
~ ~geclion t die fnorth. This sector shows the passa'cre of tll(> B·1rr·1ba into the 

mm , an rom these into the Kutt Tl ,...1 ' ' · 
)ludstones with Le idorlr-1ldron ,. . . uni. . le. owlands are m Ba!'rab~ 
and the unbrokenp hio-h rid tst, aslr, the footlnlls m Bnl'indi with L. oshornez 
Kuttuno- Th·s • "' . fge 1 om nowclen IIaIJ to \Yavland's Gap in the .., • 1 1s a re awn or ex.cell t t • . • ' 
the whole of the Kuttm~g s ,· . en 8 ratigra1?hwal Sel'tions. For example 
Pinnae-le. enes IS exposed up the sides of the imposing vVaverley 

thus~h.;8;otco·k3sO!t1.ondg_ thit~ sector dip almoist constant!,· o'·c•1· the • - m Irec 10n vV 900 8 Tl . . . • whole area 
of the "Gpper Pala>ozoic strata i~ -~.s.,v. ns IS the dominant strike of so much 

The Brush, Hill Fault at its nortl ' 
the fault to the east there is • . l(~·n encl hounch; tlw f;(•(·tor, ancl from 
and Basal Stage l'O<·ks which st:~a~Tressnr: ~~c·tion in the Kut tung Volcanic 
h~terally. This is a n•i-y signifir-ant a ~~ist -veit_ic-al for about a mile• and a Iia.lf. 
new that the )[un-urundi Thrust of PH el of evid~ne~, beeause it is the author's 
Brushv Hill Fault) is in no sense ti an on (wluc-b IS the same fra('ture as the 
rlata s

0

een alono- the rnurse ~f tl at irust, but a normal fa nit. The struetural 
L "' ie s ruetnre supports th· 

. o:v-er down the eastern sertor the Y I~. 
!nteres!mg adjustment of streams to stru ·tal~ey_ c-loses m somewhat, and an 
m the mterYal between G1rnd,·- 'lncl . c llle is a featm-e of the Isis Va!lev 

' ' a pomt ab t • h • 
.At the south end of the ~ynC'line ll . . ou ng t miles north. 

Stage of the ~uttung, exposed in two \e;;~ :s a w~:mderful seetion of tile Basal 
<:o~n~~y). Thick_ c~nglomerates with vei~r c,u:t~ngs (and a!Ro in the nearby 
1 f', Pl~lOn to Burmd1 tuff-faries occur liere} co,nse boulders and ocrasional 

. , . ~~ -~oted ?ulging in the outcrop of the b~ , . . 
'< 1 Y 1negula1 boundary exists between K t~e of the s:-- nc-lme takes plare and a 
of Gundy. u ung and Burindi in the arPH ea!'lt 

(c) The South-W estenz Sector Th· . . 
the "Tino-en F ult tl • • is 18 a fa1rl:y la • • ,-. a on 1e west and the Br • . ige umt and is bounded by 
eaRt. The rocks of the Kuttung s ,· ushy Hill-::\Junurundi Fault on the 

enes are rlrawu down and this has heen 
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ll('Coruplished by the \Yingen Fault. As soon as the influence of the Wing-en 
Fault is lost there is a turning over of clip to the east, and this continues right 
to the edge of the syncline and even beyond. 

The \Vingen Fault is responsible for placing glacial beds against fairly low 
beds of the Yolcanic Stage. It is in the extreme south-eastern corner of this 
sector that a <:ritical zone exists, for here the Brushy Hill Fault breaks through 
Burindi strata on the east and Kuttung on the west and where Glen Creek enters 
the Page River there is a small patch of Burindi east of the fault, but this soon 
wedges out and the fault places Kuttung against Kuttung for many miles to 
the northward. 

::Sow the eYidenl'e here again fayours an opinion for normal faulting. In 
fac-t it is impossible in most of the zone to interpret it other than a steep, westPrly 
dirpc•tpd, dipping· frn<-tme . 

The effect of the fault on the roeks immediately east of it is to draw tlwm 
down and make a temporary anticlinal bulge against the fracture. 

SorTH TE3H B.ASIK. 
General. 

Rising in a pronounced ridge out of the relatively low land of the Murruruncli
Blandford district are the highlands immediately north and north-east of the 
alluvium-skirted upper Page's River. These hills rise to hei~hts well over 3,00~ 
feet in the Liverpool Range, which is capped by basalt, an_d mdeed ::\-~ount Tenu 
is approximately 4,000 feet high, but the bulk of the ndge standing ~ast of 
llurrurundi and possessing no basalt cap is composed of hard Carbomferous 
rocks, and reaches not more than 2,800 feet above sea-level. 

The high land is soon succeeded to the east by the lower country of the 
valleys of Warland's Creek and Scott's Creek. In th~se lower po~tions are the 
outcrops of an interesting series of Permian strata which have a disconformable 
rela,tionship with the underlying Kuttung. 

The rocks constitute a partly closed synclinal fold which has been termed 
the Temi Basin by F. N. Hanlon (1947). The author sluveyed_t~s area in,1941 
aud has decided to call the structure at present under descnpt1on the South 
Temi Basin, as the Liverpool Range shuts off this feature, and the north Tcmi 
Basin is found on the other side of the range. 

The boundaries between Kuttung and Permian are shown on both Hanlon's 
map and on the author's. They are substantially the same. The boundary on 
the west is a little to the east of Lower Warland's Creek, but to the west of 
Upper Warland's Creek. The eastern boundary is partly to the east of Scott's 
Creek and later swino-s away to the north-west (see map). 

The main structl:~·al feature which separates this ~ar_t>oniferous upland from 
the plain is the Brushy Hill-}Iurrurundi Fault. This title_ has ):>een ernploy_ed 
because the writer has now shown that the two faults are 1dent1cal, th_e earher 
name having been given in 1928 (see Osborne, 1928) and the latter ha,rng heen 
given recently by Hanlon. 

Stratigraphy. 
The rocks of the area which are dealt with in ~he present re~earch_ b~lonir

to the Kuttung Series only. There are \epresentatrves of both , olc~1mc· Sh~gP 
(Lower Kuttung) and Glacial Stage (Upper Kuttu~g). A _splendid sect~on 
that embrares both Stages may be obtained by ascending the ndge ~t any.pomt 
east of the w€stern boundary of the Parish o~ )Iur1;1IIa. By domg tlus 1 hP 
complication of the subsidiary fault (see below) IS a:01d~d-

Along such a section line the volcirnic succession 1s found to be dipping
towards the south or south-west. This is interpreted as due to the fault, and 
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-!8 . • is in cvidem·e, and thb het:om~s 
• • f ldin t;oon the easterly dip • , . 0 . •ek 'l'hc su<-l'ess10n is 
not to prrmarygo~s dotn into the valley of Wfl,~~·ht~l~ici-11; a~d c·onglomemtes is 
stable as one d d ·1 varietv of lavas, tu s, I ' 
straightforwar ' an • ' • 

averley 

Fig. 4.-Diagram showing the BrtL~hy Hill-'.\lurrurund1 F,iult as ,hw 
to isostatic sag. 

. f v•H'ves, seen before the Glacial Stage makes its :Lppearance with a succ:ession ° ·t 'is the 
tillitl's, felsites and trachytes. In the Volcanic Stage a noteworthy uru '•tt the 
hypersthene andesite, prob'.1-bly o~ the same horizon as that developedN~ndle
south-east end of the Werr1e Basm near the road from Wallabadah to 
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Many of the varves and tillit~s are jointed by cross fractures and thes k . .. . , emae 
erosion easy, givmg rise to small cross gullies. 

On t~e east side ?f the Basin, as seen to the east of Scott's Creek there is a 
totally different sect10n. ' 

The Kuttung Series of the eastern side is found in country west of Green 
C~eek Valley, from abou~ the longitude of a point a mile and a half ea11t of 
"ayl~nd's Gap on the T1mor Road. From this line to Scott's Creek there is 
a section of_ the eastern Kuttung component of the South Temi Basin. This 
comp?n~nt 1s composed l_argely of _t~s and conglomerates with Lepidodendron 
t'eltheirnwnum, L. o.~bornei and A.neimites, the last being in the upper levels. 

Structure. 
The basin has a simple curvature, and the axis is plunging gently to t hl' 

south-east. The asymmetry shown by the Kuttung distribution is ratlwr 
suddenly achieved in a short lateral space. It points to a very abrupt limitation 
of the volcanic rocks of the Kuttung succession. It almost suggests that some 
movement or faulting may have occurred between Kuttung and Permian time, 
but such a suggestion would not receive any supporting data from the area: 
There is a slight disconformity between Kuttung and Lower ::\larine, but it is 
not in line with the facts of asymmetry to postulate pre-Permian movement. 

The paramount structure is the Murrurundi-Brushy Hill Fault (see Figure 4). 
This fracture has now been traced and mapped by the author for a distanC"e 
along the outcrop of about 50 nliles, and the geological data throughout the 
greater part of that interval leave no doubt in his mind as to the eham!'ter of 
the fault. At Jiurrurundi there are features which might suggest, a thrust, and 
this view has been adopted by Hanlon, but the information given elsewhere in 
this Monograph about the relations of the fault, especially in the Scone-Gundy 
Syncline, must override the i11terpretation of t.he fault as a thrust. It is possible 
that movement has occurred more than once on the fault, and eompli<-ations 
may have developed leading to local structures suggestive of thrusting. 

As this is a subject of cardinal imp~rtance, _the author wishes _to emphasize 
the following facts about the fault and its relations at l\Iurrurund1 : 

(a) The Carboniferous strata exposed at the base of the highlands all along 
the fault zone from west side of Portion 68 (Murulla) almost to Warland's 
Creek are of the Glacial Stage, generally including varves. These rocks 
are always dipping steeply to the _south o_r s~>1~th-west1 and. their small
scale fractures, etc., indicate tens10nal condit10ns durmg d1spl:1cement. 

(b) The o-Jacial rocks just mentioned form a shouldl'r flanking the main 
ridge"on its south-western side, and the dip throughout the whole of 
the " shoulder '' is towards the fault. 

(c} In the road cuttings at the Gap on the New E!3gland Highwa~', west of 
l\lurrurundi and in the exposures down the H1g-hway towards .Ardglen, 
the Carboniferous glacial strata are either vertical ?r steeplt dippin~ to 
south-west, and the structures are those associated with granty
controlled (not eompression-controlled) movement. 

(d) The only wav to relate the Glacial Stage roc>ks of the south ''shoulder" 
belt to the unmoved Glacial Stage ~ _Warland's_ C'reek is by ~ strong 
fault throwing south-westward. ThIS 1s an assonat<, of the mam fault. 

The final opinion of the author about this fault is made dear below (see 
page 77. 

TIIE TI?tlOR .ANTICLINE. 

This key unit of the central anticlinal belt of the Pro,·inc>e has bc•en dealt 
,\ith in a preliminary way in an earlier paper (Osborne et al., 1949), where the 

D 
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general structure and stratigraphy have been outlined without the genetic 
aspects being considered in full. See map (Plate II). 

We now proceed to consider aspects complementary to the scope of the 
earlier communication. 

Stratigraphy and Structure. 

This fold occupies an important median position in the zone between the 
Temi Basin on the west and the countJ:y to the east, where a large block of 
Barraba and Tamworth rocks lies west of the Serpentine Line. The main 
anticlinal structure is characterized by a south-south-east pitch, and this is 
continued for 15 miles until its unity of form is complicated by a group of 
structures which lie athwaTt the main direction of plunge. 

Covering an area of about 70 square miles, the anticline possesses a domal 
core, t11e origin of which is treated below. In the earlier paper it was emphasized 
that the Middle De,onian limestone had provided a splendid unit for structural 
mapping, since throughout its mass there are several fossiliferous zones or 
horizons marked by the preponderance of one or two key species. The writer, 
in his original survey of the Anticline (1937), recognized eight horizons, all of 
which have helped in delineating the tectonic features. Dr. Ida Browne has 
kindly confirmed the existence of the zones and has identified certain fossils 
of importance. 

The Limestone Core is succeeded on both sides by Tamworth Beds and then 
b, a limited development of the Baldwin Series on the western side. Next 
succeeding are typic·al Barraba mudstones and tuffs in strong development, 
showing many occurrences of fossil plants (Lepidodendron australe). 

On the nose of the anticline the amount of supra-limestone strata is distinctly 
greater than that on the sides of the fold. This is not due to deformation, but 
indicates the probability of some erosion having taken place between the perio<ls 
of Tamworth and Barraba sedimentation. 

However, apart from anything already communicated it is now necessary 
to point out that because of the existence of several very interesting (in cluding 
one rather rare) minor features the Timor Anticline becomes fascinatino- to tlw 
geologist. These minor features, which will now be described, a,re as follows : 

(a) The Glen Dhu Complex and adjacent boundary of the domal core. 
(b) The Cresta! Rift near Perry's Creek. • 
(c) The Eastern Trough and associated faults. 
(d) The warped and jointed strata in the creek east of the I sis Road, in 

Portion 62, Parish of Crawney. 

(a) The Glen Dhu Complex. (Figure 5.) 

. ~ ear Glen Dhu_ homes~ead a very pronounced departure from the simple 
ant1clinal ~tru~ture 1s seen m the c!osure which takes place at the northern end 
of the mau:~ limestone mass. (Portions 20 and 21, Parish of Crawney ). Here 
some warpmg and crumphng extend along an axis trendino- north-east-south-weSt . " 

The limestone has been overthTust after deformation into a minor closed 
fold. The final movell1;en~ was expressed in the development of two braneh es 
of an overthrns_t fault dj.p~mg ste~ply to the north-west and enclosing a block of 
Ta.mworth Senes consIStrn~ ma1uly ~f a_ coralline limestone which (by th e 
eVIdence of the palreontological zones) 1s high up in the sequence. 

This l~e~tone dips steeply to the north-north-west and is associated with 
small quantities of tuff and conglomerate. 

Near by, a_n ~utcr~p of ~imestone on the right bank of the Isis River just 
upstream from its Junction with Deadeye Creek, in Portion 75, Parish of Linco]n

1 
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show~ a wob~d~r:1 the whole sectio1;1 ~omlanded shaly limestone acts 
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r}iombs of cher an f 550. The direc 
an av-erage angle o 
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and north-east O • • 
to the directio~ of ne set is _more pronounced th =,, "",:;:'•~ve valu':!'~ '::".l;'iu;:,:,f!; / f?>th:: ,;~:it~:j f:O~ this;, pa,allel 

Th ss au.Its within the main bf gke-like masses of limest ure of mterest 
e south side of th G oc . one enclosed by 

northward di • e len Dhu Co • core of the a~if~ mass of_ limestone which m~lex is in juxtaposition • 
the Glen Dhu o~elinrteh. It is clear that the li~nngts about the closure of thWltdh the und rust) ha ff mes one he. ( e orual 

::~r:~ir::~E"::~e~: iif ;~~;:r!1if 1{l~~i~r:1::: 
. ia ne (see map) express· crlillthor Antic~ne m.,, e operation 

w 
"'Konuaent., Out . E orop or Li■eatone 

N 

"STAIRCASE" Fa 

Fig. 6.-Diagrams of the Pe ' near Perrys ~;!e:loclce 

(
b) Th rry 

8 
Creek S e Cresta! Rift . tep-faulted T Th · (Figure 6) rough. 

e most rem ·k b • 
has not been abl a1 a le structure in th 
senkungsfeld or ~tw m_atch in all his fietrhole r~gion, and on • 
to_th~ axial direction hich cuts across Perr ~xpenence or rea~!~ch the writer 
this rift is only abou' but _essentially in thy s. Creek. Strikin "'' _is the narrow 
2?00 feet across the ; a mile and a half lo e ciestal zone or ro gf a httle obliquely 
side. alley of Perrv's c· ng, and stretch f o -arch of the fold -., reek to . · . es rom a 1 ' 

The evidence f a similar elevatio n e evation of 
faults. They encl or the rift is the p. non the southern 

ose a pr· . 1esence f 
The attitude ismatic block of • o two clear-cu • monument lik and role of the lim limestone and t vertical crr"v1·ty 

T • - e outc · esto • associ t d "' « 
his rises up to a h ~op rn Perry's Cree:e. is best appreciat a e strata. ~ thll! ,eveaI, that ffhtl 80 feet above;: Po,tion 168 pd .by study;ng the 
ag which operated.;:. si es of the limest e bed of the ~re ansh of Crawney. 

.An excellent clue hen the limeston one _block are c ek. Close scrutin 
~hylhmieally hande,;'\,!e detaHed ,,;:,:;ha,ded betw:.td iue to ftict;om;; 
~!;t~~ctre (sodw~ll _develop~~o: which is fr~ tt tbhe p. resen~e ~rdary walls. 

ace rn its roughout th e asal a mass of 
;/;.;!~e no,th end of :::Jf-;• pos;tlons, ,;e;;,~o, ,eg;onr. "'\~:, 

th
e limestone 

upward to the south ~dthe base of the mtg down from th ' ha~ a datum, si e. s urcture in p e igh ground erry's Creek, and 

.. 
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Thus within the sunken block there are 
(a) Curved sides due to local steep synclinal development caused or 

accentuated by drag, ' 
(b) Cross faults which displace the limestone in an orderly manner from 

the ends of the little trough towards the centre. This structure is 
t~at of a double staircase with steps arranged in opposed fashion (see 

Figure 6). ~ o doubt, can attend the examination of this area by a competent geolo!list 
bee•~•• the pec,tl;a, assocu>t;on of this rift with uptumed edges and c,oss ,t<,p'. 
faultmg is discernible after careful investigation and the reading given above 
~an be th~ only valid one. These geometrical relations of faulting are unique 

m the writer's field expe1'ience. 

(c) The Eastern Trough. •\ small well-marked trough is encountered on the eastern side of the anticline 
trending from Isaacs' Creek two miles to the north. This is due to the 
development of two gravity faults which were associated with the early folding 

p,obably fil a period of st,ess ,eHef. ' The faults are steep, and show no noticeable lateral movement. A throw 
of at least 150 feet is indicated by the relations of the limestone hereabouts. 
Heat generated by deformation bas marmorized the limestone into a ninkish 

marble. • Collateral evidence regarding the development of the trough is found in the 
occurrenl'e through the soil (in Portion 57, Parish of Crawney) of a series of 
fractured masses of tuff which possess a distinctive fracture pattern of lozenge 
shape. The lozenges (up to three inches in length) characterize fairly large 
masses of bed-rock, and are bounded by vertical shear joints which occupy the 
correct directions in the strain pattern assuming compression from the east
The angle between the joint directions is about 70°. These strain effects 
are due to the compression which preceded the tensional fault period of stress 

relief. 
(d) The minor folding on the nose-front of the anticline. 

Down the broad zone of the plunging front of the anticline very complicated 
crumpling exists. This indicates the low resistance of the carbonate rock to 
deformation. The best place to study the folds is on the southward facing 
valley wall of lower Isaacs' Creek. Here the con,olutions can be examined. 

At the most curved sections of the minor anticlinal folds there are small 
overthrust fractures which replace the tensional fractures of the less strongly 
puckered material. This indicates that the early crestal tension joints of a 
unit be~ome the place of lateral displacernen! when the anti_cline leans over to 
be modified in shape by the continued operation of cornpressrve stress. 

A very interesting and informative group of minor ~tructur_es which are of (e) Warped Zones at the South End of the Fold. 

value in sizing up the tectonic environment may be seen m certam places in and 
near Portion 62 Parish of Crawney. Thus in a small creek near the tip of the 
anticline a broad outcrop of tuff gives evidence o~ uneven warping near the axial 
zone. The mmo, features p,esent ,rre ,!roost like text-book exsmples- They 

rnclude (i) Steep joints intersecting at 85° and bisected by the direction of 

compressive stress component. (ii) Anticlinal bulge perpendicuh1r to the direction of compressive 

component. 

\ 
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(iii) Cross fractures perpendicular to th • • 
(iv) Small th.rust faults with minimal e_ direction of tension. 

trend of the anticlinal bulge. displacement almost parallel to the 

(f) Small-scale Imbricate St • In ructure m the T 
1im several places in the creeks to thamworth Beds of Branch Creek. 

estone the overlying Tamworth B d he so_uth of the disappearance of th 
some of which a t e s s ow illteresting 11 e development i~:os -depositional, and therefore of _sma -scale structures, 

f•veloped .;,., in ;;,"
0 
:;~ q~!ti•::-•'\l'oaitional, ~~.:," ~':~';,~Ii~.':;~:!{ 

argc block of Tamworth Bed 18 . ill ortion 82, Parish of C • y 
cherty-claystones and produces a petfytuverth.rust faults cut an f~~~b' b Idn af 
small scale) the cl . . I ec set of imbricat h e o 
thrusts. Evidenc!s~~c ~br\cate zones of the Scottish ~ i~tl~ppe~ r ecall_ing ( on 
undisturbed strata above e a most para-depositional charact -w~s e~n Highland 
shattering of lateral displ and below the fractured bed and:~ is bgiven by the 

acement of the enclosing str~ta . e a sence of any 

THE BELTREES S 
The title '· Structure ,, h TRlJCTURE. 

term because the ex , . as been applied here rath th 
ill defined. Briefly ~~:s;~t ~f the geological architec:~.r ~n an:Y more. definite 
and Burindi rocks but hie fliees Structure lies in a regi e ill th.IS area is really 
more definitely develo c de -J ~f the former, which fits ?n {:1ostly of Devonian 
considered. pe asills and domes et thill etween t he various 

Thus the area is k. ' c., at are described and 
(a) Moonan Syn lin a illd of " no-man's 1 d ,, 
Gundy Syncline c and ~) end of the Timor Anti~~ between_ the following: 

It would a' ea. ( ) t~e north-western part of te, (c) margill of the Scone-
t~ctonic title th~~ t~ tthat if the Beltrees Structure dhe Rouch.el Basin. 

Th e erm Dome would b eserves any fa. 1 d fi • 
us the rocks of th S e the least in • • IT Y e mte 

manner, south-westw de tructure are found to d. app1opr1ate. 
northward towards th~\vr towards the Scone-Gund/)3 so~ewhat in an irregular 

A large develo oonan Syncline, and so on f ~sm, north-eastward and 
l\foonan and Brush ~!n6 of Barraba mudstone ?I other surrounding folds. 
on the sides of the Timor ~~~\_:nd in the valley ~f 

1
~ se~n Jetween Beltrees, 

The dips throu h ~c e, or pass under the ed age s reek. These rest 
feature contrasts wit1i ~ut th.is mass of Barraba . ges of the Moonan Bas~n. 
underlie the Barraba ~~~ather_general higher di;o:f:h are quite low, and this 

There are few fault . a slight unconformity. e Tamworth Beds which 

may be described as th!~o:he ~eltrees Dome, and the 
Careful study of t ik rolling strata mainly cent ~eneral tectonic character 

anti~linal corridor is n:;es:a and dip in the Rouchel Ba:_mg about a domal focus. 
Basill. This would be do ry to link the Scone-Gund ill su~gests that a narrow 
and South Brushy Hill ~ t~e course of the Huni ~y~clme and the Rouchel 
structure on the develo • e influen<>e of such a e1 River between Beltrees 
}hat the only method p;e1~!if t?-_e river has been e:~r~w anticlinal connecting 
eatures of strike and di . nciling the various . nuned, and it is concluded 

the rf>Ie defined above P is to postulate that the B s:uctural entities and their 
. e rees Structure does occupy 

For many years the T~ MOONAN SYNCLINE 
Moonan Flat, ·Moonan BroiXIStence of synclinal str. 
!:18). Investigations in c! and (_)madale Brook ha~iture about the region of 

at area led to the recognitf°ection. with the gold eln known (see Morrison, 
on of thIS structm·e. an other ore deposits of 
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The author h as examined the area carefully and mapped certain horizons 
ancl has found that the struC'ture is fairly simple, as shown on the map. 

The rocks of this tectonie unit are entirely Burindi Series for the central 
dosed ?utcrop, . and Barra~:nl mudstones for the sheath surrounding th; 
centroclinal portion. Breaking through these rocks are granitic intrusions of 
prob_ably two _ages, v~. Tabberabber~ (epi-Middle Devonian) and possibly· 
Kammblan or JUSt possibly Late Permian. These rocks have little interest for 
us in the present communication. 

The trend of the syncline is west-north-west, and therefore more or less 
at variance with th P t rends of the other important structures in the region and 
also oblique to the main t rend line of the Upper Palreozoic territory throughout 
eastern N .S.W. I n particular the lack of parallelism in axial trends of the 
1Ioonan Syncline and the Timor Anticline is most marked and raises a distinct 
problem. Some remarks on this are made below, in another section. 

The strata of the Burindi Series embrace many kinds of tuffs and impure 
limestones, and also a great development of richly fossiliferous crinoidal beds. 
These Femind one of the Glen William Beds. It is probable that only Lowe1· 
Burindi rocks are present, but some Upper Burindi are not yet ruled out of 
consideration . Cuesta-like dip ridges are found where the hard bars of the 
Series have resist ed differentially and where the curvature of the structme 
has produced a changing direction of the ridge or spine-like trend. 

The only large-scale feature to modify the otherwise simple structur~ of the 
syncline is the Moonan Fault which breaks through on the southern side and 
can be very satisfactorily studied along the road and in the adjacent creeks a 

few miles south of l\foonan Flat. 
The south-west ern side of the syncline makes a slight unconformable 

junction with the Tamworth Beds, and this heightens the interest of th.is broad 

fold. 
STRUCTURE OF Roo.KIIURST-CuRRICABAKH SECTOR. 

General. Westward and north-westward from Gloucester a large section of country 
in the :Middle Mannin<T drainage leads to the foothills of the Barrington Tableland 
and the southern sp~s of the New England Plateau. In this countrr , a good 
deal of which is very rugged, unse~tle~ and. unserved by ro3:ds, th~re IS a great 
development of Devonian rocks with mtrusive masses o~ acid, basic and ultr~
basic rocks. The chief interest of part of this co~try lll the present study is 
the occurrence of structures which have been adJacent to the 1:1orthern ~ector 
of the Stroud-Gloucester Trough a,nd yet have featured conspicuously m the 
adjustments of the north-west and west-north-west folded tracts to the 
meridionally -st amped early structure of the Trough. 

F or th e purposes of completing the study of the tect~nic evolution in _this 
area and gaining some idea of its relations to the_ l\-IaD.D.lllg-1Iacleay Pro~ce 
~escrib ed by Voisey (1938- 1941), the author carried out a n~ber of trips, 
m some of which only r econnaissance work could be done and m others more 
detailed observations were possible. In the rough co~try near the_ h ead 
of the Manning and Pigna Barney Rivers, _and on som~ se~tions of the ~:irrmgton 
Tableland I have had considerable help m the orgaruzation of expeditions from 
local settler s, and their unstinted service is gratefully remembered. 

The great properties of Curricabakh, Cobakh, Myra, Raw~on Vale, Boonara 
an d m any others have been visited in the task of unravellmg the structmal 

rf'lations in these wide areas of Devonian rocks. 

J 
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Summarized Stratigraphy. 

. ~ookhll!st,_ 14 miles from Gloucester is in . , • 
dipprng ·Burmdi Series is succeeded by th 'B .. b·a ie1po~ where the easterly 
development. These then ass do ~ ar~a . a Sen~s m strong and typical 
cher~s and keratophyric briccias o~i7ea1afJ13:tigrap~1cally into tuffs, bluish 
particula:lY well-exposed along the N owend Rwm Series. These may be seen 
In the hills to the north and east of t oc oad, north-west from Rookhu.rst 
follows upstream the valley of the Littlh\rRoo~hurst-Curricabakh Road (which 
:part of th~ Dewitt River), one can seee t~ an~~ and !ater traverses the upper 
Ja~per which trends in an east-sou h e s II mg cliffs of the high ran e of 
neighbourhood of Mt. Myra (3 700 f!et)~st-;.est-north-west direction fronf the 

_Between the confluence o/ the Dewitt . megar 1:"11 (~,100 feet). 
Stat10n there are excellent sections which and Manrung Rivers and Curricabakh 
af~~he rel3:tions are fairly clear (see belowrpc;e ,fhal~win a_nd Tamworth Series, 
o . e stat10n one meets the first of th • ult UI ~1 west m the neighbourhood 
io~s1~erable outcrop here and extends to tle p·rabaBs1c complex which makes a 
a s mto line "\\-ith the narrow ser ent· igna arney River and eventuall 

Barry and the Barnard River. p me belt running north-westward toward~ 

A summary of the stratigraphy of thi . . . 
Barraba Series s secto1 is as follows : 

Baldwin Series 2,300 feet 
Tamworth Series . . 6,000 ,, 

(All thicknesses are approximate.) ;\500 ,, 

Structure. 

The constant obs t· and in the er k erva wns of <lip and strike i th 
may be sum!e . bedds make it clear that the tec~o . e mau.y _cuttings available 

arize as follows : • mc eondit10ns of this sector 

(a) There is a slight unconformit b 
one hand, and either the Barrf ba ei;v;~dth~ Tall'!-worth Beds, on the 

(b) The Devonian rocks are th . wm Senes on the other. 
axes app, · rown mto a s r a smno- tx~~ately north-west-south-east bn~ i_ne and anticline with 

(
c) "' 0 e west-north-west . ' u 111 one plaee indicating 

Powerful vertieal (and 
Barraba and B Id • apparently tensional) f· 1 
neio-hbourhood : t:u1 Series and eause ve. au ts cut across the 

(
d) 

0 
"' 0 e fractures. •1Y steep dips in the 

n the whole the dips f h 

( 
areas _akeady discussed~ t e strata are distinctly higher than in other 

e) The diagenetic state of th 
stronger develo m e rocks varies somewhat b 
more drastic te~to e1;1t of ha:d cherty facies pos "bl ut all types show a 
other structural s rutc experience than had been s;h y conne~ted with a 

(f) M . ec ors. • e case with rocks in 
,., any nunor puckerings t f 
that the folding has b ' ear aults and other attend 
that connected with t~n severe .. Large faults -:~t features s~ggest 
association of steep i! serpentine intrusion ' ;1 th~ except10n of 

Some data to sub t . we -cut tensional joints ' s owed mvariably the 
s antrnte the ab • 

(a) Over ove conclusions ma 
interval N. 25~ ~o~ deal of Jhe district the Bald . y now be stated briefly. 
direction E. 10° g __ ; lE 4o W., while the Tam~~-t~

nd 
Barraba strike in the 

Tamworth ( omitting th. . :ff The values for dip are Beds show dips in the 
e e ects of faults). generally greater in the 
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(b) The road climbing out of the Dewitt River and leading over into the 
?eautiful " Myra " Estate gives clear evidence that although the regional dip 
1s to the west there are folds bringing repetition of Barraba, Baldwin and 
Tamworth Beds. 

(c) One of the most satisfactory fault-exposUI'es to be seen anywhere in 
the province is that along the Little :\-fanning River about folll' miles from its 
junction with the Dewitt River. Here intense shattering and strong jointing 
are associated with a vertical fault bringing Baldwin and jasperized Tamworth 
Series together. 

(d) The steep dip of the strata in general reminds one of the similar condition 
seen in the Lower and Upper BUI'indi rocks of the Bullahdelah-O'Sullivan's 
Gap-Mayer's Flat sector. 

In both cases the folding is in a zone where much strong crustal shortening 
is associated with steep gravity faulting and later overthrusting. 

Readings of dip aJong the Dewitt and Little Manning Rivers and also near 
Tibbuc and Bretti (north of Rookhurst) invariably give evidence of strong 

compression. 
(e) A corollary of the severe tectonic experience that the rocks have 

undergone is the production of a compact texture and strong lithifaction. Thus 
many of the sediments have been affected by silicification due to regional 
cementation by ground waters giving a textUI'e partly determined by relative 
antiquity of the rocks and partly by the intensity of stress that has operated. 
Greater development is invariably seen with Tamworth Beds rather than with 
the somewhat newer rocks. 

(f) A number of detailed structlll'al analyses made with minor tear faults 
cutting through intensely shattered and drag-folded cherts confirmed the 
suggestion that strong faults had affected the region on at least two occasions, 
and that the earlier movement followed a period of strong folding. 

FAULTS. 
CL.ASSIFICATIO::S- .ACCORDING TO .AsSOCI.ATION WITH VARIOUS STRUCTURAL 

ELEMENTS. 

In the descriptions of the many structural entities given above it has been 
necessary to refer to various faults in a preliminary way, and a certain amount 
of genetic discussion has been inevitable. It is now appropriate to classify the 
faults according to the fold or major structUI'e with which they are assQciated, 
beginning in the east and proceeding west and northward • 

.Altogether, apart from relatively minor fractUI'eS, seventy-one faults have 
been mapped, and are shown on the map (Figure 7). A geographico-tectonic 
summary of the faults follows. 
.A. Faults of the Myall Syncline. 

Fl-F5. Booloombayt Fault, Mayer's Flat Fault, Bombah Fault, 
Bullahdelah Horst Faults, Waukivory-Myall Fault. 

B. Faults of the Girvan .Anticline. 
F6, F7. Crawford River Fault No. 1 (probable), Crawford River Fault 

No. 2. 
C. Faults of the Stroud-Gloucester Trough. 

(a) Marginal Fa1tlts. 
F8 Fl0 Fll F16, F23. Stroud Mountain Fault, East Stratford Fault, 

' Th~ Gl~n Fault, Williams River-Manchester Fault, Washpool 

Fault. 
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(b} Jntrn-grabe11 Faulti,. 
F:W, F~l, F22, F:!-1, :F~5. Dewrang Faults, Stroud Road Fault, Tarean 

Fault, Allworlh Fault. 

(c} ()ro11s Faults. F9, F!Z, Fl;j, Flt>, Fl9. Johnson's Creek Fault, )lograni Fault, 
Barrington l{iyer Fault, Cut Rock Fault, Upper Avon Fault. 

(d) Fault.~ Ut'ographically _,,11J1,ociated with Trough. 
:PH, Fl5. Tugrnbakh J<'ault, Pitlochry Fault. 

D. Faults of the 1Ju11gog-Chichester Group. F26-30. 
E. Faults of the W allarobba-Gresf ortl Anticline. 

F31, F3j, F:3:3, F:34. F37, F38. Bingleburra Fault, Lewinsbrook Fault, 
Gre:-for<l Fault, Trevallyn Fault, Wallarobba Thrust, Hilldale 

:Fault. 
J<'. Paults of the Paterson-Williams River Stnicture. 

F39, F40, F-11, F42, F36. Paterson River Fault, Hungry Hill Fault, 
Charlton Fault, Butterwick Fault, Lennoxton Fault. 

G. P1wlts of the Lochinvar Dmne. F46, F47, F48, F49, 1<'50, F51. Radfordslee Fault, Greta Fault, G~eta 
Minor Faults, Ravensfield Fault, Mathews Gap Fault, other Mmor 

Faults. 
H. Faults of the .J[irrannie Ba11i11. F52, F35. Manresa Fault, Webber's Creek Fault, Central Faults. 

I. Faults of the Westbrook A nticli-ne. F53, F54 and F56. Westbrook, Benvenue Fault, Goorangoola Fault. 

J. Faults of Grasstree-Owens Mt. Structure. 
F55, F57-60. Owens )It. Fault, Grasstree Faults. 

Numerical List of Significant Faults. 
1. Booloombayt Fault. 
2. )layer's Flat Fault. 
3. Bombah Fault. 
4. Bullahdelah Horst Faults. 
5. Waukivory-Myall Fault. 
ti. Crawford River Fault No. 1. 
7. Crawford River Fault No. 2 • 
8. Stroud Mountain Fault. 
9. Johnson's Creek Fault. 

10. The Glen Fault. 
11. East Stratford Fault. 
12. 1\1ograni Fault. 
13. Darrington River Fault. 
14. Tugrabakh Fault. 
15. Pitlochry Fault. 
16. Williams River ( =:Manchester) Fault. 
17. Bowman Road Fault. 
18. Cut Rock Fault. 
19. Upper Avon Fault. 
20-21. Dewrang Faults. 
22. Stroud Road Fault. 
23. Washpool Fault. 
24. Tarean Fault. 
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25 . .Allworth Fault. 
26-30: Dungog-Chichester Faults. 
31. Bmgleburra Fault. 
32. Lewinsbrook Fault. 
33. Gresford Fault. 
34. Trevallyn Fault. 
35. Webber's Creek Fault. 
36. Lennoxton Fault. 
37. Hilldale Fault. 
38. Welshman's Creek Fault 
39. Paterson Fault. • 
40. Hungry Hill Faults. 
41. Charlton Fault. 
42. Butterwick Fault. 
43. Glenoak Fault. 
44. Gosforth Fault. 
45. Eelah Creek Fault. 
46. Radfordslee Fault 
47. Greta Fault. • 
48-49. Greta }Iinor Faults 
50. Ravensfield Fault. • 
51. ::\Iatthews Gap Fault. 
52. }Iam-esa Fault. 
53. Westbrook Fault. 
54. Benvenue Fault 
55. Owens ::IIount Fault 
~~- Goorangoola Fault. • 
<> t-60. Grasstree Faults. 
61. Brushy Hill ( =Murrurundi) Fault. 
62. Hunter Thrust System 
63. Wingen Fault. • 
64. \°Vingen East Fault. 
65. Isis River Fault. 
66. Glen Dhu Thrusts. 
67 • ::IIoonan Fault. 
68. Pigna Barney Fault 
69. ::\Iyra Fault.· • 
70. Rawdon Vale Fault. 
71. Treachery Head Fault. 

Character of the Main Faults. 

There is considerl:1ble variety in the charact 
of ~he faults _are gravity or normal faults and :r of the faults .. A large number 
ad~ustment rn folded terrains in the ;t p;pear to be mainly the result of 
e:p1so~e of the folding. Other faults ~ess-relief period connected with an 
direction from which the causal stress!;eca:: overthrusts dipping towards the 
shear-t~usts and to form components in a • Yet other thrusts appear to be 
of rotational stress. great scheme based on the operation 

In a former paper (Carey and Osb 
complicat~d pla_n of fracturing in th~rie, t93~) attention is drawn to the very 
Hunter River district. A prelimina ar o_nuerous overthrust block of the 
to _the f?lding indicated that a consiir!~~ysis _of .t~e faulting and its relation 
e~sted rn_the Hunter sector from time to timev:iability of tectonic environment 
dias_trophism. Later work has confirmed th' the course of the Late Palreozoic 
earlier paper. It can now be porn· ted t e general thesis put forward in the 

ou that thro h th ug e large region we are 
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<:onsidering there were variable stress environments, and in some places successive 
movements were characterized by changing tectonic relations, due to variability 
in the direction and kind of stress operating. 

The overall plan for a good deal of the area in the main episode of the Late 
Palreozoic orogeny was as follows : 

Direct compressive stress produced overthrusts and rarely underthrusts. 
After cessation of thrusting, gravity adjustments initiated normal faults, some of 
which were of considerable magnitude. An imp·ortant later episode was marked 
by rotational stresses operating so as to accentuate certain preexisting gentle 
folds and to produce conjugate sets of shear-thrusts with genetically associated 
tensional gashes and tear faults of a dip-slip character. In some cases interesting 
faults possessing a noteworthy bend or kink (often presenting an angular change 
of 50° or 130°) have been formed by the functioning of fractures in two directions, 
the displacement being adjusted along two planes meeting to form a " corner " 
which in some cases was smoothed out into what appears to be a continuous 
fractUl'e. The Brushy Hill Fault has this characteristic in two places. 

Reference to the earlier paper (1939) will give the data for the fault-pattern 
of the main belt of Kuttlrng rocks running adjacent to the Hunter Thrust System 
from the Lower Hunter to Scone. These fault-patterns may now be extended 
to include other faults which appear to fit into the scheme originally postulated 
by Osborne and Carey. (Of course, there are some anomalies and cases where 
it is hard to fit faults into a rational scheme, but the region is a large one and 
we must expect variable tectonic environments from place to place). 

To summarize we may note that, in addition to the faults ah·eady described 
in earlier works, th; followi'ng groups can be established by genetic consideration : 

Overthrusts. 
F26-F30, F7, .F38. 

Shear Thrusts (frequently constituting cross faults). 
F13, F12, F15, F34, F9, F18, F19, F71. 

Tear Faults (perpendicular to the tensional direction). 

F35, F36. 

Steep Gravity (Normal) Faults. 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F8 Fl0, Fll, F16, F20, F21, F22, F23, F24, 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' F25, F31, F32, F33, F35. F65. 

Special Cases. 
Certain large faults which have. in past ye~.rs, been the subject ?f a good 

deal of discussion among those who have worked Ill the_ Hunter areas still present 
problems, although our knowledge about them has mcreased. 

The Hunter Thrust System. 
A great deal of evidence is available regarding this fault zone (see Osborne, 

~926, 1929, and Raggatt, 1929 and 1941). The 1:111dersurface of the fault-block 
1s considered bv the author to have been rather irregular, consequent upon the 
movement of the Thrust being controlled by some preexisting plunging_anticlin~l 
and synclinal structures. The probable time of de.~lopment for thIS fault 1s 
dealt with below. The great contrast ~etwe~n th1~ Thrust and the steep 
fault-zones in which serpentine and associated Illtrus1ons. have been emplaced 
is apparent when one takes note of the analy~is_ of the Wood s Re~f (n~ar Barraba) 
area. As described below, I am of the opllllon tba~ the cul~atmg event of 
the diastrophism was related to this notable contrast m fracturmg. 

n 
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The Brushy-Hill Murnmmdi Fault. 
Originally described by Osborne as a steep normal fault under the title 

" Brushy Hill ", this fracture has proved one of the most controversial items in 
discussions of Late Palreozoic tectonics. Hanlon (1947) described the powerful 
fault at Murrurundi as the llurrurnndi Thrust, but full study of the fault in its 
course through the Scone-Gundy syncline confirms the writer's original thesis 
(see description of South Temi Basin, above). The fault is on a grand seale 
and its progress from near Singleton to Murrurundi is marked by successiv; 
characteristics and suecessive associations with truncated strata. On account 
of the good outcrops invariably available in the Carboniferous terrain, one is 
able to interpret the geometrical relations of this fault with satisfaction. 

As the fault euts across marked trends developed in the Late Palreozoic 
tluusting, it is to be marked off as different from the other normal faults which 
are in~egrated into the parent folds with which they are genetically associated, 
and with whose axes they are generally parallel. This great fault therefore is 
later in date than many othe1· normal faults. (See below for furth;r discussidn.) 

The W ingen Fault. 
This is another fault with a first-rate importance and a dominant role in 

the evolution of structures in the Scone-Murrurundi province. The author has 
consistently ad~ei:ed to the ~~w of Browne (1924) and to his (the author's) 
confirmatory, opi~10n that this is a very steep gravity fault. 

. Raggatt s ~ew has_ been ac~e:pted that the Wingen Fault strikes away 
~or_th-west .from its doIDIDant mendio~al trend after reaching Wingen township, 
m it~ progress from Segenhoe, _where 1t was mapped in 1928 (Osborne, p. 588) 
and mter~reted as_ the truncatmg fracture that wiped out the Hunter Thrust. 

. )Iappmg of this faul~ along the edge of the high country between Scone and 
Wrngen shows t~at onlY: m a~out one-~ti~th of its course does it depart from a 
~tee_P westerly 01 a vertic~l dip. The limited exception shows the fault steeply 
m_clined to the east. It 18 considered that such a small reversal is eonsistent 
with normal character elsewhere. 

. The Williams River Fault (Manchester Fault). 
rrst ~uggeste~ by Professor David and mapped and described by Osborne 

(1~2-), this ma~rnfice~t fault possesses a very clear-cut character exhibiting 
faithful pa_ rallelism with the Stroud-Gloucester Trourrh (s ) -..-
trikin. er ·d f • . . ,, ee map . .no 1nore 

s ,,, en ence o genetic associat10ns could be wished foi· Th ff t f ti • · t • ·t f ult h b • e e ec o 11s giea gian y a • as een to place so much of the nei·ghb • t t d 
d t h . ourmg s ra a on en 

an o cause sue severe shattermg that one is forced to as th t , • -
periods of movement have occuITed. sume a succc ssn e 

In the north of the western zone, adjacent to the Tr o·h t. a f· ult 
(call~d t~e ~Ianchestei: ??ault ?Y A.ndrnws) was recentl;u~h~:n s :inbe athe 
continuation of the Williams River Fracture. • 

The Treachery Head Fault (F71). 
The few exposures that are availabl 1 th • · 

between }lyall Lakes and Forster !rive ~!c~n~tru!tWlde sandhill coastal strip 
~vestigator who has to endure ce;tain hardships t::~/~ta t~nd 1;~':~rd 

d
th

,~ 
m the sea of sand. At Treachery Head and the ru o ese is an s 
excellent exposures of Burindi i·ocks a t b gged headlands of Seal Rocks, 

re o e seen These di , • t tl to the west at an angle of 40° and at th f • . P ve1y consis en Y , • e ormer locality are c t b •th t 
(or possibly underthrust) fault dipping northward a • ,· _u y an ove1 rus. 
This fault-exposure is probablv the remnant of a v!d striking east-north-ea:st. 
structure since the de!!ree of mech·rnic 1 It t· 'Y powerful and extensive 

, "' ' a a era ion and crumpling of the rocks 
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are very intense. One would be justified in concluding that high temperature 
existed in the roeks at the time of faulting, since excessively deformed and flat, 
overturned strata are to be seen. Some of the folds are miniature " nappes .. , 
piled one upon the other. 

The position of this fault in the Late Palreozoic orogen suggests the possibility 
of its being one of a series of thrusts developed on the front of the great plunging 
geanticline which is built of the Middle and Upper Palreozoic terrains mantling
thf' older sedimentary core and associated intrusives of New England. 

The Role of Faults in the Stroud-Gloucester Trough. 
Four sets of faults are present. These may be reviewed again for the 

purpose of noting the remarkable degree of fracturing that this narrow structure 
has endured. The four groups are: 

(a) }Iarginal Faults (north-south). 
(b) Intra-Graben Faults (north-south). 
(c) Cross Faults (east-west). 
(d) l\linor thrusts in the Crumpled Coal Measures. 

The last-mentioned are the result of the main south-westward moYement 
at the close of the diastrophism. The cross faults have relie:ved the strain 
sustained by the Trough when adjustments had to be made m the already 
strongly-compressed meridional zones . 

SERPENTI~E ..iND .ASSOCIATED INTRUSIOJ:\S. 
General. 

Three areas have been examined with reference to the occurrence of 
Serpentine and associated basic and ultrabasic intrusi~ns. These are_ (a) the 
Curricabakh-Boonara District, (b) the Valley of the Pigna Barney River,and 
(c) the Glenrock-Barry District. 

In the latter two areas the Serpentine occurs in the more or less normal 
manner so common in this State, and especially in the northern areas of the 
State, namely as narrow, linear intrusions associated with a faul~ _zone. T~e 
trend of the belts is w. 15-20° N. In the first of th~ thre~ localities there is, 
compared with t,he other two, a greater variety of mt~u~10n, ~·eater lateral 
development, due to several tongues of serpentine and basic mtrusives, and more 
complicated tectonic environment. 

Serpentines of western New England have been st~died by Bei:ison 
(1911-1918, 1919, 1924), but li~tle has b~en attempted regardi~g a~ anair!1s of 
the stress Telations of the intrusions. Qmte recently th~ aut~OI has rnvest1,...ate~ 
serpentine intrusions near Barraba, N.S.W., and m New Zealand •. For 
correlative purposes detailed remar~s a~out the BaITaba occurre~ce will be 
made subsequently, in order to brmg mto focus some of the prnblems of 
serpentines as the author sees them. 

Field Relations and Evidence. 
The Serpentines on the Barnard Hiver near ~arry Station beh~ve i~ i:md1 

the same way as those of western New E1:1gland, i.e. ~o ~ay the ultia~asic rn~ks 
are in definite fault zones of some magmtude, and mtimately associated with 
large bars of jasper. 

The invariable relationship is that the jaspers and altered Tamwort_h Serie,
are east or north-east of the Serpentine Line._ These features are ':ell d1splayecl 
along the route from Glenrock to Barry Station on the Barnard Rrver. 
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.At Curricabakh, however, the igneous rocks hav h • 

:~:~~fo1'is a::v!PE::~ ~a!~v;
0
:r:l~~d a shattered ter~a~ ~t:re ~~~t~~~.~~ 

The follo~g field data were obtained by a recent study : 
(a) The mam trend of the longer intrusions is w 25-30° N d • E. 10° N. • ., an occasionally 

(b) In ddit· • 
anl ma~;n ~:O~cfn~:~!!1:sgii; ~;{~~~:~ masses of dunite, hypersthenite 

(o) The serpentine is intrusive ma·n1 • t • although Baldwin rocks h· i Y 11:1 a erram of Tamworth Beds, 
been a good deal of shatter;:epr·1~ourlllteot~ tes ?een invaded. Tllere has 

b m rus10n. 
(d) The dolerite and fine o-abbro h" h h • 

hybrid effects upon th: ser en~n~ a ave u~vaded an~ wrought certain 
of intrusion when stresses ;,ere ten;~ malssivthe, andh give every evidence na ra er t an compressional 

Between Curricabakh Homestead an • • 
se~tion_ was obtained, figures for widthd ~~e Pm~a Ban:i,ey River the following 
(Dll'ection of traverse, north to south.) outciop bemg only approximate. 

Ultrabasic and basic complex 
Jaspers . . • • 4,500 feet 

Alternatio~s of g~bbro • injections and 200 " 
Baldwm agglomerates altered 

Serpentine and spilite breccia • • 2,000 " 
Dolerite • • 800 ,, 
Serpentine ~th s~diment;ry inclusions 4,000 " 
Jaspers and quartzites . . 200 ,, 
Serpentines amid Tamworth Bed~: • • 1 • • 400 " m many enses 3 000 

'-';he petrogenetic relationships of the m . • ' " 
exammed, but in the Barraba (Wood's R f)nJ. b3:sic rocks have not yet been 
a _full investigation has recently been m dee istnct of western New England 
with Mr. John S. Proud, B.E. Since t:e ~-e~~fn the serpentine, in association 
general applicability to serpentine belt . ts of that work appear to be of 
Wood's Reef will be given for correlativ: :u:;rthern ~.S.W., a full account of 

(I am indebted to )Ir Proud for his oses. 
Wood's Reef research resuits in th" ' I approval of the incorporation of my is ~• onograph.) 

TECTONIC .A....."'fD PETROGENETIC EVOLUTION 
WOODS REEF SERPENTINE.* OF THE 

. T~e Woods Reef serpentine (using this ter . 

B
mtrusr,es and genetically associated rocks) f m collectively for all the ultrabasic 

elt, made famous by the researches of p £°rms part of the Great Serpentine 
~he Serpentine occurs in a broad bero essor W. N. Benson. 

trending approximately N 200 W . th t ?ne Lu one and a half miles ·cte t di N -
0 

• • m e mam out < Wl , 
. ren !lg .i: • 2o E. is present in the district I Jr?~· One marked virgation 
!ntrus10ns occur, east of the main mass Th n a dit10n, one or two subsidiary 
lS a well-~arked crush zone. This zo~e a e we~tern margin of the serpentine 
although m odd places the dip is stee to t?peari:; to be more or less vertical 
trend of the western margin is N. 20-2~0 VV. e west or to the east. The general 

* The problems of serpentine-em la 
by Bowen and Tuttle (19-19) are not p cement,. made more urgent b th -
tion now in preparation by' the tfinh ally considered here. but are thy e :econt epochal paper au or. e subJect of a cornmuruca-
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. The eastern boundary is less regular and presents a zigzag and at times 
smuous pattern, especially in the region where the virgation begins, and within 
the virgation itself. The pattern is frequently marked out by alternations in 
direction thus: N. 20-25° W. and N. 25° E. Also cutting across these directions 
are faulted boundaries trending east and slightly south of east. 

.Another noticeable direction contributing to the pattern of the eastern 
margin and the virgation focus is that of south-east-north-west. It is seen 
then that the directional controls are very much in contrast when one considers 
the east and west boundaries of the serpentine belt. The detailed pattern 
of the eastern side is very instructive, and some further discussion is given 
below. 

The serpentine complex, of multi-intrusion character, has invaued 1\Iirldle 
Pala>ozoic rocks, partly Devonian, and partly Carboniferous. 

Present in the area are the following : 
(i ) Burindi Series (Lower Carboniferous). 

Basal conglomerate, cherts, mudstones, tuffs and claystones with 
occasional fossils. 

(ii) Barraba Series (Upper Devonian). 
Carbonaceous mudstones and tuffs with odd pieces of Lepidodendron 

australe. 
(iii) Tamworth Series. 

Cherts (often Radiolarian), tuffs, odd spilite lavas, banded claystones 
and conglomerates, sometimes sheared ~th " augen " structure ; 
also jaspers in prominent bars or dyke-like development. 

The Tamworth Beds do not occur west of the Serpentine Belt, and this 
fact sets forth the cardinal feature of the ultrabasic complex, namely that it 
intrudes a stron" zone of discordance between Barraba and Burindi Series on 
the west and T:mworth Series on the east- All three series have a constant 
regional strike of N. 20-22° W. 

(iv) (a) The Jasper Bars. 
Tlll'oughout the Tamworth Series (east of _the Serpentine) a ~romin~nt 

feature is the occurrence of dyke-like masses of Jasper, frequently vemed with 
quartz of more than one period of c~ysta;llizati_on. . 

The jasper units are mostly vertical m ~hell' attitude, and vary from about 
four feet wide to as much as 70 feet, as seen m one or two places along Ironbark 
Creek. Mostly the bars are 10 to 15 feet wid~, with fairlr ~harp boundari~s. 

The jaspers are invariably strongly a!1d rrregularly JOmted but_ devoid <?f 
much determinative structure-pattern which_ could be used to e:ucid_ate thell' 
detailed tectonic evolution. In spite of this, however, the. wi~ter is of the 
opinion that they represent, largely, the replacement or reconstitution of country 
rock by solutions of silica and iron compounds. Act~ally one good example 
was obtained between Woods Reef and B undarra, where it could be demonstrated 
that the jasper had replaced and retained the stratified structure of the Tamworth 

rocks. h d th • ~o b The strike of the bars is almost always nort an sou ±:> , ut two or 
three notable departures from this general direction were observed. Thus the 
following strikes were recorded: N. ~0° W., N: 20° E., N. 25° E. 

The tectonic implications of the Jaspers will be taken later on. 

1. THE EASTERN ENVIRONMENT. 

In order to appraise the relative importance _of the stress episodes in the 
emplacement and subsequent alteration of the igneous complex, the writer 

E 
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would draw attention to the contrast in tectonic environment of the areas 
respectively east and west of the serpentine belt. 

On the eastern margin we have the serpentine strongly sheared and the 
presence of the virgation, trending about 45° to the main strike of the belt. 

The general pl_an o~ the Eastern Zone, using this term for the country rocks 
east of the serpentme, is that of a strongly folded terrain in which drag folding 
indicates fairly broad pitching of irregular anticlines and synclines. The re!!ional 
strike of the zone is N. 20-35° W., and the direction of pitch is variable. 

0
Joint 

systems and faults are somewhat confused, especially as one approaches the 
serpentine boundary, but they can be sorted out and analysed more or less 
satisfactorily with recognition of the following groups : • 

Ft, 
'.300 

(a) (i) .A s_eries of "back-joints " developed during the tilting and/or 
folding of the strata. These are best deYeloped in strata with 
easterly or north-easterly dip. 

(ii) .A series of almost vertical dip joints (i.e. those striking in the 
direction of dip). 

(i) and (ii) indicate pressure from the cast-north-east i.e. 
perpendicular to the regional strike. ' 

'fAMWOR."f'H 

5E/tlf5 
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Fig. 8. 
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(b) Several ~rush_-zon~s parallel to the subsidiary serpentine belts and to 
the mam VITgat10n, N . 30° E. These are connected with later 
movements in the area (see below). 

(c) .Almost vertical cognate fault-systems trendino- 165° d g50 which 
were connected with later phases of the diastr;phic cy~~-

(d) Fhault-syst~msTohf steep cdharacter marked by the absence of shear-
p enomena. . ese are _ue to stress-relief developed durin eriods 
of. release from the mam compression which produc d fhP f Id 
(Figure 8). e e o s 

The Proba_ble Origin and Tectonic Significance of the Jaspers. 

The psper bars are due to the activity of medium • . 
(hydrothermal) solutions containing silica and iron whic~o hhigh _temperature 
pa_rtly replaced the Ta~wort~ Beds along parallel faults ave mv~.d~d and 
onentated. The genetic relat10nships of th • , ' mostly me11d10nally 

. . e Jaspers are not absolutely clear. 
It 1s suggested that the Jaspers are intimately connect d · . 

bef'ause there is no part of the serpentine belts known t ~l wit~ the serpe~tmes, 
is found without the presence of the ultrabasic rock o 01e wrb1ter wh~re Jasper 

• ne o servat10n made 
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by the writer in the Barnard River Valley suggests that serpentine has invaded 
rocks previously jasperized, but whether this is to be regarded as unusual in our 
serpentine belt areas is not yet known. 

It is the writer's opinion that the jaspers are in north-south fractures of 
the eastern zone associated with an early phase of the diastrophlsm. The 
invasion of silica may have been eonnccted with the early intrusion of pyroxenite 
(see below). One is inclined to the view that a mass of residual silica (with 
considerable iron) may have existed as a " light '' fraction of the ultrabasic 
magma, and that this quartzose material may haYe been tapped by the earliest 
of the earth-movements, thus rising up and carrying out hydrothermal activity 
(an action so commonly performed by siliceous and ferruginous solutions at 
medium temperatures). 

It is significant that the jaspers are not in the western zone of the Burindi 
and Barraba roeks. This is due, I think, to two factors: 

(i) There was little fracturing in the western bloek beyond the margin of 
the serpentine belt. 

(ii) The rocks, dominantly argillaceous and notably carbonaceous, were 
not suitable for replacement or " activation " hy hydrothermal 
solutions. 

Concerning (ii) it is interesting to note that the jaspers are only developed 
in rocks of the Tamworth Series facies (cherts, siliceous tuffs, etc.), where there 
is abundant silica for reconstitution of the sediments. This is a valid conception 
whether the hydrothermal action were early or late in the igneous sequence. 

The tectonic implications, therefore, are that jaspers in this region are the 
result of hydrothermal activity along fractures in the block on the active side 
of the fractured region, and that the clear-cut distribution and geometrical 
details of the bars indicate fracturing in a period unmarked by torsion or shearing, 
i.e. in the early part of the earth-movement cycle. 

The Eastern Edge of the Serpentine. 
The serpentine in almost every case is sheared along its eastern margin, 

and this is due to the result of rotational stresses associated with its injection 
(see below) and by later (posthumous) slippings, perhaps of Mesozoic or Tertiary 
age. Naturally, serpentine will become laminated and "paste-sheeted "near 
its margin, especially if that margin is sensibly linear. 

In summary, we may note that the eastern tectonic environment points 
to complexity of structural development, produced in more than one tectonic 
episode. There has been direct compression giving rise to folding and fracturing 
and associated stress-relief faults. There has also been the local operation of 
horizontal shearing stress giving a typical fracture-pattern producing strong 
lamination in the serpentines and a development of shear-joints in the country 
rocks. The jaspers are to be relegated either to early tensional fracturing or
slightly later stress-relief faults. 

The Eastern Zone shows that it has taken the brunt of the diastrophic 
forces which assailed the area in Late Palreozoic times. .After the development 
of a master fault line which is now the western boundary of the serpentine belt, 
and which allowed the country west of it to be protected from later deformation, 
successive stresses affected the eastern block and " schuppen " structure was 
gradually brought into existence. These " schuppen" are bounded by steep 
faults. 

The Lozenge-Pattern in Xenolitbs in the Serpentine. 
Throughout the serpentine belt there is plenty of evidence that rotational 

stresses have operated about the time of the injection of the serpentine, and also-
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slightly afterwards. Thus several masses of country rock and also of jasper 
are embedded in the serpentine near its margins. The geometry of these and 
their relation to the alignment of fractures is most instructive. 

2. THE WESTERN ENVIRONMENT. 

The main western boundary of the serpentine is a pronounced crush with 
scaly serpentine well developed at contact with country rock, and extending 
into the igneous belt for varying distances up to 30 chains. The country rocks 
on the western side of the igneous mass comprise the Burindi and Barraba 
terrains. The former are found in a very narrow belt against the igneous rock 
and lying between it and the main Barraba outcrops. The dip of the Burindi 
is mostly steep to the west, but occasionally it is very steep to the east, or often 
vertical. The behaviour of the rocks and their geometrical features of fracturing, 
etc., indicate that steep normal faulting with pronounced downthrow to the 
west has operated. 

3. THE IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

The igneous rocks of the area comprise : 
(a) .A. strongly pyroxenic harzburgite, grading in places into pyroxenite. 
(b) .A. more olivinic peridotite (sometimes almost a dunite). 
(c) Dolerite and quartz-dolerite dykes in great numbers. 
(d) Altered gabbro in restricted outcrops. 
The order of inh·usion is : 

(i) Harzburgite (pyroxenite). 
(ii) Dunitic rock. 

(iii) Gabbro. 
(iv) Dolerite. 

Harzburgites. 
Descriptii-e. 

Var~ations ?a°: be _traced where the typical harzburgite becomes almost a 
pyroxerut~. Jollltlllg is n~t marke~ but several major joints have produced 
parallelep1peda of harzburgite, especially where this rock is invaded by dunitic 
types. The freshest material is obtainable froin two places : 

(i) From the scarp and ridge which occur some distance north-north-east 
of the main western edge of the serpentine, up above the course of 
Ironbark Creek. 

(ii) In Broadback Creek, at a place a mile and a half north-east of 
" Anglesey ", where a magnificent exposure shows the relations of the 
harzbuq:rite and dunitic rock and the serpentine derivatives (Figure 9). 

Dunitic Types. 

. The les~ p~roxenic rocks :ire not ~rue dunites, but have considerable olivine, 
while enst3'.hte IB not so p:·omment as m the har~burgites. They vary somewhat 
and sometim~s could perhaps. be called a dumte, but mostly are a transition 
between durut~ and harzburgite. 

They hav~ intruded t~e harzburgites and then have suffered considerable 
changes, chemical and physical. The areas of development are not as extensive 
as ~ the case of the harzburgites, ~ut within the limits of their occurrence 
considerable range of autometamorphic and other changes have taken place. 

Gabbros. 

The ~9de ~f occurrence_is in small intrusions of speckled rock, often schistose. 
They are mvanably deutencally altered with the development of features and 
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decomposition products which, in an earlier generation, were referred to as 
saussuritization. These alterations can be better described as 

(i) Late Magmatic, 
(ii) Dynamical. 

Dolerites. 
The tectonic pattern of the dolerites in association with the lozenge-shaped 

pyroxenite masses is an outstanding geometrical feature of the Woods Reef 
occurrence, and indicates an obvious genetic relationship. It appears that the 
contributing tectonic circumstances were such as to facilitate the intrusion of 
dolerite magma at a time when the significant fracture patterns in the dunitic
serpentine were being developed. 

4. INTRUSION HlsTORY. 

The foregoing account of the igneous rocks pa.rtly states the data on which 
we build the discussion of the Intrusion History. This may now be summarized. 

(i) Injection of harzburgite along the main quasi-vertical fault between 
the Barraba-Burindi province and the Tamwm-t,h province. Limited 
autometamorphic change. 

~~(11~----+-- :3;.CHS.--~--- 7Cl15 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(a) (b) (c) (dl 

SECTION Of' !NTIWS/0N-Z0NE AT 6R0A08ECI< CK.. 

Fig. 9. 

Injection of dunitic rocks into the PY;l'~xe~c types and attack thereon 
by solutions to give further serpentm1za.t10n. 

StronO' autometamorphic activity upon the dunitic rocks, with 
selective development of antigoritic and serpophitic material from 
olivine, and very limited amount of bastite from enstatite . 
Injection of gabbros through minor tensional fractures and deu~ric 
action immediately upon these basic rocks-these events occurnng 
not Jong after (ii). 
Injection of dolerites which, although occurring after (ii) and (iii), 
are still to be regarded as within the main magmatic cycle. 

5. TECTONIC EVOLUTIOX. 

The following tectonic events have already been described or mentioned 
above in some way, and their coordination is now undertaken. 

(a) Compression from the east-north-east_ during the ~at~ Palreozoic 
diastrophism folding the Middle Palreoz01c rocks of the district. 
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(b) Stress-relief and strong gravity (isostatic) faulting to produce, e~pecially, 
the master fault line (formerly called the Peel Thrust) along which the 
earliest intrusions came. Separation of the west block from the main 
orogen to the east. A little overfolding took place along the master 
fault. Shear fractures along N. 20° W. and N. 25° E. were incipiently 
developed. 

(c) Opening of magmatic episodes . . . Invasion of pyroxenic peridotite 
during static conditions in the upper crust producing unstressed 
intrusion. A little autometamorphic alteration of olivine, but none 
of enstatit~. 

{d) Invasion of dunitic rocks at a time when the tectonic conditions were 
changing from alternation of compression and tension (due to simple 
sub-crustal and isostatic controls) to conditions of Horizontal Shearing 
Stress, due to the operation of a great couple associated with eomplex 
sub-crustal dr~g .. This, with the incipient fractures (see above), 
caused the begrnmng of the lozenge pattern in country rock margins 
and the production of the virgation. 

(All of these features and the details described above have been 
arrived at by applying the theory of stress and strain ellipsoids to the 
area.) 

A relentless progress of the virgation-development and the fracturino· 
of the sedimentary and associated igneous rocks went on in the Easter~ 
Zone and the Serpentine Belt. 

In the second intrusion e:I~isode the dunitic rocks welled up on the 
east and west_ of the harzburg1te, as well as through it. Several small 
dykes of dumte came ~p in subsidiary fractures (N. 25-30° E.) lying 
to the_ east of the marn belt. Crush effects and complex intrusive 
~ontuswns ue~a!1 to deve~op ::tJ?-d the dunitic rocks were serpentinized 
rnto a serpoph1tic and antigont1c mesh, with little bastite. 

(e) In certain zones the shearing stresses operated so as to produce tension-
fractures in an easterly direction. 

. In addition t? the effects of the main shearing stresses the effect of the 
inherent compressional forces was to giv~ sh~ar-fractures striking north-east 
and sout?-east, and these were due to the dll'ect10n of easiest relief beino- ...-ertienl 
at the time. " 

STRUCTURAL HISTORY OF THE HUNTER-::\IANNING-.:\IYALL 
PROVINCE. 

Introductory. 

. ':}'he geological map (Plate III) displays the great concourse of structural 
~nt1ties_ that a~·e ran_ged throughout _thE: province. These have been examined 
m detail and discuss10n, partly descriptive, partly genetic has been contributed 
above. The course ?f the Late Paheozoic diastrophism is' now to be considered, 
a.n? thE: str~ctura_l history presented from the results of the extensive researches 
ep1tormzed m this l\Ionograph. 

Previous con!ri_butions by the writer and correlative and noteworthy work 
by ~aggatt and, 01sey. ~swell as the background of the cumulative data from 
earlier work, often b, pioneers, have led to the n1ouldino- of · b t th 

P . • . .., views a ou e 
Upper alreoz01c earth movements m the Hunter River and :\I · R. , , 
districts. ~ annrng i \ e1 

. _vario~s workers agree on certain basic principles, but some difference of 
op1mon exists about se...-eral, mostly minor, matters. 
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Movement Prior to the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. 

In order to give a tectonic setting for the appreciation of the detailed 
structurnl evolution during Late Permian and post-Permian times, it will be 
desirable to summarize the pre-Hunter-Bowen movements, of which there is a 
considerable body of evidence. It is not possible within the scope of this 
:Monograph to trace the full story nor to give an account of the palreogeographical 
history for the region. 

We note the evidence from Rouchel Brook and elsewhere (given above) for 
movement between the end of Tamworth sedimentation and the beginning of 
Barraba and/or Burindi developments. This implies epi-Middle Devonian 
activity. The next item, connected with the same period of crustal activity, 
is the question of the significance of the granitic inliers of the Pokolbin, Gosforth 
and Upper Hunter areas. These are covered by post-granitic sediments ranging 
from Lower Burindi to Upper Kuttung. Thus these rocks indicate an age of 
at least pre-Lower Carboniferous. Considerations of palreogeography and 
magmatic relationships of the batholiths of eastern Australia lead to the 
conclusion that these inliers were intrusive into a now-eroded Devonian (excluding 
Upper Devonian) terrain. This injection would be attendant on the 
Tabberabberan orogeny. 

After the uplift due to folding and intrusion of the :Middle Devonian (and 
possible Lower Devonian) roof and wall rocks, the Tabberabberan batholiths 
were eroded and eventually subsided. These were isostatic movements. On 
the eroded surfaces Upper Devonian sediments (mostly of the Barraba and 
partly of the Baldwin facies) were accumulated. There was no serious break 
between Upper Devonian and Lower Carboniferous, although in two places the 
writer has found a slight erosional hiatus, as at Woods Reef in the north and at 
Green Creek east of ::\Iurrurundi. 

The eontinued sinking through Lower Burindi was related to the isostatic 
control of the region, at least during Tournaisian time. At the close of the 
Tournaisian changes in geography, climate and to some extent in physiographic 
environment affected the region to varying degrees. Thus the Visean reflects 
the varied environment of sedimentation and habitats for organisms, plant and 
animal. Some areas were fully marine, others fully terrestrial, while others saw 
an oscillation between the two extremes. The detailed stratigraphical data are 
not to be repeated here. 

.At the close of Visean time the present Province, in common with a large 
region of eastern Australia, was affected by the Kanimblan orogeny. The effects 
in this area were slight compared with the large-scale folding and igneous 
injeC'tions in other parts of the State and Australia. The mild unconformity 
between Yisean (upper part of the Lower Carboniferous) strata and Lower 
Kuttung (or Upper Burindi), which has been noted by Browne and Osborne in 
-various places is the expression of the Kanimbla influenee. The best area to 
see this structure in the present province is throughout the belt of country 
l?ing north of Clarencetown towards Alison and East Dungog. Here Lower 
Kuttung toscanites are dipping east at 45°, while the owrlying Glacial Stage 
rocks arP clipping in a slightly different direction at 23-25°. 

Slow sinking of the areas covered by Upper Kuttung Series went on, so 
that over most of the Kuttung areas the subsidence did not overtake the effects 
of the sedimentation, glacial, fluvioglacial and otherwise. In some areas, 
however, the sea was able to make incursions giving a marine stamp to sediments 
whieh are the probable equivalent of the marine Neerkol Series of Queensland . 

In some places the marine inundations were sustained and led eventually 
to the first phases of the Lower ::\>Iarine (Permian) sedimentary period. Thereafter 

l 
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events of tectonic significance were again controlled by isostatic forces. "'e 
now have arriYed at the stage when a summarized account of the Hunter-Bowen 
orogeny would be appropriate. 

HUNTER- BOWEN OROGENY. 

The latest views of the writer about the Hunter-Bowen Orogeuy derived 
from the personal mapping of the Province (including the Lochinvar Dome) 
are summarized as follows : 

(a) First Epi-sode. 
Movement about the end of Muree Stage time producing broad 

folds in the Lochinvar and other ari>::is, ::inil initiating the synclinal 
feature known as the Stroud-Gloucester Trough. Causal stresses 
operated approximately in a westerly direction. 

(b) Second Episode. 
Renewal of stress about the end of Upper 1Iarine time emphasizing 

the previous folding and producing several large and many small gravity 
faults, mostly meridional in strike. 

(c) Third Episode (at close of Permian). 
Impress of severe earth movement, the C'arclinal featUI·e of whi<'h 

was the operation of strong thrusting (maximum compressive stress) 
from the north-east. This produced a new grain on the country and 
erected large and small folds and many OYerthrusts and upthrusts. 
Injection of the peridotites of this province and of the Xew Englancl
Hastings area in general began early during this episode. 

(d) Fourth Episode . 
. Modification of the earlier stress conditions (episode (:3)) by the 

development of a strong rotational stress influence, due essentially 
to the culmination of action by a regional couple afl"ecting most of the 
province, ancl some country beyond it. 

This episode was responsible for a very marked modification of 
pre-existing strnctUI·e and for the development of strain-patterns quite 
different from those obtaining previously. The Hunter Thrust 
movement, O<'curred at this stage. 

This was the culmination of the Late Palreozoic Orogenv. 
We now examine the diastrophism in more detail. ' 

• The main trends imposed by episode (1) were essentially meridional with 
some variations towards the north-north-east. Folds cognate ,~th the LochinYar 
Dome in the Permian terrain were produced, as were also .the Stroud-Gloucester 
Trough and the many basins and anticlines of the Carboniferous Belt. Thus 
we can cite the following structures as illustrations of that movement : Stroud
Gloucester Trough, northern sector of Lochinvar Dome. :\Ioonabung Basin, 
Cranky Corner Basin. 

Derelopment of Stroud-Gloucester Trough. 
The evolution of the Stroud Trough enters into our discussion here, for this 

was the greatest of the early folds. 
The early condition was that of a simple syncline, possessing a variable 

cross-section. Thus in the north the base was flat, while near Stroud Road 
there was a distinct " V " cross-section. Whether the plunging of the base of 
the fold, partly southward and partly northward, was <'ompleted by the early 
movement is not clear. We know that the pitch was accentuated at the north 
end by the development of cross-faulting, but it is probable that early warping 
of the floor took place. 
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The evidence of the chief marginal faults is that they were genetically 
associated with the early epi-Upper Marine movements, because the paramount 
fanlt of all, the Williams River Fault, does not transect the Upper Coal Measures. 
Some of these faults appear to have undergone successive movements, as shown 
by the evidence of smaller structures. 

Marginal faults such as the Glen Fault intersect the Upper Coal Measures, 
but theiJ: place in an environment of isostatic faults connected with the early 
movements suggest they too were then developed, and experienced later 
movement also. 

Intra-Graben Faults. 
There may be some <"riticism of the use of the t~rm " graben " as an 

alternative appellation for the Trough, but there is much in the present nature 
of the southern end of the Structure to justify such a term if the usage be defined 
as describing a narrow fold that has suffered considerable normal strike faulting, 
subsequent to the compression which made the syncline. 

It would not seem appropriate to call the entity a " syncline", since in 
more than half of its length the margin and the central tract are bounded by 
steep isostatic faults. It must be repeated, however, t-hat the structure does 
not show the full range of tectonic evolution peculiar to " grabens " or " rifts " 
such as those of the Rhine, of East Africa and elsewhere. 

The age of the Coal :\Ieasures in the Trough is a question full of complexity . 
Most workers take the view that probably they belong to the Upper Coal 
Measures, whether of the Tomago or Newcastle Stage, or both. The presence 
of very thick seams against the interior faults and in ju.'<taposition with the 
Carboniferous bounding walls can be explained only by assuming that the Coal 
Measures were developed beyond the boundaries of the present Trough. 

Pertinent to the present discussion are the following points : 
(a) The wide development of lipper Coal Measures at Medowie, to the 

south, and continuously into the Newcastle Coalfield, indicates the 
improbability of the Stroud Basin having limited, geographically, the 
deposition of the coal strata. 

(b) The absence of the ireasures between Dewrang and the Limeburner's 
Creek district and the data regarding the pitch of the floor of the Trough 
show that a considerable amount of deformation of the Trough was 
during epi-Newcastle time, probably episode (3) in the Late Pal::eozoic 
diastrophism. 

(c) The disconformity and slight angular discordance between the Coal 
Measures and the Upper Kuttung indicates that movement had occurred 
before the former were laid down. 

Evidence of Trend Lines and Relation of the Trough to Neighbouring Structures. 
The critical mapping of three structural entities adjacent to the Trough 

has revealed the manner in which the Trough was adjusted to the later episodes 
of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny, especially the climax of that movement. 

It is now clear that the north-west-north-north-west trend which 
characterizes so much of the Upper Palreozoic rocks of eastern Australia was 
implanted upon the Myall Syncline, the Girvan Anticline and the Rawdon Vale 
.Anticline. The elements may have had some embryo development, wh~ch 
helped to orientate their later tectonic evolution, but they were confronted with 
a strong steeply downfolded Trough at the time of the renewal of stress which 
constituted the Hunter Thrust Episode. The meridional trend was sufficiently 
well implanted on the region to withstand any noticeable mega-deformation, 
and thus the folds produced by the Hunter Thrust episode began to adapt 
themselves against the sides of the Stroud Structure. The manner in which 
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the Girvan Anticline and Myall Syncline come together in a very complicated 
territory at the head of the Myall and Waukivory Valleys is clearly displayed 
by the map. Several faults with stt"ike-slip character have developed in this 
critical area, and some of the :'.\Iyall Syncline is thrust over the attenuated apex 
of the anticline. Further, the anticline has been able to spread outward in the 
region of least confinement to the south, thus contributing a broad nose which 
dominates the Port Stephens area. 

The Rawdon Vale Anticline has been kept in bounds by the "rilliams River 
(:Manchester) Fault, and the dominant trend of the country north of the 
Gloucester Trough has been maintained by the development of great thrust 
faults which have some of the features of overthrusts and partly of shear thrusts. 
A considerable amount of slip has marked the evolution of the faulting here. 
Voisey has called this group of fractures the :Manning Fault System. Of genesis 
cognate with this system are the Barrington River and Mograni Faults, F12 
and F13 (see Osborne and Andrews). 

Thus the much-perplexing problem of the structural relations and tectonic 
environments at the region of abrupt change of strike and strain-pattern seen 
near the north of the Trough has been more or less satisfactorily solved. 

The effects of the Hunter Thrust l\Iovement were taken up by the already 
existing faults in the Trough due to further development of steep jointing with 
strike-slip. Other faults were developed, one of which is in a shear thrust 
direction, and some of these meridional faults brought about truncation of coal 
measures (cf. Tarean Fault and Dewrang Faults). Others became cross-faults 
and displaced the trough bodily along east-west fractmes. 

The weak coal measures responded to the stress by the development of many 
minor folds and thrust-complexes seen so well near Craven and ah-eady described 
(19-18). 

In concluding our discussion upon the Trough, we can feel confident that, 
from the large amount of data available, the following conclusions are likely to 
be valid. Thus the successive stress episodes within which the Trouo-h was 
assailed wrought the following effects : "' 

(a) 1'Iild meridional folding initiating the syncline. 
(b) Further synclinal deYelopment with warped floor along the axial zon~. 
(c) Strong marginal faulting in period of stress-relief. 
(d) Renewal of compressive stress to intensify the existing cmvature of the 

syncline, followed by a relaxation of the compression and the production 
of intra-graben faults. These were related to a variable longitudinal 
sagging of sections of the Trough. • 

(e) Imp1·ess of Episode 3 of Upper Palreozoic Diastrophism, with cross 
fracturing of the Structure, and strike-slip movements along marginal 
faults. At this time the associated anticlines were jammed against the 
sides of the Trough, and their north-north-west trend-lines were deflected 
along the sides of the Trough. and the coal measures crumpled. 

(f) It is not clear whether the rotational stresses of Episode 4 of the 
Diastrophism affected the Trough. Probably not, since the tectonic 
environment of this district is in contrast with that of the country 
westward ·where the great couple was effective. 

EVOLUTIOX.\RY RELA.TIO:XS OF THE THREE GREAT SUB-PROVINCES 
OF THE WEST A:ND NORTH SECTORS. 

The broadest pattern of mega-features which we discern on taking a bird's 
eye view of the whole area is that of a series of three great zones in north-west
south-east alignment, and a fomth entity (the Stroud-Gloucester Structure) 
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which breaks the continuity of the main trends in the greater portion of the area 
(see Plate III and Figure 10). 

As the Trough has been exhaustively treated, we proceed, in summary 
form, to review the broad architecture of the other three zones. 

(a) The first is the zone of fourteen synclinal and centroclinal units in the 
crreat Kuttung Belt from the Liverpool Ranges to the coast at Port Stephens. 
This range of basins is punctuated by alternating domal struetures which 
sometimes are absolutely complementary (tectonically and geometrically). 
The modification of the zone from its early structmal plan was brought about 
mainly by the Hunter Thrust episode and the closely foll?wing: period of st1:o~g 
rotational stress-action which gave to the whole Provmce its characterist1c 
patterns. This zone, which is dominated by synclinal characteristics, is the 
southern continuation of the v\ errie Basin of Carey, the V\ errie structure itself 
being a southern extension of the large synclinal conditions known to mark the 
Carboniferous belts a way to the north. 

The basins in the present province have maintained the original _impress ~f 
compression from the north-east. The western and south-western line of this 
zone is the Hunter Thrust System, which has had a vital measure of control of 
the evolution of the edge of this centroclinal belt. 

(b) The second zone is geanticlinal, and ~lunges to the south~east. It 
stretches from the Liverpool Ranges to the longitude _of the ~v~stern side o~ the 
Stroud Trough. The map displays clearly the core-like J?OS1t10_n of the T1mor 
Anticline which itself has been locally domed, due, I think, either to a local 
stress en'vironment that closed the anticline or to the existence of some 
foundational irregularity that has affected the folding. . 

Succeeding the Timor Anticline in the south-eastward J?rogress ~f this zo_ne 
comes the Beltrees Structure which is a modified domal umt. The 1rregulanty 
hereabouts and the structur~l exoticism of the }Ioonan Syncline are problems 
not yet properly solved, but the two possibilities of local cross-w3:rping_ or of 
" floor-influence " (see descriptive section above) are wor~hy of cons1derat10n. 

After passing the anomalous Beltrees area, we pass mto the grand fe~ture 
of the Gresford-V\7allarobba ~<\nticline. This has marked contrast of relatively 
simplP trend and freedom from fraeturing in the _north an~ central parts, and 
Yery complicated tectonic pattern and stress cnnron~ent m the S?u~h, where 
the broad nose of the anticline has been jammed agamst the preex1stmg, well
established, steep Stroud Trough. The greatest complexity on the l_ower Hunter 
oc·curs here, and part of this complexity is shared ?Y the i:ochmvar Do1!1e, 
whic·h was drastically modified in structure, and part1~u~arly m the truncat10n 
and offsetting of its axial zone. The trend of the geanticlmal zone was such that 
its effects could not be operative any further to the south-east. . 

This geanticlinal zone is the continuation of the bro~d zone adJace~t,_ on 
the east to the Werrie Basin and its more northerly relatIYes. The ant1clmal 
influenc~ has been maintained by the persistent plunging_ of t~1e Timor-Gresford 
<·omponents, despite the intervention of the :\Ioonan synclmal mfl_uence. . 

(c) The third zone embraces the country which structurally is el~sely lmke_d 
up \nth the 1'Ianning areas, deseribed by Voisey. Thus the trend Imes of tlus 
third zone have changed from the dominant north-north-west-south-south-east 
direction to north-west-south-east and the master fractures are west-north-wPst
east-south-east. In this align~ent comes the _serpentin~ intrusion of 
C'urricabakh, a continuation of the Peel line of intrus10ns descnbed by Benson. 

The great break in structure at the north end of the Glou~este1: Trough 
is Yitally dependent on the strength of the major fractures of tlus third zone. 
By considerable lateral displacement the zone to the north has broken away 
from the region that was confined to the west of the Trough and has become 
teetonically integrated into the Lower :\fanning structural plan. 
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POST-PALlEOZOIC MovEME~TS IN RELATIO.K TO STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION: 
POSITIOX OF THE BRUSHY HILL-:i\IURRURUNDI FAULT. 

This Monograph aims at a full treatment of the Late Palreozoic Diastrophism, 
but certain post-Palreozoic structures and movements are vital in the evolutionary 
discussion. 

The Brushy Hill Fault has been discussed to some extent above, and to 
save space it must now be simply affirmed that its relationships with other faults 
and its physiographical influence do, in the opinion of the writer, establish it as 
a great normal or graYity fault, but with certain special features. One such 
feature is that three main directions have contributed to facilitate its operation . 
This operation has been essentially a downward movement of a great block 
bounded by three large fractmes, and one smaller, with directions thus: 
(a) almost due east-west near :M:mrmundi, (b) more or less meridional from 
Brushy Hill to east of Blandford, (c) N. 40° W. from Brushy Hill to Goorangoola 
Creek, and (d) a small zone running north-south. Of these the first, (a), is 
totally um·elated to any of the other directions in the Province. 

:My final ,iew is that this great fault is to be regarded as the margin of a 
block which has subsided dming an epeirogenic period, the rocks on either side 
of the edge of the block having been thrown into attitudes to give the present 
features, namely, steep dips parallel to the fault surface. 

The whole fracture edge may be regarded as a composite Isostatic Fault. 
The age of the Fault is post-Triassic (even if we consider possibilities of more 
than one movement along it), but its relations to the Tertiary basalts is obscured 
by the fact that the pre-basaltic sul'face was not everywhere a level surface that 
can be taken as a physiographic and tectonic marker . 

There is no doubt of the Hunter Thrust being of pre-basalt age, and 
genetically its age is bound up with so many other structures which we know to 
be closing-Palaiozoic. Thus the Brushy Hill-:i\hururundi Fault is different in 
age from the Hunter Thrust. The Wingen Fault is also post-Hunter Thrust 
and may be of the same age as the Brushy Hill fractUI·e, or may even be a post
basalt fault. The author inclines to the view that both the Brushy 
H.i.11-Murrurundi Fault and the Wingen Fault are to be placed at the time of 
the MarybUI·ian Diastrophism of Queensland, as this was the only post-Palreozoic 
movement of magnitude sufficient to make it feasible for us to refer to it the 
faults now being discussed. 

CO:OIP ARATIVE DISCUSSION. 
The main plll'pose of this work has been to record and interpret the 

multitudinous structmal data assembled throughout a long period of field work, 
and to critically assess these data in the integration of all the observations into 
the production of the Geological )lap and Sections. In this manner a 
contribution to the Late Palreozoic tectonics of Australia has been forthcoming. 

Comparative studies with parts of Australia other than in N.S.W., and 
with extra-Australian areas have been made by the author at intervals in his 
research, but obviouslv there is not sufficient room in this work to do justice to 
such a grand theme. A full account of the comparative aspects can be considered 
in a separate communication. 

However, some brief pertinent remarks may be given in the few paragraphs 
that follow. 

The Place of the Hunter-Jiyall Province in the Upper Palleozoic Tectonics of 
Eastern Australia. 
The Late Pal~ozoic lllo,ements affected a broad strip of country stretching 

from· the Lower Hunter Valley to the neighbomhood of Townsville, in 
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Queensland. This strip was part of the Hunter Bowen Orogen, developed by a 
series of tectonic episodes. 

The genetic consideration of the marginal thrusts of the orogen, and the 
increasing tectonic eomplexity shown as one proceeds eastward and north
eastward from the Lower Hunter area suggest that in the N.S.W. sect.ion of the 
orogen (to say nothing of the Queensland section) we are dealing with the west 
side of a mobile belt which arose in a broad central zone out of the Tasman 
Geosyncline in Carboniferous and Permian times. The eastern side of that belt 
lay in the east of the Australia of that time. 

In N .S.W. the core of the belt is the ancient New England massif with its 
~ilurian horst-like struC'tures, stiffened by epi-Silurian and later (epi-Permian) 
granites. Considerable mobility in the crust must luwc attended the intrusion 
of the large late-Permian batholiths. 

Tracing the folds and fault systems from the Hunter-:.'\Ianning region 
northward beyond the Liverpool Ranges, one finds that although the '\Verrie 
Basin possesses some complexity there is not the same gTand display of fractures 
produced by rotational stresses which dominated the fourth phase of the Ilunter
Bowen movement in the more southern province. On northward into 
Queensland the _tectonic environment is less complicated and the broad folding 
and strong faultmg present suggest the repeated operation of simple compression 
from the east-north-east and north-east. 

The western thrust l~nes prm_~nent in N .S.W. are continued into Queensland, 
but ehange from a marg-mal pos1t10n to a more central location. 

The broad picture therefore is of a strong deformation in Late Palffiozoic 
time throughout a length of 1,000 miles in eastern Australia • the most 
complicated stress environments of that diastrophism are revealed in the Province 
at present under diseussion. The relation of these facts to the ultimate genesis 
of the earth stresses is outside the scope of this thesis. • 

Comparison with Extra-Australian Areas. 
In some geo~ogical cirdes it has be~n customary to regard the diastrophic 

events ~f the M1dd_le and Late De,oman as final phases (or echoes) of the 
Caledoman Revolution (cf. Umbgrove, 1947, p. 28). In the present discussion 
we can place the Tabberabberan mo-vements in such a chronological position 
even if not referring it specifically to a place in the title Caledonian. However' 
it is clear that the Kanimbla and later movements are marked off from th~ 
Tabberraberran and are to be correlated definitely with movements in Europe 
and elsewhere that c·ome under the ge1wral term Hereynian or Variscan. 

Just how far we can carr:, our correlation between Australia and other 
eontinents will not be determinable until we ha,e more information from other 
parts of eastern Australia about the Late Pala>ozoic diastrophism. 

The four possible diastrophic- cpoC'hs with which C'orrelation could be 
conducted are : 

Pfalzian. 
Saalian (Appalachian). 
Asturian. 
Sudetic. 

The most pronounced mo,ement in the Australian Variscan would be the 
Kanimblan, and this can be confidently correlated with the Sudetic. The fourfold 
character of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny in N .S.W. prompts a c·orrelation with 
some of the remaining three epo~hs _give~ above, but in the Ji~:ht of present 
knowledge one would eounsel eaut10n rn this matter. It might be reasonable to 
suggest, with some resen-ation, that the strong epi-NewC'astle phase of 
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deformation was coe,al with the Saalian, although there is just the possibilit:v 
(not yet disposed of) that the correlation should be with the Pfalzian. 

J!JPILOGUE. 
This long account of the many structures in the Pro,ince and of their varied 

roles and experienC'eS in the great architectural plan of the region must now be 
concluded. The vicissitudes through which the rocks passed from time to time 
varied in intensity and direction, being sometimes orogenically, sometimes 
isostatically (epeirogenically) controlled. In between the episodes of the 
Hunter-Bowen movements there was no doubt some erosion, but it was between 
the final phases of that diastrophism and the later Wingen and Brushy Hill 
fracturing that much erosion and sedimentation proceeded elsewhere. ~.\.nother 
great period of erosion marked the middle Tertiary, and gigantic basaltic la-va 
fields with associated sheets and sills of dolerite (mostly alkaline) had been 
developed prior to that erosion. The final stru<'tmal experiences of the Province 
were of the nature of pulsatory uplifts which C'Yentually raised it to a maximum 
elevation of 5,000 feet in the fascinating Barrington Tops region. This 
pronounced positiYe event was thus indireetly responsible for making available 
to the investigator an umivalled display of structures built out of a wide series 
of terrains by successive stress episodes in post-Devonian times. 
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